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Abstract
Nature State: Incentivized Forests in Southern Ontario investigates the rapid growth of
voluntary private land conservation efforts in suburban and rural Ontario, focusing on the
rise of incentivized management from the mid-1990s until present day. Using a mixedmethods approach the study combines semi-structured interviews, archival research,
and GIS analysis with case studies in southern Ontario. This research considers the coevolution of new taxation schemes for conservation, devolved governance, and privatized
approaches to owning land and resources. In particular, my work examines the growing
use of programs such as the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program in order to manage
environmental change and biodiversity of forested lands within an extended urban fabric.
Incentivized environmental management raises important questions about the growing
interdependence between suburban land conservation and urban housing affordability, the
changing scales of stewardship, and the increasing role of finance in land conservation.
My findings reveal the development of new actor assemblages and knowledge geographies
that have come about due to the transfer of forest management activities from the state to
landowners, the new spatialities of protected areas and their land use dynamics, as well as
the integrated role of civil society and stewardship in addressing urban climate futures.
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Introduction

Preface
Every day, people are contributing to a collective stewardship practice in their own
backyards. Practices of ‘gardening’ at a large scale are taking place in private forests,
where a range of management activities are repairing and regenerating forest ecologies.
How has this come to be, and who and what is mobilizing this change?
Incentivized forest management in urbanizing regions involves the often unseen practices
of human and non-humans agents who together take part in the care and maintenance of
these landscapes. In addressing the subject of forest stewardship, I’ve been following two
somewhat parallel discursive threads: one that situates itself in the ecological sciences that
embraces a rational account of sustainable management, the other in political ecology and
philosophy that asks how our understanding of key concepts –stewardship, preservation,
management– have changed over time, and have in turn impacted our responses to, and
management of, wider landscape ecologies. In the first approach the path appears clear
and unquestioned—a linear progression forward. The second foregrounds the recognition
of the relationality of things, and of the need for a constant interrogation of their meaning.
In this vein, I often find it difficult to act amidst such complexity.
In the pages that follow, I focus on a specific phenomenon: the rise of economic incentive
programs that encourage the management of ‘nature’ in southern Ontario, Canada. While
past provincial approaches to forest management privileged the use of monocultures and
clear cutting among more extreme interventions that disrupted entire ecological systems,
contemporary conservation practice incorporates an increasingly holistic approach,
recognizing a diverse range of values, albeit under the current capitalist settler colonial
framework.
Engaging with other ways of knowing and world-making have been instrumental in
providing a way to scrutinize more neutral discourse to provide alternative frameworks
through which to consider competing value systems in conservation. In particular,
Kimmerer’s book Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and
the Teachings of Plants (2013) has been influential in shaping the underlying motive of
this thesis. Kimmerer is a Professor of Botany and member of the Citizen Potawatomi
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Nation. In one of her lectures she describes a scenario where she asked her students
how humans might have a positive impact on their non-human natural environment? In
response to this question her students are flummoxed, and I have to admit the question
caused me pause as well. In her book, she advocates for indigenous knowledge and
practices as ways through which to negotiate this disconnect, as a means through which
to complicate competing epistemologies and address the thorny question of how to have
agency through environmental stewardship.
In the age of the Anthropocene, when humans have inflicted such large-scale change,
we find ourselves in a paradox where on one hand we are faced with the powerful
recognition of the role of our species in forever impacting the geological composition of
the Earth, while at the same time acknowledging our total lack of control. As a response,
this dissertation investigates regimes of repair, maintenance and care of forested lands
in urbanizing regions. Forest ecologists maintain that the health of the forest is changing,
and that good forest stewardship and sustainable management practices are an essential
part of any strategy to contribute to the overall ecological well-being of these landscapes.
From this perspective, humans are agents of change that can have a positive impact. At
the same time, what is the extent of this impact–is it enough? This dissertation sits at a
threshold amidst ideologies of scientific practice and knowledge, while also asking about
the relational and constructed nature of these concepts. It integrates certain approaches of
management and care along a spectrum that ranges from active abandonment, a fallowing
of these landscapes based on a contention that nature knows best how to heal itself, to a
more structured interventionist model where human action is deemed necessary to reset
ecological balances. Within this context, questions concerning the scope of our capacity
for positive change have led me to interrogate our underlying motivations. Is management
something that we should strive for, and if so what does this entail for those disciplines,
such as urban planing and design that are implicated in the shaping of our socioecological environment?
As a planner and designer, and as someone who sees these disciplines as fundamentally
connected, my own approach has been concerned with the extent to which these
disciplines can be harnessed. Related to questions of environmental management,
planning and design, Escobar’s recent book Designs for the Pluriverse
Radical Interdependence, Autonomy, and the Making of Worlds is particularly salient.
He highlights the potential for design to contribute to more just world-making transitions
that challenge the current model of patriarchal western capitalist modernity. While he
acknowledges design’s continued complicity in furthering this model, he also points
to its potential to re-orient focus: to play a role in the activation of more relational and
just modes of being and knowing the world that learn from difference. He asks “can
ontologically oriented design play a constructive role in transforming entrenched ways
of being and doing toward philosophies of well-being that finally equip humans to live
in mutually enhancing ways with each other and with the Earth?” (2018, p. xi). Here, by
holding close an appreciation for the expanded conception of design beyond assumptions
of expertise, and the recognition of the constantly mutating terrain of this term, the
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ontology of design is a central, albeit sometimes implicit, thread that runs throughout this
dissertation.
I’m interested in small steps—steps that accumulate to make change and which have
the ability to set in motion alternative pathways through which to steer decentralized
power. These small actions might start in my own backyard through weeding, building
fences, and sowing seeds. I might keep track of which birds I see, which animals make
their way across the grass on the back lawn and how many tomatoes ripen in the raised
beds. Over time, and with practice, I might begin to recognize which plants need watering,
which are thriving and which might not make it through the winter. The forests and the
stewards that I’ve been working with over the last five years in southern Ontario are
doing similar things. They are planting trees and monitoring change. They are pulling
out invasive dog-strangling vine and tracking instances of emerald ash borer. They are
selectively cutting down trees to open up new patches of light in the forest canopy. They
are pruning and clipping with care around planted saplings with hope that they take root.
A larger garden for sure, these managed forests are planned and designed environments
whose management occurs not within a season, but within cycles of arboreal and human
lifetimes.
Those who participate, those who are actively managing their forests, are changing these
lands, and at the same time are bringing about change in themselves. They have intimate
knowledge of their property: its plants, animals, soils and rivers. They register almost
imperceptible changes in the landscape and see their land as playing a vital role in the
greater ecological context and capacities of the region (as part of a larger watershed or
forest community), and perhaps in their connection to broader urban dynamics. Thus
small decisions alter the landscape, gaining greater permanence over time and setting in
motion the forests of tomorrow.
These small actions are set within a wider geographic and political ecological context.
In this research on incentivized environmental management I engage with these broader
conditions, connecting critical theory, ecological management, planning and design with
the aim to productively complicate neoliberal conservation narratives to highlight who is
doing this work, who is benefiting, and how particular knowledge systems are prevalent in
directing our engagement with non-human nature towards certain futures. This research is
thus multi-scalar as it connects the everyday practices of individuals with their aggregate
collective impacts and wider geopolitical context.
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Introduction
Nature State: Incentivized Forests in Southern Ontario engages ontologically and
epistemologically with the entangled relations of nature and society, with particular
attention given to the changing contours of our governance systems, institutions, and
environments. This research interrogates theoretical framings of ‘nature,’ the ‘state,’ and
‘urban,’ to explore the broader socio-spatial configurations produced by capitalist logics,
property, and market mechanisms that shape environmental conservation. The term
‘state’ is examined from various standpoints and deployed in multiple ways to investigate
how changing State apparatuses and spatial strategies influence the material trajectories
of these landscapes, as well as the shifting states of matter implicated in the production of
our built and unbuilt environment. Working between local and regional scales this research
investigates the co-evolution of new schemes for conservation and devolved governance
that raise important questions about the individual and aggregate impacts between land
conservation and processes of urbanization, as well as the changing scales and agents
involved in environmental management under neoliberal regimes.
The research explores a discreet slice of the far-ranging dynamics of environmental
conservation, investigating the changing outcomes of the regulation of forested lands in
southern Ontario, Canada, an area that has undergone several rounds of anthropogenic
forest clearing and re-growth. At present, the region is faced with competing pressures
for urban expansion and environmental preservation which in turn have set in motion
land use change dynamics that directly impact its forested lands and built environment.
While the planning and management of forest resources in this region has historically
been the domain of public institutions, I highlight a recent shift towards a more private,
local ‘voluntary’ incentive model–a major rupture in environmental governance that raises
serious questions concerning the role of landscape stewardship and of the capacity for
humans to have beneficial impact.
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The connection between forests and urbanization draws from scholarship that outlines
the interconnected nature of our built and unbuilt environment within a long history of
anthropogenic environment-making (Harrison, 2000; Handel, 2011).1 The research takes
seriously the relationship between supra-national, national, regional and local frameworks
that shape the tools available to planners and designers, the responsibilities of actors/
agents involved, and the spatial form and pattern of the actually existing landscapes of
environmental management. Within the backdrop of neoliberal provincial environmental
governance approaches, this dissertation asks planners and designers to acknowledge
their own complicity in the creation of the climate crises—of the reliance of our built
environment and lifestyles on fossil fuels—while also exploring our potential agency
(working with other human agents and non-human forms of life) to engender alternative
more socially just ways forward. In particular I ask:

In an era where we are constantly forced to grapple with our
far-reaching impacts on the environment, how can we imagine
ourselves as a force for positive change?
Within this broader problematique, this dissertation lies at the nexus of critical urban
theory, political ecology and media studies, and investigates the rapid growth of privatized
environmental conservation. It engages with literature on the production of space (Marx,
Smith and Lefebvre) concerning our relationship to nature under the longue durée of state
spatial restructuring, and explores a recent shift where conservation on private urban
and peri-urban properties is now increasingly occurring through individual plot level
decisions rather than comprehensive territorial planning. In my critique, I highlight how
this latest round in the production of nature is not just a rolling out of the market, but is
in fact resulting in a variegated socialization of nature that is aggregating in unique and
unforeseen ways across the landscape.2
Within this context, I reveal a series of double-scale dynamics that while at the site level
seem isolated, are in reality mobilizing new public and private strategies and assemblages,
setting in motion larger aggregate impacts of direct relevance to environmental
conservation and the organization of cities. These new trajectories impact processes of
urbanization and climate change planning in that they complicate current conservation
narratives in terms of who and what has agency, and reveal the many inherent
contradictions connected to acts of environmental care and maintenance in rapidly
urbanizing regions. Using a mixed methods approach I offer new insight into the grounded
realities of incentivized forests on private land in southern Ontario, and contribute to
scholarship that calls for alternative narratives and ways of knowing landscape.
Scholars points to the fact that the sustainability of cities needs to be considered in relation to the human and
natural resources caught up in its metabolism from both near and far sources. Here, Seto et al points to the
need for planetary stewardship that connects the management of complex environmental and social issues
(2012). In addition, Swyngedouw (2006) and Brenner and Schmid (2015) bring our attention to a similar
dynamic where they emphasize the connection of cities with the broader territorial formations in which they
are embedded.
2
Here I borrow from Foster’s conceptualization where this process entails an increasing democratic move
toward accountability in environmental management. For a more in-depth explanation of the concept see Soron
(2004).
1
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Three interrelated arguments are woven through each chapter of this dissertation:
First, I contend that not enough attention has been given to the design dimension and its
central role within the planning process. This incorporates the recognition that design is
concerned with more than simply aesthetics, going beyond the individual unit to consider
how elements of the built and unbuilt environment interact (Carmona and Punter, 2013).
Within this framing I focus on the often overlooked role of policy; the invisible rules that
guide our approaches and actions that have direct consequence on the configuration of
the material environment. Attention to policy and its grounded realities is one analytic entry
point through which I theorize uneven geographical development pertaining to current
incentivized geographies and environmental governance.
Second, I assert that in order to understand the spatial dimension of policy frameworks it
is essential to interrogate their broader context and path-dependency. This brings attention
to how forested landscapes are produced in historically and geographically specific ways
through a dialectic between material conditions, structures of governance, and human and
non-human experience within capitalist society. In this second strand, I bring attention to
the production of forested landscapes through an engagement with critical theories of the
state (Scott, 1998) and the production of nature (Smith, 1984) in relation to environmental
economics.
Third, I position these landscapes within the realm of planning and design to engage
seriously with what design means in this context—in terms of current directives that
see an increasing role for the ecological in planning and design theory and praxis.
Rather than completely embracing market mechanisms as the way forward, throughout
this dissertation I use a variety of case studies to highlight different ways of working
with and against these programs, which borrow their logics from their grounded
application. This dissertation embraces the notion that there are multiple realities in which
these incentivized landscapes exist, and draws lessons from observed practice and
conversations with those engaged in forest management and environmental planning in
order to open up speculative pathways through which to navigate capitalist growth.
Incentivized Landscapes and the Politics of Management
This research investigates incentivized landscapes in relation to the historic and current
urban fabric in Canada. Since the advent of settler-colonialism, forests have been
incorporated into state spatial strategies that have played a distinct role in the country’s
development through subsequent rounds of clearing and cultivation. Despite often being
peripherally located, Canadian forests are heavily regulated, managed towards different
goals that have shaped both their form and ecological function. Recent scholarship in
political ecology and political economy have pointed to the need for further research on
the dynamics of property and natural resource management with regard to their diverse
and often contentious outcomes (Robertson and Hayden, 2008; Kay, 2016; Tapp and Kay,
2019).
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This dissertation contributes to this line of investigation and explores the development
of private forests with particular attention given to the economic tools of the state:
incentivized environmental programs being one such program within the context of
environmental governance strategies in the province of Ontario.
Tax incentives are used in many countries to mobilize non-government actors toward
certain environmental management goals. By incentivized landscapes, I refer to the
interactions between the material biophysical landscape and those who inhabit it, directed
to a certain extent by governance measures that provide tax reductions to stimulate
stewardship action. This focus on incentivized forest landscapes responds to an increased
awareness and shift toward valuing natural resource assets in research and policy, as
well as the growing influence of non-state actors such as environmental organizations,
private land owners and industry in shaping the ecological composition of landscapes. In
addition, this topic intersects with increasing scholarship and proposals that engage with
the ecological dimension of planning, the spatial effects of policy, and of the extended
impacts of urbanization (Forman, 2008; Lehnerer, 2009; Kastikis 2018; Brenner 2016).
This research navigates the tension arising between neoliberal governance strategies
that aim to increasingly open nature to the market and the leftist critique of the resulting
negative externalities (degradation, enclosure, exclusion) and the loss of democratic
control that results (Logan and Werkle, 2008; Huff and Brock, 2017). Focusing on
incentivized landscapes, their maco- and micro-impacts on land and labor, I offer a more
nuanced analysis that complicates these overarching narratives to highlight elements
implicit in our current practices that provide clues toward achieving more just future
urban worlds (Harvey, 2000). Through grounded fieldwork, I reveal how incentivized
environmental management programs have set in motion a framework that is followed,
bent and in some cases broken, which hint towards the possibility of more collective
and coordinated emancipatory approaches that are latent in neoliberal environmental
governance.
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Methods
In the pages that follow, I bring together a variety of ‘slices’ into the problematique of
forest management in southern Ontario, drawing on urban and landscape theory as tools
through which to complicate inherited concepts. I engage in a robust multi-disciplinary,
multi-method critical assessment of the uneven spatial and knowledge geographies
tied to incentivized environmental management in the province that combines over 30
semi-structured interviews with individuals connected to forest management including:
landowners, forest consultants, urban and regional planners, conservation authorities,
and provincial program directors. I have also incorporated archival materials that were
important in tracing the legacies of forest management in the province. In this regard, my
research brought me to the Canadian Center for Architecture, The Archives of Ontario, the
Canadian Archives and the Archives at Laurier University, which provided a treasure-trove
of documentation on the use of tax as a means through which to direct environmental
conservation within the region.
Building from this layered analysis, a local investigative approach was used as a means
of developing theory, whereby similar patterns and relationships within and across cases
and their underlying logical arguments were interpreted (Eisenhardt et al, 2007). The
fieldwork I conducted over the past four summers involved site visits where I walked with
landowners through incentivized forest landscapes. On these walks, participants were
asked to point out different short- and long-term management objectives. Along the way
conversations unfolded, sometimes directed at stewardship activities, sometimes about
the history of the property, their daily lives, of events happening in the community, or of
changes they’d seen in the land over time. This qualitative approach is complimented
by quantitative analysis, through the use of statistical methods and mapping using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to assess land use change and changing property
values in the region. This methodology has allowed me to triangulate different levels of
social reality tied to the political ecology of environmental tax incentives with the actual
spaces of implementation, which is unique in the study of this subject.
Dissertation Outline
Held between theory and grounded empirical study, I highlight the processes that shape
contemporary geographies of incentivized conservation that shed light into the making
of landscapes as capital driven socio-natural systems. The dissertation is structured
between two sections, one more theoretical in nature, the other based on grounded
empirically-based research. This first of these (Chapters 1 - 3) begins with an overview
of the production of nature (Harvey, 1996; Smith 1984), and the role of the state
(Scott,1998; Brenner and Schmid 2015) to illuminate the socio-metabolic production
and reproduction of the forest. Set within this framework, I feature a specific Ontario
case study which highlights the historical transformations of state policy and its related
impact on labor in the management of forested environments. Building from this historical
investigation, I outline how changing ideologies and representations of ‘management’ have
had a lasting impact on the natural and cultural landscape. The second section (Chapters
4-7) draws from empirical study to visualize current incentive programs and policy
dynamics. I begin with a focus on broader abstract policy frameworks and transition to
their implementation at site level.
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Chapter 1: State Space and the Production of Nature
Chapter 1 builds a theoretical scaffolding and interrogates framings of ‘nature’ and ‘the
state’ to explore the broader socio-spatial configurations produced through the dynamics
of capitalist urbanization. Set within a critical urban theoretical framework, this section
conceptualizes forests and their management practices as offering insight into past and
present urban morphologies and socio-spatial processes that are bound up in an ongoing
process of clearing and cultivation. The chapter frames the study of environmental
incentive programs within Smith’s (1984) production of nature thesis and Brenner and
Schmidt’s (2015) formulation of the extended urban fabric to understand their sociospatial transformations, and more generally their world-wide proliferation through policy
regimes.
Chapter 2: Silviculture in Southern Ontario: Environmental Histories of State Regulation
Tracing the path-dependent historical geographies of state-managed forested land this
chapter connects provincial incentive programs to previous forest restoration undertaken
by government actors, and analyses the use of provincial forest plantations as a form
of landscape infrastructure to counter environmental destruction. The legacies of these
state strategies are connected to current incentivized management programs within the
province.
Chapter 3: Incentivized Forests and State Legibility
Chapter 3 builds from the historical overview of state intervention outlined in the previous
chapter and focuses on the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program (MFTIP) which
encourages private landowners to actively participate in sustainable forest management.
Using the lens of state legibility (Scott, 1998) this framing allows for an investigation
of how state ideology and neoliberal environmental governance tied to the progressive
conservative Common Sense Revolution platform in the mid 90s mobilized private
individuals to manage their forested lands, a notable shift from a previous state-dominated
model in Ontario.
Chapter 4: Incentivized Private Landscapes: Enclosures and Externalities
Chapter 4 visualizes the ‘invisible’ spatial conditions inherent in environmental policy and
practice. This chapter highlights how abstract conceptions of property enacted through
legislation are being used and combined in ways that impact the conservation of forested
lands at the regional and site level. As a form of enclosure, I investigate the impact of
these programs in terms of their externalities with attention given to who is befitting and
excluded.
Chapter 5: Conserving Forests and Preserving Affordability
This chapter investigates the role of incentivized landscapes at the nexus of the competing
concerns for urban growth and environmental conservation. In this chapter, I investigate
the ways in which properties in environmental tax incentive programs affect and are also
themselves impacted by changing valuations of land. Thus, while the emphasis of these
programs has been on forest conservation, Chapter 5 investigates their externalities in
terms of directing future land use change and also their potential in supporting larger
forest systems in the face of other more profitable land uses, such as suburban housing,
commercial development or agriculture in this region.
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Chapter 6: Constructing Ecologies: Agents of Design in Southern Ontario’s Private Forests
In terms of everyday practice, individuals create a range of landscapes that mediate
provincial program guidelines and reporting formats, advice from foresters, as well as
their particular interests and goals for their property. This chapter draws directly from
fieldwork and presents case studies of properties in these programs to understand the
richness and diversity of these forested environments and the logics underlying different
approaches to environmental stewardship. This research demonstrates how the program’s
objectives are variously met according to specific spatial and social conditions, while also
looking at the ways in which different geographic locations give insight into particular
patterns of urbanization.
Chapter 7: Interfaces Between Forest Management, Planning and Design
While the role of design and planning is woven throughout the dissertation, this final
chapter addresses more explicitly questions of the interface between forests and design
in terms of theory and practice. I present three speculative scenarios that outline possible
ways in which the conclusions from previous chapters might be mobilized towards more
just and ecologically balanced forms of management that push back at the logics of the
current neoliberal model.

Our environment has been irreconcilably changed by our own actions despite a climate
crisis where nature seems overwhelmingly out of our hands. Ultimately this research
comes down to questions of how and why we as a society value forests, and how this
has been actualized through their integration into state response. Though this research
I highlight the creation of new social relations that have arisen from incentive programs,
that connect private landowners, their wider community, forest professionals and the state
in new ways. In exploring the impact of weeding, planting saplings and caring for the
land, I argue that the increasing use of incentives as a form of environmental stewardship
practice are creating a unique geography of forested lands. As provincially-run programs,
I contend that planning and design hold a powerful position as potential mediators
between the demands of capital and of civil society within these environments. In making
these policy frameworks legible, in taking several methodological cuts into the topic of
incentivized landscapes, this research explores the complex entanglements of land, labor,
and law–their current implementation and their generative creative capacity in response to
our current climate crises.

Introduction
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1
State Space and the Production of Nature

Canada has a history of state responses to environmental disasters (often of their
own making) that call for a critical reflection on environmental assumptions, the role
of government, of planning and design, and their associated management practices.1
Within a history of anthropogenic disturbance, the ways in which forested environments
have been brought in direct relation to the urban has changed over time, with certain
activities setting in motion trajectories that have had a greater or lesser impact on these
ecosystems. This dissertation brings attention to these path-dependent activities, their
impact on forest ecologies, and their underlying connection to the urban fabric. Set within
this connection between forest management and processes of urbanization, I employ
the lens of clearing and cultivation to bring particular attention to the cyclical nature of
management practices that have historically brought forests into direct relation with the
urban through the deployment of state spatial strategies, and more recently with the advent
of financial tools that have mobilized the everyday stewardship practices of civil society.
This first chapter establishes a theoretical framing through which to conceptualize our
environment and interrogate terms such as ‘urban’ and ‘nature’. Recognizing the elusive
and slippery essence of these concepts, the intent is to establish a base from which
subsequent chapters will build. In situating managed forests as part of an extended urban
fabric, I bring attention to local, regional, national and even planetary metabolisms that
rely on forests in multiple ways. To investigate these variegated landscapes I mobilize
geographer Neil Smith’s production of nature thesis to understand the dialectical character
and reciprocal processes of anthropogenic clearing and cultivation brought about through
the historic relationship of state planning and environmental design strategies that have
played an active role in shaping the forest. Embedded within a history of deforestation and
renewal, I connect incentivized landscapes to current neoliberal approaches.

For more on this relationship see the exhibition and publication by the Canadian Centre for Architecture
(CCA), It’s all Happening So Fast: A Counter-History of the Modern Canadian Environment which foregrounds
Canada’s entangled relationship with natural resource use (Bratishenko and Zardini, 2016).
1
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I begin this chapter by asking:

Are managed forests part of our urban fabric?
While at first glance, forests in Canada might not strike one as urban, in tracing the history
of capitalist urbanization within the country, I show how forests, specifically managed
forests (as regulated environments), have played an active role in shaping spatial practice,
governance and everyday life. This first section brings forests and their management
in direct relation to the urban by outlining their fundamental role within larger territorial
systems. In the pages that follow, I highlight the socio-ecological interconnectedness
of these managed territories that are transformed, regulated, and designed in relation to
state forest management regimes which leverage private landowners’ capacities to plant,
maintain and harvest these natural resources.
By adopting a theoretical position that places forests as part of our urban fabric this
problematizes not only how they appear as landscape form, but also how they contribute
to socio-spatial processes of urbanization set within ongoing operations of clearing and
cultivation. Formulating managed forests in this way, my research takes a decentered
approach to understanding the urban, one that builds on recent scholarship by Neil
Brenner and Christian Schmid that accesses the urban question from beyond city-centric
models and which links capitalist forms of agglomeration with broader transformations
of territory, landscape and environment. Forests as sites of urban research bring an
environmental framing to extended urbanization scholarship that foregrounds the impact
of state restructuring processes and their deployment across a territory (Brenner, 2013;
Brenner, 2014; Schmid 2018).2 Within the realm of forest management, I mobilize the
more recent phenomenon of incentivized forests, as but one element of this processes.
One that connects these landscapes to broader urban dynamics, while also exploring
the syntax of human intervention that has systematically resulted in the broader
transformations of these territories at various scales. This allows for an enhanced
understanding of these sites, often quite peripheral from concentrated agglomerations, as
taking part in a variety of processes that are not usually associated with urban analysis.

For instance, Monte-Mor uses Lefebvre’s concept of ‘urban fabric’ to bring an environmental perspective
to the urban while also foregrounding the impact of state restructuring processes which are extended across
the territory. Within this context, he argues for a research agenda and for an urban analysis that considers the
impact of an extended urban fabric on natural environmental conditions and conservation (Monte-Mór and
Luís, 2014).
2
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In doing so I ask:

What is the role of the state in the management of our environment?
A discussion at the April 2020 American Association of Geographers conference
pertaining to ‘The Environmental State,’ critiqued the success of management strategies
for resource landscapes, bringing attention to the contradictory circumstances of
governance and anthropogenic climate change. On one hand, they argued, nation states
are primary participants in climate change mitigation and future action strategies—
however reciprocally, these institutions have also been responsible for many of its
causes.3 Exploring this paradox further, this chapter traces the changing role of the nation
state in mediating our environment, with a specific focus on neoliberal approaches and the
rescaling of environmental stewardship.
I argue that a key link connecting managed forests to the broader context of capitalist
urbanization is the role of the state in creating new territorial regulatory frameworks. As
such, this dissertation contends that the forest is a socio-spatial form that has been/ and
is presently, a deeply regulated entity, one that brings it in direct association to the urban.
In the pages that follow I touch briefly on the historic legacy of the nation’s management
of forests that has pulled them in direct structured relations to agglomerations in various
ways (greater detail is given to this topic in the next chapter). Here, I look at both the
relationship between changing regulatory strategies (particularly incentive programs)
and state space in terms of their (1) spatial organization, as well as, (2) the changing
geographies of state intervention. In terms of how broader abstract regulatory practices
are grounded in site-specific realities I ask:

How is state space intertwined in everyday practice?
Here, I seek to complicate hegemonic conservation narratives to highlight how this latest
stage in the production of nature adds nuance to neoliberal modes of environmental
governance and on collective social action at the site and individual level that is
aggregating in particular ways across the built and unbuilt environment. Over the last four
summers I’ve met with landowners and forest consultants involved in incentivized forest
management both proximate and distant to cities. I have seen that forest management
within incentive programs leads to a particular construction of the forest, one that offers a
potential outlet to urbanization pressures—but also one that brings into relief the layered
history of these lands, a history that is tied to past social, political, and environmental
interventions. By grounding incentive programs, I offer a more nuanced reading of how
these modes of governance have been subverted and channeled creatively at the local
level, setting in motion certain dynamics of care and maintenance that mobilize everyday
citizens along different trajectories.

The AAG panel session articulates this paradox of state environmental management, as an entity that is firmly
enmeshed in both environmental degradation and reciprocally its remediation. On one hand the state functions
as a facilitator of capital accumulation, private property rights and markets, while on the other hand aiding in
the mitigation of the negative environmental externalities accompanying these political-ecological processes
that are driving anthropocentric ecological crises (AAG, 2020).
3
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This investigation of everyday practice illuminates two critical vantage points that are less
explored in literature. First, at the concrete level, I investigate the actually existing and
variegated materiality of produced nature, a portion of scholarship that Castree (1995)
argues has been underdeveloped in Marxist geographical accounts. In addition, this
dissertation engages directly with what I’ve termed the ‘knowledge geographies’ of these
landscapes, the resulting networks that have shaped the ‘consciousness’ of landowners
in the management of their forests—again a topic that has been under-explored. Within
the realm of everyday practice I connect incentivized forest stewardship theoretically to
the production of nature, which allows for a greater interrogation of not only the historic
and material dimensions of these landscapes with the labor of those involved, but to the
different ideologies and changing consciousness of the laborer. Building on Smith’s thesis,
I outline how state regulation, inherited material contexts and the labor of both human and
non-human nature are aggregating to produce new territorial ecologies.4
In this first chapter, I spend some time outlining the theories and epistemologies that have
been mobilized in understanding the forest and its management within an extended urban
context. These include the recognition of first, the changing nature of the terms we use
to understand our environment. In particular, Neil Smith’s production of nature thesis is
mobilized as a means through which to understand the entangled relations of capitalist
urbanization. Secondly, within this framing I give particular attention to the regulatory
frameworks structure the relationship with our environment—how state programs are
intrinsically connected to the production of new forms of socio-natures and in constituting
our relationship to space.
Socio-Ecological Relations and the Production of Nature
Our interpretations of the conceptual borders surrounding terms such as culture, nature,
environment, urban and rural, impact how we in turn understand our environment, our
place in it and our strategies of intervention. Different perceptions of nature abound within
scholarship in geography, political ecology and in urban and landscape studies.5 The more
we chase this term, the more we realize that there is no singular nature; instead careful
consideration should be given to how particular conceptualizations of the term impact the
way we think about our environments, how these conceptions change over time, and how
they guide our actions (Williams, 1976; Kaika and Swyngedouw, 2012).6 Many scholars
have discussed the ontology of nature, highlighting its historical interpretation and
representations (Coates 1998), its epistemological framings (Castree, 2005), its changing
ideologies (Smith, 1984; Cronon, 1995), and its formations and regimes (Lachmund,
2013).7 In fact, Braun and Castree (2001) acknowledge that while categories such as

The term emphasizes the importance of the spatial dimension in socio-ecological interactions. (Ibañez and
Katsikis, 2014).
5
Smith argues that concepts of nature are diverse, confused, and in many case irreconcilable (Smith, 1984).
6
Kaika and Swyngedouw argue that there is no singular nature around which an urban environmental policy
or an environmentally sensitive intervention can be constructed and performed. Rather, there is a multitude of
urban natures and a multitude of existing, possible or practical socio-natural relations (2012). In addition in
William’s book Keywords, he refers to ‘Nature’ as one of the terms which is hardest to define.
7
Lachmund (2013) argues that ecological practices, politics and administrative practices co-produced a
particular ‘nature regime’ in Berlin which has led to the protection of certain fallow spaces and an appreciation
for their biodiversity within the city.
4’
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‘nature’ and ‘social’ were in the past understood as separate domains, these conceptual
boundaries have broken down.8
Connected to environmental issues experienced today, recent scholarship in social theory
has explored these entangled relationships, recognizing that “environmental problems
are inescapably social problems,” deeply imbued in power dynamics (White, 2015, p.
xviii). The term ‘social-nature’ has emerged as a means through which to conceptualize
the intricate relations between society and nature, and through which to elucidate the
underlying questions of “who constructs what kind of nature(s) and to what ends and with
what social and ecological effects” (Braun and Castree, 2001, p. xi). Here it is through our
knowledge structures, our physical interactions, and processes of production that these
connections are nurtured.
There are several ways in which the intertwined relations of nature and society have been
theorized through Marxist, Post-Structural and Science Studies.9 Of particular interest
for this dissertation is an approach that follows Neil Smith’s thesis on the production of
nature, where nature is made and remade as both an ideology and a commodity within
and through the (il)logics of capitalist production, competition, and accumulation. Smith’s
framing goes beyond a pristine and untouched ‘first nature,’ and points to the internal
relationship between nature and society, where capitalism constructs landscapes as
exchange values for profit. While Smith’s thesis has provided fertile ground for scholarship
that resides at a more abstract level, Braun and Castree point to the need for a more
thorough appreciation of nature’s materiality (1998). Within this dissertation, Smith’s
thesis on the production of nature is mobilized to understand how we might understand
the many forces at play in the transformation of forested environments. In exploring
more abstract forces and regulatory practices alongside cases of their concretized
implementation, I ask: How have/do these socio-nature(s) manifest and what are the
trajectories of these transitions within broader processes of capitalist urbanization?

Smith (1984) highlights dualist conceptions of nature revolving around the ‘scientific’ and the ‘poetic’. The
scientific sees nature as external and universal, while the poetic sees wilderness as places to escape from
society and as very much rooted in social class. Both of these concepts are seen by Smith as bourgeois
ideology that serve to further capitalist interests. In contrast he sees nature as socially produced both in an
abstract sense as well as concretely. Braun and castree (2001) argue that eco-centric approaches position
humans as destroying an external nature, thus establishing a society-nature distinction, and ignoring the social
dimensions. In addition, articulating a feminist critique, Whatmore (2002) investigates conceptualizations of
wilderness in the modern imagination as exterior to humans, arguing that a romanticism of external wilderness
has continued to produce unhelpful categories and binaries. In addition, Moore (2017) argues that ‘human
exceptionalism’ has shaped social thought over the past two hundred years, where human relations were
perceived as distinct from nature. He critiques discourses on the Anthropocene as falling into this trap where
humans are conceptualized as a homogenous powerful actor. Taking a relational approach, his writings focus
on the role of capital accumulation as entangled within a web of interspecies dependencies which he terms the
‘web of life’.
9
In terms of an epistemological framing, Braun and Castree (1998) outline this categorization.
8
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In his seminal book Uneven Development (1984), Smith applies a geographic lens to
Marxist theory. His interest is in how societies create their own geography and how
uneven development becomes integrated as both process and pattern in the production
of nature under capitalism.10 His investigation uses a relational approach, looking at both
capitalism’s impact on geography, but also at how these resulting landscapes in turn allow
for the continuation of capitalism. This includes the production of space by capital, which
integrates nature and social processes at a number of scales.
Smith highlights Marx’s formulation of the metabolism/ metabolic interaction between
nature and society as a particular way through which to understand humanity’s
relationship to nature.11 The key aspects of his theoretical logic pertaining to the
restructuring of geographical space include the elements of ideology, labor, political
economy and the material world, synthesized within a historical reading. In regard to the
object of study of this thesis, Smith’s methodology allows us to see the development
of forest management as a dialectical process: the result of changing ideologies of
conservation, state management strategies, a differentiated labor force, and neoliberal
capitalist development. In subsequent chapters, each of these elements are explored in
greater depth—however, Smith’s theoretical framing allows for them to be read together,
bridging the realm of everyday practice and the knowledge of those involved, set within the
wider territorial expansion of these landscapes within urban regions, structured through
state regulation and capitalist forces of urbanization (See Figure 1.1).
In investigating managed forests within the umbrella of the production of nature, this
dissertation builds from Neil Brenner and Christian Schmid’s dimensions of urbanization
and the role of state spatial strategies. In The Production of Nature, Smith argues that the
means through which nature is produced are connected to transformations in the mode
of production and to changing social relations in capitalist society.12 Using the Marxian
concepts of use value and exchange value, which mediate our relationship to nature,
Smith trances how nature, modified through its production for exchange, gives rise to
an exchange economy, and to a ‘second nature,’ which becomes increasingly regulated
through the development of institutions and state mechanisms as a means of political
control.13 As mentioned previously, one of Smith’s main contributions to the literature is
his application of Marxist theory to geographic space.14 Here, he foregrounds the unity

Smith’s theory of uneven development lays out a framework of how geographic spaces are fundamental to
the survival of capitalism. He argues that forms of uneven development are not ubiquitous, its geographical
patters are particular to those processes inherent to capitalism (Smith, 1984).
11
To make this argument Smith draws heavily from Alfred Schmidt’s work on Marx.
12
This refers to the particular combinations of labor power and means of production (the tools, and
infrastructure including non-human nature and land), as well as the social and technical relations of production
such as property rights and power relations that govern society.
13
Smith’s definition of second nature is perhaps most useful here in connecting the production of nature
to broader institutional forces within modern capitalism. Here the state ensures political control of these
processes through regulatory apparatus as private property and the development of markets. In the production
of second nature, the relationship between labor and nature changes; labor becomes alienated from its
product, from other workers and from themselves through specialization (Smith, 1984).
14
Smith recognizes that scholarship on the production of space is not new and he references Harvey, Castells
and Lefebvre (Smith, 1984).
10
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The Production of Nature

State Regulatory Apparatus
State spatial practice

Capitalist Urbanization

Managed forests as urban fabric

Figure 1.1 Theoretical Framing

of space and society as a dialectical relationship, not just an interaction, but instead as
constituted through each other. The agency of human practice is responsible for, and
an entity of, the historical evolution of geographical space and its spatial patterns are
expressions of the relationship between capital and labor (the mode of production) which
can be traced over time.15 These patterns are manifestations of fixed capital where “the
material substratum is more and more the product of social production” (Smith 1984, p.
49).
Within Smith’s work, which foregrounds the production of physical space and by proxy
that of nature, he maintains that “the production of space also implies the production of
the meanings, concepts and consciousness of space which are inseparably linked to
its physical production” (Smith, 1984, p. 107). Thus, this brings us full circle to the role
of ideology and knowledge, its links to labor, institutional assemblages and the material
environment. Within the capitalist economy, Smith is careful to point out that this is not a
homogeneous process; what results is a differentiated nature shaped through the ‘seesaw’
motion of capital.16
More recently, scholars in political ecology and critical urban studies have outlined further
research opportunities that build from Smith’s ideas: calling for studies that explicitly
interrogate the spatiality of the production of space through the connection between
nature and capital (Moore 2011; Prudham, 2011).17 In addition, scholars have emphasized
the need for research on the heterogeneous character of the labor involved (Ekerks and
Loftus), and the lack of, and need for, scholarship that pushes further Smith’s ideas of
‘consciousness’ in this process (Arboleda, 2020).
“Perhaps one of the most overlooked yet generative aspects of Neil Smith’s
production of nature thesis is that he considers the production of nature to include

Smith defines geographical space as the space of human activity, which differs from other definitions.
Smith concludes that the production of nature is best thought about from the perspective of history rather than
philosophy, and that it constitutes the fusing of all of these components together, of value, space and society.
16
The seesaw movement of capital is set within the theory of uneven development and refers to the fluidity of
capital to go to areas that are attractive for profit. The geographical expression of which results in capital going
to undeveloped areas to developed areas an then back again in the pursuit of profits.
17
Jason Moore, offers a reading that builds from Smith’s production of nature thesis. He presents the
theory of capitalist world ecology –a dialectical blending of human and extra-human nature through their
commodification. Rather than separate from nature, Moore argues that capitalism develops through nature.
(Moore, 2011).
15
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the configurations assumed by human consciousness in the labor process. The
production of nature is henceforth also fundamentally concerned with the production
and even reinvention of the human quo productive subject. Because labor is the
‘melting pot’ where the unity between human and nonhuman natures is concretely
realized, the question of living labor is fundamental for fully grasping the production
and creative destruction of social space under capitalism.” (Arboleda, 2020 p.81).
By mobilizing the production of nature thesis, this provides a means through which to
decipher the historical-geographical socio-natural processes that shape the abstract rules
and regulations of state environmental governance strategies, themselves embedded
in changing ideologies, formed through a reaction to historical circumstances of their
own making that have been deployed across the landscape. In linking Smith’s dialectical
framework to processes of urbanization, I draw from scholars who provide a road-map for
such a spatial exploration, one that combines Marxist approaches with socio-ecological
metabolic processes.18
In positioning managed forests as part of broader urban dynamics, the way in which
we conceptualize ‘the urban’ impacts the way in which we develop our interpretations.
In connecting forest management to processes of urbanization, I’ve borrowed from
Brenner’s conceptualization of the urban as a theoretical construct, rather than pre-given
site of analysis (2013). As theoretical construct the urban becomes a critical conceptual
tool through which to theorize ongoing processes of creative destruction, where ‘the
urban’ is not confined to any specific place, territory or scale’, and thus opens new terrain
through which to understand its morphologies and socio-spatial processes (Brenner,
2016, p. 180). In the development of new conceptual strategies to decipher emergent
urban realities and potentialities, Brenner points to the need to reconsider our sites of
investigation. In taking a site that is most often thought of as outside the urban (in this
case the managed forest), and situating it firmly within this framework, this research
offers a new productive pathway through which to advance our understanding of historic
development as well as current patterns of urbanization. Within the pages that follow
I argue that attention to the spatial dimension of these processes (both abstract and
concrete) illuminates how those involved (such as urban planners and designers) become
active or complicit in the development and management of forested landscapes. Relevant
to planning and design practice is the fact that these complex assemblages of socionatural relations are made worlds; thus they have the capacity to be remade towards more
socially just and environmentally sane emancipatory futures (Harvey, 1996; White, 2015).

Here Swyngedouw’s work is particularly useful in its analytical and theoretical framing of society and nature
(socio-nature) as intrinsically connected and historically produced as a ‘dynamic geographical configuration’
that connects urban areas with wider networks comprised of human, natural, material, cultural, mechanical
and organic socio-spatial processes (1999).
18
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Processes of Clearing and Cultivation
Forests are fundamental for the filtration of air and water, as habitat for other organisms,
as anchors of soil, and as mechanisms of carbon capture. They make up an integral
part of our urban metabolism in terms of their role in the agricultural practices that feed
our cities, as well as their use as fuel and building material. Canadian forests are part of
complex socio-ecological interactions shaped by generations of inhabitants that valued
the forest for different means. From fuel and timber, to the ecological services trees
provide, the forest is continually being reshaped by society’s popular imagination and
resource demands. In an urban planning and resource context, the forest and woodbased industries have facilitated community growth and are part of the settler-colonial
underpinnings of modern Canada. Within Canadian history, forests have been perceived as
both an exterior wilderness defining the extent of civilization, as well as a conquered and
rationalized entity whose components have been used to fuel resource development and
facilitate urban growth.19

Human Intervention
Extent of forest in 1906

Figure 1.2 Human Intervention and the Canadian Forest (Legacé, Smachylo, Woytiuk, 2012).

In Canada the evolution of communities has been tied to phases of urban development that have required
them to adapt to changing conditions, market demands and new technologies. During this time, communities
changed dramatically from frontier camps to more formally planned towns with modern facilities (Bradbury,
1979).
19
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In Canada we can trace in current urban development patterns the imprint and spatial
logic of forest management through the historic and ongoing practices of forest clearing
and cultivation. By adopting the premise that various modes of clearing have been the
method through which settlers historically colonized the Canadian forest, an opportunity
is opened up to explore the extent to which clearing has resulted in an urban process that
amalgamates a human and non-human environment into an unevenly produced geography
(see Map 1). Based on this premise, we can read these clearings and their subsequent
regeneration as a reflection of economic and cultural forces of production, akin to Smith’s
theorization of the uneven development of capitalist urbanization.
Forms of settler-colonial clearing have included the spatial logics of oil exploration,
agriculture, conservation, forestry, leisure, transportation, sovereignty, and the expansion
of cities among others (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3). Building on the logic of the forest
clearing established in previous work conducted at the Canadian Centre for Architecture,20
this dissertation brings attention to the reciprocal practices of restoration, afforestation
and renewal (of cultivation), while also placing these managed territories within a longer
past; one constituted by a cyclical process of state-led environmental restructuring.
In grappling with the consequences of clearing and cultivation, it is possible to see the
ways in which forested lands comprise part of our wider urban ecosystem, imbricated
within broader processes of urbanization and as dialectically entwined with histories of
land, labor and law. Within my own work I seek to bring additional valence to particular
historic drivers of forest removal in southern Ontario linked to practices of settler
colonialism that displaced First Nations; drivers that instigated a property rights regime
that led to the expansion of agrarian practices and cities, and the unsustainable use of
natural resources to drive local and international markets (this is addressed in more detail
in the next chapter). Within this context I bring attention to subsequent responses to
‘clearing’ in southern Ontario, that have ranged from large-scale state planting programs to
counter desertification, the increasing financialization of environmental services, and the
role of forests in natural heritage and conservation planning practice.
Through the frame of clearing and cultivation, it becomes apparent that the continuous
management of forests both proximate and distant to cities have been, and still are,
central to our understandings of the urban. Of particular interest to this dissertation are
the ways in which financial mechanisms have been employed in terms of stimulating the
reforestation or afforestation of these landscapes. Taken as a particular slice into these farreaching dynamics of destruction and renewal, I focus on the increasing use of property
tax incentive programs in southern Ontario. The use of environmental incentives are a tool

The role of forest clearing as integral to the settler-colonial development of Canada has been addressed
in the design research project entitled ‘Sylva-Scapes’ which was a collaborative endeavor to examine the
Canadian forest as a designed object, focusing on the logic of the forest clearing. Benoit Legacé, Mark Woytiuk
and myself developed the manual as part of the Power Corporation summer residency at the Canadian
Center for Architecture in Montreal. The research reiterates the gesture of government surveys that began the
process of organizing the landscape to suit the demands of an increasingly industrialized society. Instead of
mapping a found natural environment with an eye toward identifying industrial or agricultural potential, the
mapping describes physical and cultural mutations where cumulative processes of natural change, calculated
interventions, and strategic transformations have produced the forest.
20
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01. Oil

04. Forestry

02. Homestead Agriculture

05. National Parks

03. Built Environment

06. Mining

Figure 1.3 Forms of forest clearing (Legacé, Smachylo and Woytiuk, 2012)
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employed by the state to engender the maintenance and rehabilitation of these landscapes
towards certain trajectories. These programs have real spatial impact in terms of the
material composition of the forests that result, while at the same time serve to harness a
latent landowner labor force through both economic and ideological means.
Taking a moment to reflect on the argument thus far, this first section has set out the
broader ontological, epistemological and theoretical frameworks that subsequent chapters
of this dissertation build from as a means through which to explore various components of
this totality. The pages that follow bring additional nuance to Smith’s theoretical framework
which give a particular emphasis to the role of institutions and questions of scale, further
interrogating the dimensions of the production of nature in relation to the state’s spacemaking capabilities. In this next section I examine how the production of nature thesis
connects with the development of urban spaces under current state-rescaling practices.
Within this framing, I highlight some inchoate relationships to environmental incentive
programs which are used as an analytical window through which to investigate the
changing spatial and scalar modes of state influence and its impact on the restructuring of
geographic space in the province of Ontario.
State Regulation: The Production of Nature under Shifting Regimes of Environmental
Governance
“The nature of power, its sources and how it operates in specific historical societies
changes as social institutions, cultures, technologies, political projects and historical
contexts change” (White, 2015, p. 12).
A key link connecting managed forests to capitalist urbanization is the role of the state
in creating new territorial regulatory frameworks. This section weaves together Smith’s
theory on the production of nature, with critical urban and state theory to highlight how
changing modes of regulation are impacting the geographies of forested landscapes
through an interpretation of the spatial organization of the social relations of state rescaling
under modern capitalism. I show that these transformations and territorial imprints can
be observed in a Canadian context where there has been a decentralized transformation
of labor, where management activities previously done by public institutions have been
allocated to individual landowners. Here, state programs have produced and strengthened
a collective system of horizontally integrated individuals through the use of tax schemes
that incentivize stewardship. Using financial mechanisms and tools of control based on
a centralized project, I show how the state has been transforming the socio-ecological
metabolism of southern Ontario, impacting the way in which human and non-human
natures are mediated and produced.
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The Environment-Making State
Debunking the ‘pristine myth’ Ellis (2018) shows that human society has a long history
of reshaping ecologies—often with long term effects.21 Now at a planetary scale, humans
have become formidable drivers in shaping ecological dynamics,22 and this recognition
of our influence on Earth’s ecosystems has brought with it the argument for the need to
mediate these impacts.23 In terms of coordinating our response, Parenti (2016) argues
that states are: “a crucial ecology-making institution within the metabolism of capitalism”
(p. 843). The position of the state in histories of environment-making and restructuring
have long embraced abstractions of nature, an ideology of progress and the privileging
of scientific knowledge in their management practices. Scott in particular brings attention
to this through the lens of the forest in his research on state simplifications, termed
‘legibility acts,’ a narrowing of vision and embrace of dualist representations, that have
had real impact on our conceptual and physical relationship with non-human nature.
These framings in turn affect the ordering of the material environment, our bodies and our
knowledge of ecological systems (Scott, 1998).
Other scholars such a Foucault have also theorized the interactions between statehood
and the body politic through discussions of biopolitics and biopower, channeled through
networks concerned with the discipline and regulation of the body.24 Of direct relevance to
the topic of forest management and building from Foucault’s work, Agrawal incorporates
environmental considerations, developing an approach termed ‘environmentality’ which
argues for the combined reading of how power/knowledge, institutions and identities
should be mobilized in the study of environmental relationships (Agrawal, 2005). Thus the
state mobilizes certain representational and ideological ways of knowing nature, setting in
motion the creation of particular networks of human and non-human relations that have
been activated, not only in responding to, but often as the cause of, various environmental
mishaps. This state mediation, as outlined above, becomes particularly important when
deciphering current tools of environmental governance such as the use of incentives as
a means through which to direct dispersed stewardship practices on private lands. In
particular, the rise of financial tools, as one of the many ways in which the state can direct
its population, have become increasingly relevant to how labor is mobilized within the
production of nature.

Ellis defines ecology as “a relatively new integrative scientific discipline focused on understanding
interactions among organisms and their environment” (Ellis, 2018. p. 104).
22
This has led to a variety of responses in understanding the ontology of the Anthropocene and has raised
debates about the actual framing of this concept as a geological epoch or as cultural construct (Cruzen et al
2002; Hartley, 2016).
23
Cruzen et al (2002) highlight the fact that in responding to the adverse effects of our species on the
environment there have been more recent conservation efforts aimed at reducing biodiversity loss. They point
to ‘Active Adaptive Management’ as a possible poly-centric governance system solution citing its ability to
bridge local and global scales in its ability to respond to local complexity and uncertainty while having an
impact at a global level
24
Biopower is concerned with social institutions at a variety of scales which function to subordinate individuals
to an economic system that makes them productive members of society in a way that is perceived as natural
(Cisney, 2015).The logics of biopower become later incorporated into the concept of governamentality
(Foucault, 2007).
21
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Shifting States: Neoliberal Environmental Management
Within this dissertation I bring attention to our current moment, where we are at the
fulcrum of two interlinked socio-environmental regimes. On one hand, the cascading
impacts of anthropogenic climate change have the ability to destabilize our present
ecosystems. On the other, we have experienced shifting political circumstances from
a Keynesian to neoliberal model of governance. These shifts are entangled with our
socio-cultural practices, where baselines for conservation and restoration are dynamic;
shaped by the changing values and anthropological conditions created and sustained by
human societies.25 Within these changing dynamics, my own research narrows in on this
neoliberal shift in order to place the growing use of environmental incentives in relation to
their historic regulatory context.
The proliferation of neoliberal environmental regulation since the 1970s signaled the
movement of neoclassical economics into environmental policy, which rendered
environmental challenges technical questions. This was paired with a withdrawal of the
state, and a subsequent redesign of environmental policy. Economic benefits became
partnered with environmentalism, a process known as ecological modernization.
Functioning as an accumulation strategy Neil Smith termed this regime shift ‘green
capitalism,’ where the mediation of the impacts of capitalism on the environment became
a new means of ecological commodification, allowing for continued environmental
exploitation (Smith, 2009). Policies and programs aimed at building a green economy
internalized the environmental externalities of products or services through various policy
tools such as taxes to reduce environmental damage (Redclift and Woodgate, 2013).
Other measures included the development of markets in carbon which instigated the
expansion of new nature regimes that shifted focus from species diversity to genetic
diversity–tied primarily to the concerns of the pharmaceutical and agricultural industries
(Smith, 2009; Redclift and Woodgate, 2013). During this time, “the almost imperceptible
shift was from nature conservation to nature as commodity” (Redclift and Woodgate,
2013, p. 23).27
As a regulatory project, neoliberalization was also responding to internal failures of a
reliance on the market, subsuming extra market forces such as voluntary groups, and
The environmental decade of the 1970s saw both a rise in environmental consciousness as well as
the onset of neoliberal reforms, which would both go on to shape future approaches to environmental
management in North America and beyond. More recently, Ogden et al (2013) in their work on the role
of global assemblages and earth stewardship in the Anthropocene have argued that socio-ecological
transformations are connected to new forms of environmental governance, foregrounding the rise of structures
and institutions tied to anthropogenic change. Here, the world shaping capacities of humanity are seen as
closely tied to policy, where certain programs and regulatory apparatus of the state have the ability to impact
environmental feedbacks as well as shape humanities relationship with our environment.
27
Lastly Redclift and Woodgate point to a shift in environmental policy in the creation of a ‘consumer citizen’
where environmental issues could be addressed through individual consumption decisions.
28
The shift from state-led environmental management has been transferred to non-state actors identified as
multi-sectoral networks of government, which they categorize as the private sector and environmental nongovernmental organizations (ENGOs) (Logan and Wekerle, 2008).
29
McCarthy and Prudham, argue for a greater recognition of neoliberalism as an environmental project and
support additional empirically grounded case studies of neoliberal environmental projects that can in turn
feedback to inform theory (2003).
25
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local governance to the service of its objectives (Peck and Tickell, 2002). This co-opting
of civil society by development efforts and the increasing financialization of governance
structures allowed states access to civil society which enabled them to gain a level of
legitimacy while maintaining allegiance to the neoliberal doctrine (Mayer, 2017; Larner
and Craig, 2005).28 Within this context, the efforts of environmental social movements
lost their footing, and large scale environmental issues were re-framed as the terrain of
individual action rather than collective political mobilization (Redclift and Woodgate, 2013,
p. 96).
Within the neoliberal regime, the production of nature has been accomplished through
scalar shifts and the integration of financial architectures by regulatory bodies that infiltrate
economic and social policy; increasing ecological commodification. Here, Smith argues
that “the commodification and financialization of nature ‘all the way down’ marks a new
phase in the production of nature . . .” (Smith, 2009, p. 26). This ‘far from complete’
process has resulted in an enhanced exposure to market forces, and the increase in the
size of financial institutions and markets (Smith, 2009). Within these shifting ideological
and labor practices, the role of regulatory mechanisms, in particular the use of incentives
that aim to control environmental behaviour, has been foregrounded as particularly
important in shaping production and connections to wider ecological systems (Redclift
and Woodgate, 2013). This changing rhetoric surrounding conservation and the influence
of the private sector has had real spatial impacts. With the rise of incentives as a tool of
governance this dissertation responds to calls for more empirically focused studies of
their effects.29
How do these changing spatialities of state power factor into Smith’s theoretical
framework explored previously? In the production of second nature, which involves the
creation of exchange value, institutional and regulatory apparatus develop. Here the state
plays a role through its ownership regimes and in legitimizing policies and practices. As
the apparatus of state regulation change, so too do the pathways through which nature is
produced within these relations of mutual transformation. Integral here is the recognition
of the space-making capabilities of the state itself were state space is conceptualized as
both site and process that are directly implicated in the making and remaking of the sociospatial patterns of the capitalist urban fabric (Brenner, 2004; Brenner et al, 2008).
In connecting the apparatus of the state with its socio-spatial configurations, Brenner’s
account of how urbanization processes under capitalism are constructed and intermeshed
with regulatory geographies is particularly illuminating. Here, he builds on Lefebvre’s
conceptualization of state space: as both an analytical tool to understand the geographical
attributes of statehood, as well as a temporal apparatus which lends a historical approach
to our understanding of the ways in which certain spaces come into being. In his analysis,
Brenner contends that the spatial attributes of the state are “much like the restlessly
mutating geographies of urbanization it aspires to manage, the state is itself an unevenly
developed, spatially polymorphic, and dynamically evolving institutional-territorial
configuration, a “spatial framework” (Cadre spatial) that serves at once as a site,
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medium, and stake of ongoing political strategies and struggles” (Brenner, 2019, p. 71).
In grounding the more abstract dynamics of neoliberal environmental governance and
state space making practices in relation to incentivized conservation, how might state
theory allow us insight into how previous forms and practices have been reworked
and rescaled? Taking the above as a jumping off point, I investigate transformations of
statehood in environmental governance in driving current socio-ecological changes as
part of the larger aggregate of forces outlined within Smith’s production of nature thesis.
My own research draws attention to the contextually specific multi-scalar forms of state
rescaling processes (both abstract and concrete) in environmental conservation in
urbanizing regions as part of an evolving urban fabric, an analysis which is detailed further
in subsequent chapters (see Chapter 4).
State Forest Management in Ontario and the Production of Incentivized Landscapes
In her work on the drivers of deforestation (2014) Susanna Hetch argues more broadly
that forested landscapes reflect many of the changes occurring as part of the ‘green
revolution’ which constitutes a “profound shift in markets, government, governance,
mobility and social policy” (p.23). How do these broader practices play out in southern
Ontario? This final section of the chapter grounds the theoretical framework above, delving
deeper into the production of nature and state space within current neoliberal modes of
environmental governance in the province. In doing so, I focus on the increasing use
of financial tools, particularly incentives, in directing the environmental management
activities of private landowners. The Ontario case study highlights how wider ecological
urban metabolisms comprised of state planning, neoliberal ideology and the historical
material realities of this region are producing nature in new ways.
In a Canadian context, the 1980s marked a move away from the big government and
central regional development strategies which were characteristic of the 1950s and
60s, making way for a neo-conservative politics to emerge that gave precedence to
individual and community action (Barnes and Hayter, 1994). In their article on neoliberal
governance, land trusts and private conservation in southern Ontario, Logan and Wekerle
(2008) outline this changing administrative role of the region, which saw a transfer of
responsibilities in environmental conservation to non-state actors.30 This shift towards a
decentralized approach was brought about by the Harris government years of the mid90s.31 During this time, environmental governance at the provincial level was restructured
and its primary responsibilities transferred to municipalities, albeit within the retained
policy structure and power of the province. Within this transition, Logan and Werkle
argue, the extension of capital was furthered though a new reliance on private actors in
conservation, and the rise of decentralized programs controlled through regulation from a
neoliberal state. A blurring of private and public boundaries ensued through approaches
where the interests of capital were foregrounded by policy and programs that developed a
‘market-friendly role for civil society’ (Logan and Wekerle, 2008).
Of particular relevance is the role of private property positioned between what Sax (1993) calls a traditional
view of property where landowners have the right to do what they want with it, and property seen through an
ecological lens where the land is seen to be already at work in that it performs ecological services.
31
Mike Harris was premier of Ontario from 1995- 2002. His Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario is
known from the ‘Common Sense Revolution’ which saw dramatic reductions in spending on social services
to decrease the provinces deficit. This program resulted in the layoffs of health care, education, cuts to the
Ministry of the Environment, urban infrastructure projects, and proposed the sell-off of government-owned
enterprises.
30
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Counter to the optimism surrounding the promise of bottom-up cooperative ecosystem
management, Logan and Wekerle’s paper offers a usful critique problematizing the
protection of private property for environmental stewardship that through tax incentives
and forms of donor memorialization has contributed to the accumulation of natural
capital by certain entities. At present in Ontario, public agencies as well as various
non-government organizations that deal with forest management and conservation are
encouraging private land owners through the provision of information, education and
skills training, complementary programs and incentives to engage in the sustainable
management of forest ecosystems (Forest Governance in the Province of Ontario, 2016).
Environmental incentive programs and grants for private land management exist at a
national, provincial and local level, provided by government bodies as well as NGOs,
directed at a variety of landscape types including forest, wetlands, parklands, grasslands
and farmlands. Within this context current discourse on private land conservation in
Canada involves multiple debates on the extent to which multi-scalar land efforts related
to the preservation of biodiversity and provision of ecosystem services can be achieved
through the mobilization of individual means.33
Conclusion
Predicated on histories of colonization and the expansion of cities there has been a long
history of environmental disturbance in Canada, which has in turn shaped economic,
social and cultural values. Within the context of capitalist urbanization, this dissertation
conceptualizes the urban as an evolving multifaceted process; one that extends far beyond
cities to embrace their wider ecological metabolic connections tied to the clearing and
cultivation of forested lands. This chapter has built on Smith’s production of nature thesis,
giving attention to the changing dynamics of our material environment, labor and the state
within the current neoliberal regime.
Set within this wider context—of processes of urbanization and the production of nature
under conditions of changing state environmental governance regimes—I argue that
incentivized landscapes provide a necessary vantage through which to explore the
ideological, spatial, material, labor and social dynamics of these landscapes in new ways
that contribute to several disciplinary threads in political ecology, planning and design, and
critical urban and state theory.
What do incentivized landscapes tell us about the production of nature, about the historic
relationship of forests to civilization, our current urban fabric, and to the roles and
responsibilities of planners and designers? In the chapters that follow, I take a discreet
slice of this problematique, to investigate the historical legacy of forest management
in the province of Ontario. By outlining the path-dependent trajectory of previous forest

In Ontario, the role of private land owners in contemporary conservation practices has been studied from
a variety of angles including: the social-psychological determinants and behaviors of landowners (Drescher,
2017; Nebel et al 2017), the role of expert knowledge in making ecological decisions (Drescher, 2018), and
landowner experience and attitudes towards their land (Drescher, 2014). In general, this literature tends to be
heavily focused on the front-end of the topic; in understanding the characteristics and knowledge transfer of
conservation policies and the drivers motivating landowners to become involved in these programs, with much
less explicit engagement with the ideological, spatial and material qualities that underpin these dynamics.
32
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management programs that have led to the current incentive based model, I trace the
changing role of the state, and the production of state spatial strategies to address
ecological collapse, that have direct relevance to our current planning and design
responses. As part of this legacy, the application of the framework of the production of
nature illuminates how changing configurations of land, labor and regulation have come
together to rework these landscapes. Within these complex socio-natural dynamics,
Smith’s theoretical framework allows us to grapple with both the abstract elements
(ideology, regulation, labor consciousness) and the variegated concrete expression of
these dynamics as they come in direct connection with our material environment and
the physical labor of human and non-human agents. This dialectic of the abstract and
concrete is a thread that runs throughout the dissertation, and is one area where planning
and design has the opportunity to engage more seriously.
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Chapter 2
Silviculture in Southern Ontario:
Environmental Histories of State Regulation
The word ‘forest’ comes from an administrative term, derived from the Latin ‘foresta,’
referring to those lands that were restricted from public use and reserved for the king
(Harrison, 1992). With their incorporation into administrative and legal frameworks, forests
became political spaces with their own unique regulations (Jackson, 1984).1 Chapter 2
explores the terrain of managed forests as a scoio-spatial administrative landscape. In
particular, I focus on how state environmental regulatory practices in southern Ontario
have been involved in the clearing and subsequent re-making of forested land tied to
cycles of capitalist urbanization: from the extraction of timber by colonial powers, 2
and deforestation for agriculture, to the subsequent large-scale state territorial planting
responses to environmental collapse.
The methodological strategy employed in this chapter uses a historical analysis that
charts the ongoing re-territorialization and rescaling of political-ecological relations under
contemporary capitalism within the context of forest management. This historical analysis
reveals several key moments where state responses to environmental crises reworked the
institutional system which impacted the management of these landscapes. This entailed
the partial dismantling or reworking of inherited institutional landscapes in order to ‘open
up space’ for the deployment of new regulatory strategies.3 Following the past century
of forest management within southern Ontario, this chapter illuminates how regulatory
landscapes are continually made and re-made through the intense politically contested
interaction between inherited institutional forms, policy frameworks and emergent
strategies of state spatial regulation.
This was set within a northern European context. For an overview of the how the concept of a forest changes
within Western thought see Harrison (1992). For additional information on the evolution of the term ‘forest’
see John Brinckerhoff Jackson (1984).
2
The development of the timber trade was a mechanism whereby the ‘capital’ of the natural forests was
converted into financial capital which flowed in large degree to the business entrepreneurs in Canada, Great
Britain, and the United States and to a more limited degree to government in the form of revenues. Only
incidentally did any portion of the capital remain in the forest itself (Armson, 1976).
3
During periods of crises there is pressure to rework the institutional system, this is where state
experimentation ensues in which diverse actors, organization and alliances promote competing hegemonic
visions - restructuring strategies and development models in the search for an institutional fix (Peck and Tickell
1994). Or in the case of southern Ontario an environmental fix. For more work on state spatial strategies see
(Brenner 2001, Brenner 2004, MacKinnon 2001, Peck 1989).
1
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Figure 2.1 Southern Ontario, Canada
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In outlining the legacy of the province’s management of forests that has pulled them in
direct structured relations to agglomerations in various ways, I look at both the relationship
between changing regulatory strategies and state space in an abstract and concrete
sense. In an abstract sense, I bring attention to the territorializing operations of state
institutions through rule regimes that structured socio-spatial relations; in a concrete
sense, I investigate the actually existing geographies of state intervention, the resulting
form of both the material landscape and labor practices. In bringing attention to the
abstract and concrete aspects of state spatial practice, I reveal the targeting of certain
landscapes that enhance particular biophysical assets and configurations of labor in the
service of larger urban pressures.
Using a periodization approach, I combine archival analysis with interview data to
foreground the state’s role in setting in motion certain regulatory strategies that are bound
up with the social and material geographies of these landscapes. This serves to highlight
the path-dependent character of these decisions that connect past regulation to its impact
in defining and reshaping territories, to reveal how past management legacies continue to
influence contemporary patterns of urban development.4 Studies that connect regulation
to patterns and processes of urbanization point to the need to include both an analysis of
(1) historical pathways of urbanization, as well as (2) its contemporary manifestations
(Schmid, 2012). Borrowing from this approach, in the following chapter I outline the
development of forest regulation on private lands from the late 19th century to present day
in southern Ontario.
During this era, government programs, responding to environmental exploitation,
established a legacy of forest management and landowner education in the region. Tracing
the changing relations between state and non-state actors, the infrastructural capacities
that managed forests and their stewards have provided are highlighted: both in the (1)
construction of a relatively fixed ‘infrastructure’ through the planting of trees, and (2) in
the activation of a latent labor force, which continues to shape the conservation of these
forested lands today. While initial land reclamation programs were managed by provincial
employees, in later versions forest management on private lands was transferred to the
landowner. This shift in responsibility of stewardship practice is essential in grasping the
impact of incentivized ‘active management’ programs in the province. At the same time,
attention to the material form of state responses offers a more nuanced reading of the role
of monoculture planting schemes as environmental response, that has the potential to
inform contemporary forest management and planning for climate change.

For a similar approach see Switzerland an Urban Portrait which connects a historical analysis of urbanization
to territorial regulation. In applying a historical territorial methodology to the study of state regulatory
geographies; using periodization to highlight processes of urbanization through phases in the production of
space (Diener et al, 2013).
4
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Canadian Forests: Ownership, Policy and Land Use Change
Canada’s tree cover extends nearly 400 million hectares from coast to coast making up
half of the country’s total land surface. This forested landscape is dominated by trees
and other woody plants and is home to a variety of native species which exist as both
plantations and ‘natural’ forests (NRC, 2014).5 Within Ontario there exist four forest
regions which include the Hudson Bay Lowlands, the Boreal forest, the Great Lakes- St
Lawrence Forest and the Deciduous Forest. Each of these supports different productive
forest cover, with the southernmost part of the province hosting the most diverse range
of tree species, while also containing the highest levels of urban growth, as approximately
25% of the population of Canada resides here (Province of Ontario, 2015).
Within Canada, the management of forest policy sits at the provincial level, with lesser
input from the federal and municipal government. The majority (94%) of forested land is
publicly owned, of this 90% is managed by the provinces and territories and 4% of this
is owned by the federal government. The remaining 6% of forested land in the country is
privately owned by forest companies, and landowners which contribute one tenth of the
timber harvest. Privately owned productive forest cover is not heavily regulated; some
municipal governments have tree cutting bylaws, but otherwise forest management is a
voluntary practice (CCFM, 2015; MFTIP 2014).
In the 1900s forestry was closely tied to colonial governance that used scientific planting
practices and emphasized the economics of timber and paper production. At this time,
responsibility for management was shared between both the government and industry,
and First Nations peoples were for the most part excluded from these practices (Whatt
2008). Since this time, forest management in Canada has changed from rational planning
to embrace an ecosystem approach that recognizes the physical features of plants and
wildlife, as well as the human-related practices that comprise natural systems (Hilts
and Mitchell, 2009; Whatt 2008; Kimmins 2002).6 Within Canada, federal-based forest
management practices make up a set of policies that seek to sustain forests and the
species that constitute them, and companies that harvest Canada’s public forests must
regenerate them to reflect their original natural diversity.

Natural forests are forests composed of mainly indigenous trees that are not deliberately planted, while
plantations are established by panting or seeding. (NRC, 2014)
5
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Southern Ontario
Due to human impact, forested lands in southern Ontario have undergone dramatic
change. Previous to European colonial settlement, forests comprised almost all of the land
cover of this region. These were cleared between 1850 – 1920 for agriculture, resource
extraction (as a result of the high value of hardwood species), and for fuel. In addition
forest fires and disease have also decreased forested land. In fact, ‘more of the original
woodlands of Ontario south and east of the Canadian Shield have been removed since
European settlement than has been the case with any other major ecosystem in Canada’
(Larson, 1999, 7).7 As a result, approximately 90% of original woodlands having been
converted to non-forest land uses. However since the 1920’s, reforestation of these lands
has increased slowly, responding to a decline in agriculture production. Subsequently,
some of the less productive fields have been re-planted or have been left to succession,
which has allowed for an increase in woodland forest regeneration. What has resulted is a
younger, homogenized and fragmented forest matrix, where conservation and regeneration
of woodlands is set against expanding urban influences, and increasing land use change
pressures (Larson, 1999).
The regeneration and conservation of woodlands has been promoted through private land
owners and private land trusts, in addition to provincial and municipal planning policy
(MNR, 2012). For instance, for the first time in 1996, urban planning at the provincial
level under Ontario’s Planning Act established ‘Significant Woodlands South and East
of the Canadian Shield’ as natural heritage features to be protected from incompatible
development in any land use planning decisions (Provincial Policy Statement 1996). In
addition, the role of provincial subsidies has been significant. For example from 19771987, 22 million trees were planted on private lands (Larson, 1999). More recently,
private land reforestation is also playing a part, through tax rebate programs that allow
landowner’s expense and property tax reductions if they reforest their land and manage it
in line with sustainable forestry goals set out by the province (MNR, 2012).8
However as Whatt outlines in his review of First Nations and forested lands, while certificate programs
and impact assessments often require forest companies to consult with First Nations communities, their
processes of evaluation still privilege scientific understandings of these ecosystems which might not align with
the Traditional Ecological Knowledge of and values of First Nations (Whyatt, 2008). For more information on
the history and current status of First Nations and Forestry in Canada refer to Parsons and Prest (2003) and
McGregor 2004, and Miller and Davidson Hunt (2013), for an overview of Aboriginal forestry and forestry
practices with a focus on Traditional Knowledge, and non-western ontologies; Whatt (2008) and Kant (2008)
for and overview of the legalities of Forestry in Canada as well as possible ways forward for the incorporation
of First nations.
7
An assessment of woodland heritage in Southern Ontario undertaken by the Federation of Ontario Naturalists
in the late 1990’s, interrogates the variability of remaining woodlots within the southern portion of the
province. Outcomes from this report pointed to the large loss of mature forests of maple, beech, oak and pine,
between 1850 -1920. These losses have persisted due to agricultural practices, hardwood harvesting, and
fiber production (Larson, 1999).
8
To drive forest conservation within the province, incentive strategies have been deployed by the provincial
government that mobilize private landowners in the sustainable management of private forested lands. To
encourage good forest management, the Ontario government provides tax incentives to landowners to engage
in forest management planning and practice with the help of public agencies such as the Ministry of Natural
Resources, forest consultants and various non-government organizations such as local woodlot owners
associations.
6
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In the context of forest management in southern Ontario what an archival analysis shows
is that the governance of managed forests has changed over time connected to: (1)
ecological limits of clearing reached due to environmental degradation and practices of
over-harvesting, (2) forms of cultivation, which involved plantations and citizen education,
and (3) political shifts. Each of these moments of state restructuring have in turn reflected
a different operationalization of the landscape towards certain goals as well as the
production of nature (both the physical environment and labor) in new ways. Within the
context of incentivized forests this investigation focuses on one program in particular: the
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program, which is considered one of the most successful
forest conservation programs offered in Canada (Cockwell, 2012). This is also a program
that is somewhat unique in that it promotes the active management of forested lands by
private landowners.
Archival Analysis: Forest Management on Private Lands (1890s- present)
Southern Ontario has a rich history of assistance for private landowners and there have
been a number of programs that deal with the restoration of forested landscapes in this
region. In the late 1890s much of the forested land in Ontario was over-exploited, cleared
by fire, logging, as well as agriculture and settlement (Zavtiz, 1964). At the end of the
nineteenth century, the region’s dense white pine forest was depleted, and human impact
on the land had resulted in large areas becoming wastelands (Zavitz, 1976).9 By the
early 1900s, land was literally ‘blowing away’ (see Figure 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). Extensive
deforestation had upset the biotic structures that had previously prevented soil erosion and
maintained the water table, resulting in the desertification of the region. At its peak, roads
needed to be continuously ploughed of sand. In addition, the region was experiencing
a timber scarcity, especially in hardwoods, the most economically valuable species,
that were now “practically impossible to buy in commercial quantities in any district of
Ontario, white ash, white oak, hickory etc” (ODA, 1909). A report in 1909 by provincial
forester Edmund Zavitz, Waste Lands of Southern Ontario highlights these issues and set
in motion various policies and strategies to remedy the situation. This included a series
of government experiments to reclaim barren lands, as well as forestry stations where
plantations served an educational purpose for those engaged in wasteland reclamation.
Key recommendations from the Zavitz report focused on the role of the private landowner,
as well as government urgency and education as necessary to protect existing woodlands
and in reclaiming the waste areas of the province (ODA, 1909).

In a report on the state southern Ontario’s forest in the early 1900s, the only woodlots left in the settled
portion of the province were those of farmers, estimating that at least 45 townships had only 5% of their
woodlands left. In 1904 less than 15% of woodlands remained for all settled townships in Ontario (Zavtiz,
2000).
9
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Figure 2.2 Wastelands of Southern Ontario. Source: Repository (Archives of Ontario) Box 14. 4. ODA (1909)

At the beginning of the nineteenth century some small scale initiatives had taken place:
the establishment of tree nurseries, flagship reforestation projects, and the creation of the
department of Forestry at the Agricultural College in Guelph. However, by the 1920s few
advances had been made in addressing the wasteland issue. Building on the small-scale
success of reclamation experiments, in 1921 the provincial government overhauled the
Counties Reforestation Act (1911), which enabled counties to purchase land and enter
into agreements with the government where the province, through the Ministry of Lands
and Forests, was now charged with reforesting, developing and managing this land.10
“Counties could now call upon government to do all the work at its expense, on lands
that were covered by an agreement” (MNR, 1986). In 1927, this Reforestation Act was
replaced by the Forestry Act (1927) which expanded the program and brought the ministry
in direct relation to the selling and disposing of timber (MNR, 1986).
Thus began a large-scale tree planting program in response to the waste land issue,
where bought-up abandoned land, was planted with Agreement Forests, which were
government-managed softwood plantations. These lands were bought by counties,
regional municipalities, townships, Conservation Authorities, the Government of Canada
and private landowners, and were subsequently planted and managed by the province

10

Which became known as the Tree Act.
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Figure 2.3 Sand waste in Medonto Township, Simcoe County. Repository (Archives of Ontario) Box 14. p.15.
ODA (1909).

Figure 2.4 Ganaraska River Authority Forests. Average 7,292 acres. Potential area 20,000. Eroded and sandy area
planted. Repository (Archives of Ontario) L&F Misc Box 16. Pg 3. Fifty Years of Reforestation in Ontario. Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests. Toronto,1976. p. 3.
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(MNR, 1986).11 Arising from Agreement Forests “one of Canada’s most successful
forestry programs” (Zavitz, 1964), the Woodlands Improvement Act (WIA) was passed in
1966 (Aird,1996). The WIA was the first landowner program in southern Ontario, where
the government entered into a 15 year agreement with private landowners to manage
lands (to look after trees and manage forest cover) that would have previously been done
by the province. Some of these plantations can be found today in land managed in the
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program. Thus, during the twentieth century, the province’s
inputs into the management of privately owned forested lands took place as part of the
Woodlands Improvement Act, Agreement Forests under The Forestry Act, and private
lands receiving advisory services (Aird, 1996).
In the 1970s, the regeneration of woodlands within southern Ontario was still seen as an
issue and bylaws were put in place by municipalities to counter private landowners cutting
their forested lands. A review from this time notes that: “The properties treated under the
WIA program range from the smallest (3-5 acres) where the Ministry is often providing
what amount more to a landscaping service, to properties so large that forestry staff are
limited in their input and where, in fact, the owner should perhaps be directly employing
a forester either permanently or in consulting capacity” (Armson 1976, 49). The report,
questions the role of the Ministry in providing free services to forest owners, especially
when the private landowner benefited financially from this assistance. In addition, it
calls for the Ministry to set a minimum standard of forest practice for private woodlands
(Armson 1976). Citing a lack of communication, the report proposes that the ministry
increase the documentation of these properties and the quantification of results, to help
create specialized knowledge within the government (Armson, 1976).
In the post-war period, as the province of Ontario continued to grow, municipalities
became overwhelmed and the province took on increasing responsibility for land
use planning and environmental management. Conservation concerns resurfaced,
mirroring those of the late nineteenth century. These became influential in helping to
establish institutional and legislative frameworks for sustainable approaches to natural
resource management and pollution within the region (Winfield, 2012). In 1985 a Liberal
government was elected in Ontario, sparking a real transformation in environmental
management; where environmental concerns were no longer seen as supplementary
to economic growth (Winfield, 2012). During this period the Ministry of Environment’s
budget grew to allow for the implementation of the increased environmental components
of the Liberal platform. By the 1980s private forest legislation had expanded to include
the Woodlands improvement Agreements (WIA) and Advisory Services Agreement (ASA),
as well as the Ontario Managed Forest Tax Rebate Program. In addition to the private
management of forested land through the rebate program, the ministry continued its
Of note, is the changing valuation of forest during this period, whereas earlier in the century forests were
seen primarily on economic grounds, with secondary attention given to environmental management, and
protection, as of the 1970s “Forest Purposes” defined within The Forestry Act were redefined to give equal
weighting to all aspects (wood production and protection). (MNR, 1986). Management by the Ministry of
Natural Resources encompassed a variety of purposes including production of wood and wood products, the
creation of suitable habitat for wildlife, protection against flooding and erosion, recreation and protection and
production of water supplies (Zavitz, 2000).
11
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Figure 2.5 1905 Plantation of White Pine, fifty-four years later. Trees of 10 to 14 inches diameter.
Repository (Archives of Ontario) L&F Misc Box 16. Pg 30. Fifty Years of Reforestation in Ontario.
Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, Toronto,1976.

Figure 2.6 Plantations still present today in MFTIP properties
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involvement in the management of Agreement Forests (MNR, 1986). As of March 1986
there were over 10,000 WIA and ASA agreements active in the province, as well as
approximately 111,000 hectares of forest land managed by the Ministry (MNR, 1986).
A major shift in the government’s involvement in environmental management occurred in
the mid-1990s, when in 1995 the provincial Progressive Conservative Harris government
was voted in on a neoliberal platform –the Common Sense Revolution. They were voted
back in 1999, resulting in large reductions in funding and deregulation, which targeted the
environment, land use planning and natural resource management (Winfield, 2012).12 At
this time, the provincial government under the Progressive Conservatives engaged in a
large-scale restructuring of the roles and responsibilities of the province, municipalities
and private actors (Winfield, 2012). “These new approaches emphasized the role of
government in policy making or broad direction setting (‘steering’), whereas the actual
implementation of those policy choices (‘rowing’) could be made the responsibility
of organizations somewhere outside of the governmental core, or even outside nongovernmental and private sector actors” (p. 101).
Between 1996 – 1998, two thirds of the Ministry of Natural Resources forestry field
inspection staff were laid off. This restructuring through the Common Sense Revolution
severely impacted the capacity of provincial agencies engaged in environmental
management to carry out their role and responsibilities (Winfield, 2012). The Ministry
become less involved in the active management of forested properties in Ontario, resulting
in the government’s transition from the field, to a more administrative and policy making
focus. This transformation in government capacity was mentioned in interviews with
former MNR employees, where the shift from public management of private land, to the
private sector was foregrounded by one forest consultant who stated: “you can go back to
the private land forestry programs of the 70s and 80s and that’s where generally the MNR
staff did the work, they did the tree planting, they did the tree marking, they did the timber
sale notice that was distributed to mills and to the log buyer. MNR staff did that work, but
they no longer have the staff to do that work, which is now why it’s done through plan
approvers and consultants” (FPA 1).
This historical analysis shows the trajectory through which the Ministry lost funding and
increasingly took a less active and more managerial role, which laid the foundation for
incentivized forest conservation. Focusing on the MFTIP program highlights this change in
management and knowledge transfer, as the program has gone through several evolutions
since its beginning. The MFTIP program grew out of its predecessor the Managed Forest
Tax Reduction Program in 1975. In this previous program the requirements were stricter,
especially concerning the amount of open area allowed to qualify. However, with the
Reduction Program there was no oversight by the province, though there were harsher
penalties for mismanagement. This led to more rigorous requirements of landowners for
things like soil inventory and forest metrics. The Managed Forest Tax Reduction Program
By 1997-98 the Ministry of Environment’s operating budget had been city by 50% from $286 million to
$142 million (Winfield, 2012).
12
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transitioned into the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program in 1996. This newer iteration
made landowners more accountable for their tax savings in exchange for incorporating
good forest management principles –for being good forest stewards.
In its present form, the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program promotes the active
management of forested lands on a minimum of 4 hectares by landowners and offers
a significant property tax reduction to those who engage in provincially set sustainable
forest management practices (See Figure 2.7). Since its beginnings in the mid-90s,
participation in this program continues to grow, with approximately 18,900 properties
covering around 1,854,000 acres (MNRF, 2020). In terms of who is involved, at the
provincial level, the Ministry of Natural Resource and Forestry along with the Municipal
Property Assessment Corporation is responsible for administrating the program and for
setting the objectives of what qualifies as sustainable forest management.13 The Forest
Plan Approvers constitute the private sector but gain qualification through the province.
They assess the land and draw up a Managed Forest Plan that landowners will use
going forward. Finally, landowners are responsible for setting short and long-term goals
that meet those set by the province. They are responsible for carrying out the active
management of their property as forest stewards and they are responsible for updating
their management plan every 5/ 10 years (see Figure 2.8).
The management plan and reporting timeline required by MFTIP aims to incentivize
responsible forest stewardship and increased landowner awareness by providing a
framework for sustainable forestry on private lands; encouraging landowners to actively
manage their forest in a responsible manner with the goal of minimizing the long-term
decline of forest cover. The required management plan (compiled in most cases jointly
between FPA and landowner) involves both a written report and supporting mapping.
There is also the potential of an audit by the province at any point during the approval
period.
Generally, a management plan includes:
(1) Property information: the land’s legal description and landowner information,
(2) The history of the property
(3) Mapping: two maps that show a local and surrounding context, types of forest cover,
natural, and physical features
(4) Objectives: landowner goals for a 10 year period that align with financial ability,
knowledge level, time and property features
(5) Property Inventory: the physical features of the property including forest cover, wildlife
and other vegetation
The first iteration of the MFTIP program was based on a 5 year reporting cycle, which in the end was
through to be too onerous for landowners, both time-wise and financially. In this early phase, forest
consultants were not required to visit the properties. The second iteration compensated for this, requiring
additional documentation. Thus the largest difference between the previous rebate version of the program
was the requirement of a management plan that fit the new provincial issued criteria for forest stewardship.
Additionally, oversight was introduced through the establishment of a group of independent reviewers, the
‘Approvers’ – today known as Forest Plan Approvers.
13
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(6) Scheduling of Activities: a description of the goals and objectives of the landowner and
where and when they will occur on the property; and finally,
(7)A Record of Activities: documentation of landowner management over the 10 year
period.
In its beginning, reporting within the MFTIP program was hand written with hand-drawn
maps. This has now shifted to online templates. Within the context of forest management
in southern Ontario, mapping and objective-setting plays a role in making these forests
legible to both government and private actors. Thus in our mediated relationship with
the social production of nature, mapping becomes a way of seeing, a tool used in
programming labor to achieve certain goals, and as an oversight mechanism of the
province.
Analysis and Discussion: Periodizing State Spatial Strategies
The historical trajectory of incentive programs outlined in this chapter traces the dynamic
institutional structure and power of the state, which through the deployment of changing
regulatory programs and practices have played an ongoing role in the operationalization
of land and labor in the region. We can thus trace the impact of state regulation in Ontario
in the construction of forested lands in relation to larger urban dynamics. Here I divide
these changing forms of management into four periodizations related to the historical
overview detailed previously. This section outlines how subsequent state forest regulatory
apparatus have impacted these landscapes through applying different management
ideologies which in turn brought together new assemblages of land and labor with very
specific spatial impacts.
Within shifting state regulatory frameworks the concept of the ‘operational landscape’
serves as a useful tool to connect state regulatory responses (abstract lens) to the actual
geographeies of their making (concrete lens) within an extended urban fabric. Operational
landscapes may be located at quite a distance from and also have different characteristics
(social and material) than cities. Despite this, their activation in relation to capitalist forms
of agglomeration is strategic, supporting them through the supply of raw materials,
energy, food, or waste processing capabilities (Brenner, 2014). As such “operational
landscapes of extended urbanization are today increasingly designed, comprehensively
managed, logistically coordinated and “creatively destroyed” to serve specific purposes
within the broader political-economic and ecological infrastructures of a planetary-urban
system” (Brenner and Kastikis 2014, p. 425). The operationalization of landscapes of
forestry has been discussed by Katsikis (2018) who looks at forest cover loss and gain
at a planetary scale. He argues that the expansion of planted forests and the tension
between these and the indirect benefits of the ecosystem services that they provide
render these landscapes as part of an ‘invisible operatialization’ through which humans
and forest become increasingly enmeshed (see Figure 2.9). It is the operationalization
of forest landscapes through regulatory regimes that bring them in direct contact with
the urban. In tracing this process, I show how forested lands have served as a form of
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landscape infrastructure, mobilized through state management programs. These have a
path dependent legacy that has culminated in the current use of environmental incentive
programs such as MFTIP. In this next section, I highlight four state-response strategies
that informed the management of these lands over the past century which support the
dynamics of clearing and cultivation addressed previously.

Figure 2.9 Forest cover loss and gain (Katsikis, 2018).
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(1) Wastelands: Settler-Colonial Extractivist Ideology (-1900s)
Under an extractivist model, forests were over-harvested, clear-cut for agriculture and
trade. Wood found itself both exported to distant imperial powers, as well as embedded
in the built urban fabric that began to concentrate in cities. In addition, the peripheral
harvesting of the forest furthered settler colonial expansion throughout the region.
Materially, this approach to forest management cleared the majority of primary forests
in the region, which resulted in wastelands and timber scarcity that directly impacted
agriculture and the region’s economic base.
(2) Plantations: Expanded State Response (1920)
In response to over-harvesting outlined above, government experiments, forest education
stations and the establishment of forestry programs were initiated. The role of the private
landowners as part of an integrated strategy for protection and reclamation was also
suggested. This period saw government agencies, counties and the province taking
responsibility for these wasteland areas, which were bought and then managed in order to
address this ecological crises. Key pieces of legislation and forest management programs
were passed during this period which enabled counties to purchase wastelands and enter
into agreements with the government to reforest and manage the land. The impact of this
regulation on the material landscape saw the planting of monoculture softwood plantations
to anchor the soil.
Southern Ontario_An Instance of Broader Transformations

Wastelands condition

Department of Forestry at the Agricultural College in Guelph established.

1900s, the land is literally ‘blowing away.’

Extraction of timber by the British

Small scale initiatives: tree nurseries, flagship reforestation projects.

1900

1920

Forested land in Ontario exploited, and
cleared by fire, logging, agriculture and
settlement.

1904 less than 15% of woodlands
remained for all settled townships
in Ontario.

1921 Provincial government re-vampes
the Counties Reforestation Act (1911)

1908 by provincial forester
Edmund Zavitz writes “Waste Lands
of Southern Ontario.”

1. Wasteland

Figure 2.10 Managed Forest Periodization
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1960

Late 1800s

1920s few advances made in
addressing the wasteland issue.

1927 Forestry Act (1927) expands the
program. The Ministry now engages in
the selling, managment and disposing
of timber on private lands through a
program of Agreement Forests.

2. Plantations and State Intervention

Late 20’s large-scale tree planting
program where bought-up abandoned
land, was planted with ‘Agreement
Forests’- government-managed scots
pine plantations.

1966
the fir
Ontar
into a
lando

(3) Post-War: Hybrid Approach of State + Private Management (1960 – 80s)
The (1966) Woodlands Improvement Act (WIA), the first landowner program in southern
Ontario, marks the first instance of the government shifting management responsibilities,
entering into a 15 year agreement with private landowners. Investments in government
sponsored forest management expanded during the Liberal government era in the 80s to
include Advisory Services Agreements (ASA), as well as the Ontario Managed Forest Tax
Rebate Program and the continued management of Agreement Forests. (MNR (2), 1986).
(4) Common Sense Revolution: Political Shifts and Neoliberal Models (1990s-)
The political shift to a Conservative government in the mid 90s under the Common Sense
Revolution set in motion a large-scale restructuring of the roles and responsibilities of
the province, municipalities and private actors. In terms of territorial regulation, incentive
policies become a greater part of the government’s toolbox for the management of land
where it was now private actors, rather than previous Ministry employees, charged with
sustainable forest management. Within programs like the Managed Forest Tax Incentive
Program (MFTIP) and the Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program (CLTIP), the province
directs management practices that are aligned with what it considers sustainable forest
stewardship.

The Ministry of Natural Resources, established in 1972 through the merging of
the Department of Lands and Forest and the Department of Mines.

0s

6 Woodlands Improvement Act (WIA) rst landowner program in southern
rio, where the government entered
a 15 year agreement with private
owners to manage lands.

Private forest legislation at this time had grown to include the Woodlands improvement Agreements (WIA)
and Advisory Services Agreement (ASA), as well as the Ontario Managed Forest Tax Rebate Program.

1970

1980

1990

1975 Managed Forest Tax Reduction Program no oversight by the province, but harsher
penalties for mismanagement.

1985 Liberal government elected in Ontario. Leads to a
transformation in environmental management.

1970s The regeneration of woodlands
within southern Ontario is an issue. Bylaws
are used by municipalities to counter
private landowners cutting their forest.

1986 There is 10 over 10,000 WIA and ASA agreements
active in the province, and approximately 111,000
hectares of forest land managed under agreement by the
Ministry.

1995 the Progressive Conservative Harris government voted in
on a neoliberal platform – the “Common Sense Revolution.”
They are voted back in 1999. Resulted in large reductions to
funding and deregulation, which targeted the environment,
land use planning and natural resource management

1976 Lack of information concerning the
amount and distribution and quality of timber
stock of private forests.

3. Post-War Liberal Government Environmental Policies

The Ministry become less involved in the
active management of forested properties in
Ontario, resulting in the government’s
transition from the field, to a more administrative and policy making focus.

1996 Managed Forest Tax Reduction Program transitioned
into the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program.
1996 – 1998 Two thirds of the Ministry of Natural Resources’
forestry field inspection staff are laid off as a result of Conservative government ‘Common Sense Revolution.’

4. Conservative Common Sense Revolution
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Within scholarship on operational landscapes, much has focused on their deployment as
large-scale industrial infrastructure; as extreme territories.15 When looking at the legacy
of state forest management in southern Ontario, my aim is to provide additional nuance
to the already foundational research on operational landscapes and contribute research
on its less-extreme territories, the often mundane landscapes of regulatory control,
of incentivized stewardship: the small scale everyday practices associated with state
regulation, themselves a form of operationalization of civil society, of private property, and
ecological services by the state.
Incentivized forest programs require mapping, objective setting, species tracking and
ecological learning by landowners, which have brought then under the regulatory
domain of the state. Here the current moment of state-based incentive strategies have
operationalized forested lands in three senses, through: (1) representational practices that
catalogue and compartmentalize these landscapes, and which ask landowners to log their
stewardship goals; (2) their material form, which is impacted by the objectives set by
landowners in these management plans—this can range from timber harvesting on one
end of the spectrum to a more hands-off approach of wildlife documentation and tracking
on the other; and, (3) A form of bi-power manifest through the mobilization of landowners:
their environmental knowledge, physical labor and ecological consciousness. Here,
learning about forest ecology and management has in many cases developed a further
connection to these lands, an appreciation of stewardship, and concern with their future,
which have set in motion certain land use dynamics.
Plantation as State Spatial Strategy
Materially, the re-regulation of forests through incentivized management has produced
new centralities. At the site level, the integration of knowledge from Forest Plan Approvers
and state regulation are producing differentiated stewardship approaches that combine the
ideology of sustainable forestry and landowner values in new ways. In addition, a different
forest aesthetic has emerged, one that complicates the relationship of the use of forest
plantations as an environmental response.
The aesthetics of, and the way in which we represent, space are illustrative of how
abstract regulatory rule regimes and state simplifications permeate into the administration
of forest management and planning. Within design and planning, certain rules and
regulations shape how we construct our built and unbuilt environment: they are abstracted
depictions of a complex reality which are bound up in the making of space. James

The exhibition Operational Landscapes: Towards an Alternative Cartography of World Urbanization (201516), explored an urban fabric into the Amazon, the Arctic, the Gobi desert, the Himalayas, the Pacific Ocean,
the Sahara desert and Siberia, as well as the earth’s atmosphere. The exhibition which took place at the
Melbourne School of Design exhibition and focused on the transformation of land use, infrastrucre and
ecology located beyond cities (UTL, 2015).
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Scott writing on administrative mapping and state simplifications argues that “the fiscal
or administrative goal toward which all modern states aspire is to measure, codify
and simplify land tenure in much the same way as scientific forestry re-conceived
the forest” (Scott, 1998, p. 36).16 The use of state simplification measures in regard
to forest management enabled the governing of complex ecological conditions. This
process of ‘bringing abstraction into reality’ created a powerful forest aesthetic, enabling
these monocultures to be ‘read from above,’ signifying a ‘well-managed forest.’ In the
codification of complex realities these practices of simplification were also political
acts where certain elements were included or excluded. In Scott’s discussion on high
modernist agriculture of the mid 40s-70s he looks at the aesthetic dimension of these
spaces, at the regulatory logics of these plantings that were based on a monoculture
rather that polyculture understanding of what looked ‘right’. And what looked right were
simplifications of local planting practices and ecological diversity - neat rows of a single
species.
However, despite a well-ordered and sanitized natural environment, Scott brings our
attention to the fact that these state simplifications of ecological complexity ultimately
failed. The legible terrain achieved through the rationalization of forest ecosystems through
state management was undone by the same complexity of natural systems of both these
human and non-human nature it sought so hard to manage (Scott, 1998). In the end, the
forest succumbed to their ecosystem impoverishment. The stripping down of the forest
to its bare units of value as perceived through a fiscal lens left even aged monoculture
forests vulnerable in disease, invasive species and to the degraded soil conditions that
resulted from a lack of underbrush to replenish the soil. As scientific forestry continued,
these stands of Normalbaum became less and less productive (Scott, 1998).
The role of plantations in relation the state responses to desertification in southern Ontario
brings the aesthetic dimension of forest management to the fore. Forest plantations
have a bad reputation. As an ‘agro-industrial hinterland’ Tapalociv (2019) connects the
plantation landscapes of palm oil to broader urban and industrial forces. Here, the use
of plantations in South America has received much scrutiny in their removal of existing
forest landscapes, essentially rendering them a diversity desert. Forests comprised of
one tree grown in rows also have a history in the displacement of both non-human and
humans alike. In addition, from a landscape architecture and resilience planning standpoint
Rosetta Elkin brings a critical lens to the use of plantations as repair strategy, as a form of
green infrastructure where a single species is planted widely within a region as an act of
territorial reclamation. She argues that this “undertaking is not rooted in renewal or local
Scott (1998) describes these 18C forestry practices as state ‘fiscal’ forestry, where those elements of
forest ecologies that didn’t generate revenue were omitted from the state’s commercial and bureaucratic logic.
Under this model the forest as a habitat disappeared and was replace by an abstracted tree, a standardized
unit, the ‘Normalbaum.’ The forest became generalized through its utility, as an resource to be managed
where efficiency and profit were of primary concern. This narrowing of vision by the state –termed ‘state
simplifications’ by Scott– had real spatial consequences for forests. It led to the production of even-aged
monocultures, serving as a means through which to order and control nature (Scott, 1998).3 Harrison, points
to the proliferation of this ideology in both the rest of Europe and the United States which monopolized forest
management during this time.
16
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conditions, nor in intensifying existing processes, but as a specifically human-induced
incentive—an instrument of urbanism and a prime example of green infrastructure” (Elkin
2014, p. 303). As planted infrastructure, she is skeptical of the abilities of large-scale
responses to have the needed sensitivity to local conditions required for the nurturing of
healthy forest communities.
I am sympathetic to the critiques outlined above and I agree with many of the issues
associated with this form of planted response, of plantations as financialized landscapes
linked to broader economies, and as landscapes of enclosure and displacement. In
addition, the loss of biodiversity in the plantation model directly links to Scott’s warnings
and aligns with much ecological and forest management scholarship that argues for the
maintenance and support of additional biodiversity as part of maintaining a healthy forest.
However, building from the logic and aesthetic of the plantation, what the historic analysis
of provincial planting in southern Ontario has revealed complicates these conceptions of
the plantation as failed monoculture.
Today when visiting properties within MFTIP one often comes across the earlier
plantations of the Agreement Forests or Woodlands Improvement Act. Some have been
meticulously managed, following prescribed thinnings deemed necessary to maintain the
health of the forest and allow the pine to grow straight; others have been left to their own
devices. In the coordinated state response to desertification at the beginning of the 20th
century, softwood pines were the species of choice of foresters. The deployment of this
approach was a means through which to anchor the soil and allow for water retention.
Importantly, this choice of a singular species was based on forward-looking projections
on what these plantations could accomplish and set in motion ecologically over time.
In taking a long-term view, foresters and state officials of the early twentieth century
instigated two forms of response with direct consequence to the environmental health and
planning of the region.
First, the deployment of pine can be read as a landscape infrastructure response17 –
one that draws from the recognition that bio-physical material practices are a form of
engineering in terms of the capacities of natural systems to provide large scale ecological
benefits. The deployment of landscape infrastructure equates biophysical landscape
processes (water filtration, toxic remediation, carbon sequestration etc) as modern
infrastructure in terms of its potential to provide large-scale ecological benefits –as ‘a
sophisticated, instrumental system of essential resources, services and agents that
generate and support urban economies.’ (Belanger, 2009, p.79).
For more information on landscape infrastructure, see Belanger (2009, 2013, 2016) and his book
Landscape as Infrastructure which highlights aspects of ecological systems that operate as elements of urban
infrastructure. He argues for the recognition of the intersection of engineering, urban planning and design
through the use of landscape systems in addressing future climate change planning, urban economies and
cultures. In addition the related term green infrastructure, includes less of a design focus and has been more
used in planning discourse, has been defined by Noss [2015] as the natural support system that maintains
native species and natural communities, supplies ecosystem services, and foregrounds the link between
human health and the health of communities. For an overview of the various perspectives on the subject of
(green, landscape, nature) infrastructure see Czechowski (2015).
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At the same time, implicit within the Ministry’s planting strategy is the future ‘seeding’ of
these territories, where trees are planted to set the ground conditions which will inform
later intervention. These plantations are thus both an immediate infrastructure response
and long-term landscape strategy. What this analysis reveals is this path-dependent
process: the progression of the strategy over time which can be read through changes in
the material landscape and labor involved. For example Figure 2.11 depicts examples of
government plantations from this era that have given rise to different micro-ecologies that
are now found in public and private managed forests.
In this case, a large-scale singular response has created a variegated legacy landscape
of forested lands. These government plantations have set the stage for a successional
response that differs from the earlier monoculture plantation in both form and species.
Rather than straight rows, 50 years later these landscapes have increasingly diversified.
From a ecologically sensitive forestry approach, pine are an excellent first species to plant
within a longer regeneration outlook as they prime the soil, and do well when exposed to
the elements. Over the next 30 years their debris add humus to the soil, their roots anchor,
water returns and the shade of this species provides the perfect conditions for the less
drought-tolerant hardwoods which are native to the region to return. And return they are.
In addition, through forest management practices, over time selective thinning of trees has
removed sections of the forest canopy that allow succession to hardwood species.
If we fast-forward to present day incentivized landscapes, a similar logic is apparent when
reforesting or afforesting these properties. In partnership with MFTIP the 50 Million Trees
Program provides a financial incentive and also the labor required to plant 10,000 trees a
day - enough to cover an entire property with seedlings. Here, trees are planted in rows,
with attention given to species that the landowner prefers and which will thrive in local
conditions. In setting the stage for a forest to grow, certain species are more heavily relied
upon to provide these initial conditions that in 30 + years will become shaded out by the
next wave of forest. Here, forest management plays a role in channeling forest health over
the longer-term.
Therefore the planting of monocultures became a means through which to allow
biophysical and social conditions (management responses) to develop that would in turn
provide conditions for forest succession. This assembles a powerful critique on the use
of monocultures in restoration approaches, and has the potential to inform future climate
change planning responses that see a role for forest plantations as part of an integrated
management strategy.
In addition, within current scholarship on climate change planning, forests have been
championed as a possible carbon sequestration strategy (Park and Wilson 2007). They
have certain natural capital benefits as entities of carbon capture, soil structuring, and in
the regulation and maintenance of hydrological cycles. Forests have figured prominently in
scholarship on climate change, resilience and adaptation from both a planning and design
standpoint, as well as a forest management lens. Changes to the land, often through
urban development, agriculture and deforestation practices, contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions of carbon, methane and nitrous oxide (IPCC, 2019). The IPCC Special Report
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Figure 2.11 Plantation Diversity on MFTIP properties
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(2019) Climate Change and Land: Summary for Policymakers highlights the abilities
of sustainable land management (which incorporates sustainable forest management
and stewardship) as one amidst several approaches that can play a role in avoiding and
curtailing land degradation, aid in the maintenance of land productivity, and in some cases
reverse the negative impacts of climate change. The role of plantations as part of this
response has been highlighted by Paquette and Messier (2010), where they recognize that
plantations won’t be able to account for all the excess carbon in the atmosphere –but point
to their role as an integrated solution to addressing climate change.18
What does the historic reading of forest management in southern Ontario reveal when
placed in context with changing planting strategies and our current climate crises? On
one level it reveals a more complex account of the role of plantations in addressing
anthropogenic impacts. At the same time, it positions the state, and of the role out of state
spatial practices through the deployment of different regulatory regimes as an ongoing
process through which to view our climate crises as but one in a series of management
responses. Over the past century what we see are the qualities of these regulatory
practices as not just abstract regulation, but through their deployment across the
landscape, manifest in concrete configurations of land and labor. We can learn from these
histories of management –for instance, here we see the role that plantations have played
that highlights their possible inclusion as a potential integrated response set out over a
longer timescale.
How can large-scale planting strategies also be a local responses? In learning from this
historic analysis we see an example of a regional response, predicated on a single species
that has been programmed in two ways. (1) Through the selection of a singular plant
(pine), nurseries were able to respond to a crises with seedlings that were quick to grow,
and which had a high success in taking root in sandy conditions. However within a plant
selection process that required an immediate response, was a latent programming. One
that looked forward 30 – 50 years and anticipated the conditions which would result from
this seeding as precursor for a next successional wave of mixed hardwoood tree species.
At the same time as we follow changing regulation and approaches to forest stewardship
on private land that parallel the growth of these plantations, we see an increasing diversity
of people involved (both public and private actors), each bringing with them their own
personal response to forest stewardship. A key question is whether neoliberal mechanisms
of incentivized management, have achieved a more nuanced care strategy than the
previous provincial model?
The article by Alan Paquette and Christian Messier (2010) looks at the role of plantations in the
Anthropocene. This involves their capabilities in terms of sequestering carbon dioxide, in stabilizing soils and
in reclaiming areas that have been deforested (conservation). They also are aware of the critiques against
plantations such as the risks of monocultures and of the fact that it allows for business to continue as usual.
They are arguing for the role of plantations and while plantations won’t be able to suck up all the excess
carbon dioxide they point to their role within integrated solutions to addressing climate change. They outline
three roles that plantations often take which include (1) protection of natural and unmanaged forests – they
go into detail about a zoning methods within a context of land use planning; (2) Fighting climate change
through sequestration and finding integrated solutions and plantations that are properly managed; and, (3)
Reforestation of Ecological Services where they are able to reclaim landscapes and add biodiversity. They
also argue for the need for more complex and multi-purpose plantations.
18
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Figure 2.12 MFTIP Landowner Active Management Activities
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Active Management As Decentralized Labor Strategy
The historical research also highlights a fundamental change in who is taking part in
forest management. While in the early and mid-20th century ministry employees were
performing these services on private land, now through the use of incentive programs and
the activities of NGOs, these practices are the domain of private landowners. In this case,
forest incentive programs based on the premise of ‘active management’ have replaced
the previous state management regime with a decentralized model—a break in what was
previously the domain of provincial public works. Revisiting Elkin’s critique of plantations
outlined above, in the deployment of large-scale planting as green infrastructure response
she argues for a more nuanced model, one that is ‘rooted’ in local conditions. She argues
that ‘planting deployed at a local scale considers micro-conditions and species suitability
more prudently than the agencies that describe and articulate the complications to a
wider audience across territorial scales’ (Elkin 2014, p. 302). How has a concern for the
local factored into the MFTIP program?
The active management practices taking place in incentivized forests embrace a range of
management options: from small scale interventions such as weeding to the afforestation
or thinning of acres of land (see Chapter 6). In terms of social practice and processes of
everyday life, individuals create a range of landscapes that mediate provincial program
guidelines and reporting formats, advice from foresters, as well as their particular interests
and goals for their property. In connecting ‘active management’ to climate change
responses the IPCC (2019) has recognized the role of planning and design as well as
of collective action through policy and responses that contribute to the rehabilitation of
degraded lands (See Chapter 3 and 7).19 Thus in the case of southern Ontario, not only
do the intrinsic elements of forest ecosystems play a role in the production of nature, but
an explicit focus has been placed on the role of state regulation in responding to and in
generating these landscapes. Landscapes that as we can see through the historic analysis
above are part of a continuously changing constellation of ideology, actors (human
and non-human) and social practice. Here the deployment of the plantation as a mode
of landscape infrastructure and of active labor becomes an operational socio-natural
landscape with the possibility to address climate change and forest restoration at the local
scale. In addressing the different outcomes of this form of management, Chapter 3 gives
further nuance to how this mode of governance is impacting local practice.
Conclusion
Within a history of landscape stewardship tied to provincial regulation, I have traced the
development of incentivized woodlands as produced territorial ecologies, the product of
rounds of capitalist restructuring. My focus on state regulation as a structuring force that
has shaped forested landscapes aims to complicate representations of these landscapes
as outside urban dynamics, bringing incentivized landscapes in direct connection with
At a global scale this land use change, especially deforestation, accounts for approximately a quarter
of anthropogenic emissions of CO2. To remedy this, the IPCC has recommended afforestation and forest
management as cost-effective mitigation measures (IPCC 2010; 2014). Additionally, with the demand for
forest products, and an interest in wood as a carbon sequestration material, the use of managed forests and
plantations has been discussed as a viable option to meet both harvest needs and as a conservation strategy
(Noble and Dirzo, 1997).
19
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agglomerations in various ways through dynamics of clearing and cultivation. In following
the development of the MFTIP program, this chapter has highlighted how the history of
forest management on private lands in the province of Ontario is essential to understand
how land restoration, forest management ideology and state environmental planning have
and continue to shape these lands today.
The first section of this chapter traced the changing policies and practices of forest
management in southern Ontario starting with the government’s response to the
desertification of large swaths of land through tree plantations, forestry stations and
landowner outreach, which set the stage for the later development and integration of
active forest management programs in this province. Using a variety of materials found
at the Archives of Ontario, Laurier Archives in Waterloo and the Archives of Canada in
Ottawa I brought together historic accounts, memoirs and ministry reports to show how
the government’s response to counter desertification in this region changed over time
and how this has in turn informed current private land management practices. Managed
forests and their governance has in this case been connected to the: (1) ecological limits
of clearing due to environmental degradation and practices of over-harvesting, (2) forms
of cultivation, which involved plantations and citizen education, (3) hybrid approaches
that combined private and public management, and lastly (4) political shifts, tied to the
conservative Common Sense Revolution. Each of these moments of state restructuring
have in turn reflected a different operationalization of the landscape—the production of
nature—both the physical and social environment in new ways.
Through tracing the relations of actors and policy through this era, we can also see the
landscape infrastructural capacities that these forested lands and their stewards have
provided in countering past ecological destruction and in terms of possible future climate
change planning and landscape restoration. Within this framing, incentivized landscapes
represent a form of landscape infrastructure where these forest ecologies, comprised
of different combinations of human and non-human nature acting together, become
fundamental in enabling the proliferation of urban economies. In the case of southern
Ontario, not only do the intrinsic elements of forest ecosystems play a role, but so have
their human stewards through their active management practices. In the next chapter,
I follow this thread of active management and look more precisely at the new actor
assemblages that have come about due to the devolution of provincial forest conservation.
This has led to a rescaling of private land forest management, one that has invited new
knowledges to be co-produced that are of direct consequence to processes of climate
change adaptation and in the generation of capacities of collective action. In the following
chapter I investigate in greater detail the new actor assemblages that have come about
through provincial incentive programs where local landowners and private sector forest
consultants have emerge as important actors in collective learning, stewardship and
responses to climate change.
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Chapter 3
Incentivized Forests and State Legibility
As seen in previous chapters, states are engaged in continuous processes of environmentmaking, mediating the relationship between labor, nature and capitalist growth.1 In
addition, as urban areas develop, they are often deeply involved in the operationalization
of their hinterlands, resulting in the re-structuring of vast territories of environmental
resources to support an expanding urban fabric (Brenner 2014). This chapter focuses
on the relationship of active management and state legibility. Using managed forests as a
lens through which to explore patterns of urbanization in the region, this chapter focuses
on the changing forms and pathways of knowledge transfer within the neoliberalization
of environmental management in the province. By understanding shifts in governance
and responsibility, this chapter analyses the extent in which incentivized management
is activating civil society and creating new knowledge geographies of sustainable forest
stewardship, as well as the ability of these programs to inform possible future climate
change mitigation and adaption strategies.
Handel (2017) points to the cyclical connection between forests and civilization, as
well as to the role of different models of management in structuring these spaces. He
positions forestry as an activity that creates highly designed environments connected to
culturally-specific management practices that discipline the natural environment to the
logic of artificial organizations. Within these crafted relationships I argue that incentivized
forest management has led to an activation of civil society through educational networks
that are building an ecological competence and consciousness among non-experts.
These dynamics connect to Prudham’s (2017) retrospective on Neil Smith’s Uneven
Development, where he foregrounds the need for scholarship that investigates the ways in
which knowledge and meaning are produced and created within the production of nature.

For more on the role of the state in environmental governance see McCarthy, 2002; Moore, 2011; Parenti,
2013.
1
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In this case rather than asking ‘what is nature’ the focus is instead on ‘how nature takes
on a host of particular appearances, and how and why we come to know it as we do’
(Prudham, 2017, p. 23). Changing practices of forest management are tied to its social
production, affecting not only the material landscape, but also the laborers themselves;
producing a ‘consciousness’ of the social relationships necessary to achieve certain
needs. Driving the development of this consciousness are social institutions, which play
a key role in directing our relationship with nature and the organization of its reproduction
(Smith, 2008).3 Here, the tools by which the state makes environments legible to itself
but also to its citizens are of paramount importance in deciphering current environmentmaking strategies.
Of specific interest, and building on the role of state spatial practice outlined in Chapter 2,
is the role of governance in mediating forested environments, bound-up in the changing
relationship of humans in the production of nature, whereby the kinds of management
previously directed by the state have been re-scaled to local actors. Here, civil society,
NGOs and the private sector have emerged as players in environmental planning and
as key actors in the implementation of adaptive policies and strategies (Alylett, 2014;
Bulkeley et al 2001; Salamon 2001; Suich, 2008; While et al, 2004). There is thus a
tension emerging between the capacities of individual actors, the consequences of
decentralized management and the role of the state, where Parenti (2013) argues that we
are in a moment where the climate crisis ‘does not require a new role for the state, but
merely a different and better version of the environment making that it already does’ (p.
844). Recent scholarship calls for new narratives to investigate and represent this situation
—this chapter interrogates one of these narratives, focusing on this pivotal moment
between government and the wider public; looking at how new public-private assemblages
have been introduced within the history of forest management in southern Ontario. More
specifically, this chapter investigates and critiques the ability of forest incentive programs
to facilitate regional adaptation to climate change through the promotion of active forest
management undertaken by landowners. In conducting this research I use the theoretical
lens of state legibility to give insight to the present situation.

Looking at the shifting geographies of labor in the context of resource extraction, both its up-skilling and
down-skilling, Prudham points to a lack of, and need for, scholarship that pushes further Smith’s ideas of
‘consciousness’ in the production of nature. Arboleda himself offers some prescient ways into this vein, where
he places labor as central to a theory of uneven development to counter externalist understandings of nature
(Arboleda, 2020).
3
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Evolutions of State Legibility
This chapter positions trends of devolution and decentralization of environmental
governance within the concept of state legibility, where natural resources become
abstracted from nature by surveying, cataloging, establishing property rights and mapping.
As described by Scott (1998), these abstractions make environments legible to the state
and are often linked to public policy in the form of tax incentives, loans, price supports
and marketing subsidies. They are powerful conceptualizations that can circle back to
influence reality and have a real impact on landscape change (Scott 1998). In his seminal
book Seeing like a State, Scott identifies two types of knowledge related to legibility, metis
which is practical knowledge that evolves over time and is situated in responding to placebased problem solving, and techne, technical knowledge which can be taught and does
not require a tactile experience. This form of knowledge takes the form of rules, principles
and propositions; it is more easily taught and can often be measured. Scott argues that
ongoing knowledge production by the state lies at the heart of modern statecraft, where
the categories chosen have a structuring impact on the ground, shaping the world to fit
these definitions. This is an active recoding of the land and of labor – as state legibility has
enabled administrative intervention into social life (Rose and Miller, 1992).
While past scholarship on state legibility has focused primarily on state elites in relation
to knowledge building and modern statecraft, less attention has been given to non-state
actors in the production of social knowledge. Of particular relevance to this inquiry
is the work of Rodriquez-Muniz (2017), who looks at the role of non-state leaders in
enabling state legibility. He argues that studies on the production of social knowledge that
focus only on state actors and popular resistance do not capture the entire picture, and
suggests that consent-building through non-state actors also plays an important role.
While much scholarship positions non-state actors in opposition to, rather than aiding
in, the construction of state legibility, this has led to an unequal representation, and of
the particular conditions of knowledge production. This is an area of scholarship where
much still remains to be done both empirically and conceptually to revel how knowledge
production is iterative –involving both state and non-state participants (Emigh et al, 2015).
The Role of Knowledge in Climate Change Adaptation
Climate change is a global phenomenon with very real local and regional impacts
(Sanchez-Rodriguez 2009). Within the trajectory of our changing climate there is
much uncertainty in adaption planning in regard to the ways in which climate change
will play out in different local contexts due to variegated social, economic and natural
environments (Adger, 2005). Within this context the IPCC has foregrounded the need
for a better understanding of the effects of climate change, as well as the ways in which
governments and communities are developing their adaptive capacity. As per the IPCC’s
Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), public awareness of the impacts of climate change, and a
country’s ability to mobilize climate change strategies has fallen short (2014).
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In addressing this gap, Keenan (2017) recommends developing public knowledge and
capacity through improving information, education and communication. Within a review of
climate adaptation literature, he points to the fact that there is the need for further research
on broad-scale public adaption under a variety of time horizons, risks, vulnerabilities and
stakeholders. Here, while a lot of research has focused on top down strategies, more is
needed to “identify and evaluate the extent to which local or state agencies, private firms
and private social organizations are or are not understanding, evaluating or internalizing
(i.e., adaptation and/or resilience) - including climate change” (p. 345).
How does state legibility intersect with climate change adaptation planning? Literature
points to the role of local knowledge in planning for adaptation –where global phenomena
translate into variegated local contexts with different social, economic and ecological
outcomes. Government action at the national scale has been criticized, where adaptation
strategies have not produced actionable results. In addressing these concerns, the
context-specific nature of adaption is pointed to, where local knowledge is seen to play a
large role in formulating tangible place-specific adaption strategies (Measham et al 2011;
Agerwal 2008). Additionally the value of knowledge at this level has been identified as
central to regional governance models of climate change adaptation pointed to by Klenk
et al (2017) in their paper on new regional governance arrangements in New Brunswick,
Canada – where they encouraged knowledge generation through sharing and leaning from
a variety of sources, pointing to the need for institutions to integrate local level knowledge
into these systems. Additionally both Kelnk et al (2017) and Chouinard et al (2017)
foreground the usefulness of participative knowledge building and the co-production of
knowledge, along with scientific knowledge, in furthering climate change adaptation.
Within this chapter, there is an effort to be reflexive of how changes in systems of
forest management are multi-scalar in nature, so that we don’t lose sight of processes
that connect local case studies to broader phenomenon. Here, focusing on forest
incentive programs, the relationship between the means of knowledge transfer, such as
documentation, conceptual models, in-person training and the impact on the resulting
landscape is explored. This approach to incentivized management is situated within a
history of environment making within the province of Ontario that was outlined in Chapter
2, and aims to reveal new ways of understanding extended urbanization and broader
transformations of territory, landscape, and environment in relation to state-led forest
management. This analysis draws from southern Ontario’s history, the role of knowledge,
and communication, from past governance to present day forest incentive policies which
have been mobilized to regulate, control and restructure these lands. Of particular interest
is how state legibility acts have been used in crafting new relationships with nature.
While legibility acts have been positioned as ways of ‘seeing’, within a framework of
environmental management that finds itself increasingly privatized and decentralized,
this investigation intends to reposition this consciousness. Here, what analysis shows is
that while the state does gain knowledge of these territories through incentive program
reporting, the real outcome of interest is instead the role of these programs in making
landscapes visible to society, serving as an instrument of the state to promote the metis
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of local actors. While Dovers and Hezri (2010) point to the necessity of institutional
change that incorporates policy process that brings attention to new knowledge, this paper
inquires further into how the province is actually processing this information in ways that
allow for decisions to be made differently than before.
Within this chapter, I argue that the proliferation of incentivized environmental conservation
foregrounds a new round in the production of nature, shaping the consciousness of those
involved, affecting how they perceive and see the management of forested landscapes.
This also includes a new material relationship, where environments are shaped by a
combination of scientific forestry, state goals and personal values. In this context, I
investigate whether such governance approaches (in contrast to earlier, more statedominated ones) entail the management of the forest in a new way, a new legibility project.
This investigation encompasses an analysis of the kinds of information that are privileged
by the state in the management of its forest, charting how this has changed over time.
Within this study, the ways in which forest incentive programs increase the accessibility
of forest management to non-government actors, especially in their possible use to inform
climate change and adaptation in this region is explored.
Incentivized Forests and State Legibility Acts in Southern Ontario: Reflections on the
Managed Forests Tax Incentive Program
The previous historical analysis of forest management in Ontario (Chapter 2) highlighted
the growth and then subsequent decline of the role of the province in managing public and
private forested lands, as well as the shifts in knowledge and communication that have
accompanied these changes. This analysis emphasized the rescaling of private land forest
management that has instigated the production of new ecological knowledge through
reconfigured networks of public and private actors. In the case of incentivized forest
management programs, such as MFTIP, I argue that local landowners and private sector
forest consultants emerge as important actors for future climate adaption strategies. In
addition there is the opportunity for knowledge gained at the local scale to filter back to
institutions. By incentivizing the responsibility of forest management to the landowner,
the province of Ontario has positioned the MFTIP program as an educational tool that
makes private forest land more legible to these individuals. This is built into the program’s
reporting requirements as well as the process involved in creating the management plan
itself, whose drafting partners private landowners with forest consultants.
The requirement for submission of a forest management plan in the MFTIP program is
the approval of a registered forest consultant — a Forest Plan Approver that has been
authorized by the province. At present approximately 160 such private forest consultants
with this ability are working across the province. While there is the option for landowners
to fill out the plan themselves, as repeatedly mentioned in interviews with FPAs, the
majority of landowners when starting out in the program do not have the knowledge to do
this. However, the requirements set out by the province, the act of documenting, mapping,
setting short and long term objectives, and working with a certified FPA all contribute to
shifting this balance, making these environments visible in new ways to landowners.
The process of developing a management plan, working with a FPA, and through the labor
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of the plan’s implementation, landowners learn how to ‘read’ the forest and are educated
in forest stewardship. In addition, at a different scale, there is an enhanced knowledge
of regional geography made available to the FPA –where working within a certain
geographical range, these consultants gain a in-depth local understanding of the regional
landscape. Thus there is a transfer of scientific knowledge based in forestry practices
from forest consultant to landowner and a reciprocal transfer from the landowner to
consultant of the history of the property. This knowledge most often remains at this scale,
and does not meaningfully make its way to provincial administrators. The requirement
for FPAs to take a provincially administered exam and training helps to standardize
this program across a diverse consultant group, ensuring the FPA’s are promoting the
practices approved by the government. In addition, provincial best practice manuals help
both consultants and landowners in preparing plans and in managing the land. For an
example of a landowner Management Plan see Image 3.
For each site in MFTIP, the management plan differs, as it intimately relates to an
understanding of the physical conditions of the forest, specific short- and long-term
stewardship goals that the province requires, the agency of foresters, as well as
landowners’ interests and abilities. Different actors in the program value these managed
forests in different ways that lead them to implement particular stewardship practices.
Thus the management of these forests becomes a political project in the articulation of
certain landscape values, knowledge, and through the property tax reduction that benefits
certain actors and in certain spaces as opposed to others. This next section investigates
how ‘active’ the active management of these lands are, to what extent the local landscape
is made legible to program participants, and the possible future role of these actorassemblages of in climate change adaptation, mitigation and restoration in this region.
While the state produces nature through its superimposed objectives, McCarthy (2002)
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Section 2: Property location information

Hartley Managed Forest Plan
This Managed Forest Plan is for the 20 year period from January1, 2013 to December
31, 2032.

Section 2.1 Property location
Roll #

County, Township, Lot,
concession

Area
(ac)

MFTIP
Area
(ac)

43 21 010 007 05000

Simcoe, Essa, E. Pt. Lot 13,
concession 3

91.78

46

With a detailed management program for the ten-year period from January1, 2013 to
December 31, 2022.

Section 1: Plan Preparation Details

Section 2.2 Federal, Provincial, and Local policies and Regulations.

Section 1.1 Registered property owner(s)

The thinning of the conifer plantations would require a Conifer Plantation harvesting Permit
from the County of Simcoe:

Name

Michael Hartley

Address

6544, County Road 10, Alliston On, L9R 1V2

Phone 1

705-424-1295

Phone 2

705-623-5405

http://www.simcoe.ca/ws_cos/groups/public/@pub-coscf/documents/web_content/wscos_002657.pdf
Most of compartment W1 and a portion of P2 are part of a locally significant wetland, so any
commercial use or disturbance of the forest would require a permit from the NVCA. The County
of Simcoe would need to be notified in conjunction with the NVCA. Permits from the NVCA and
County are not required for small scale personal use of forest products such as firewood or
maple syrup.

Fax
Email

Michael_Hartley@hcm.honda.com

Link to Simcoe County Forestry Permit;
http://www.simcoe.ca/dpt/cf/bylaw/index.htm
Link to NVCA website for permits:
http://nvca.on.ca/OurProgramsandServices/Planning/PermitApplication/index.htm

Section 1.2 Plan author information
Name

Rick Grillmayer, MFPA 050
c/o Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority
8195, 8th Line
Utopia, Ont
L0M 1T0

Section 3: Property Management History

Address
Phone 1

705-424-1479 ext 230

Fax

705-424-2115

The Hartley’s purchased the property in December of 2011. The plantations were established in
1979. They were likely managed as cattle pasture before planting.

Email

rgrillmayer@nvca.on.ca

3.1

3.2

Past activities

The surrounding landscape

The property has a portion of a locally significant wetland. The property lies 230m to the
southeast of the Provincially Significant East Borden Swamp. Much of the forested area is also
part of the Simcoe County Greenlands System.

Figure 3.1 MFTIP Forest Management Plan (Source: Landowner, 2017)
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Section 4 - Detailed Administrative Map
Michael Hartley
6544, County Rd 10, Essa Twp
43 21 010 007 05000

Section 5: Landowner Objectives
5.1

General objectives
For the next 20 years, these objectives are important to us.

Of the 91.78 acres on this roll#, 46 acres are eligible
for the MFTIP. The open field (approximately 40 acres)
are in the Farm Property
Class. There are no CLTIP eligible lands.

Least important

Management
Objective

Most
important

Environmental Protection
Forest Products
Investment
Recreation
Wildlife
Nature Appreciation

W

5.2

Rd 10
e Cty
Simco

MFTIP
Eligible
Area

2
1

Details about property level objectives
Why each of the selected objectives is important to us.
Recreation – The property is used for hiking and exploring, especially the
woodlands.
Forest Products – Proper management of the plantations will generate revenue
for the family, maintain forest health, and increase forest diversity.

P
5.3

How we will achieve our objectives
The plantations are soon due for thinning. The NVCA will help to find a logger to
complete this.

DAL
MFTIP
Ineligible
Area
DAL
Scale = 1:4,000

Property boundary
Fence

NORTH

Page 3

Seasonal stream
Permanent stream

Building

Utility line

Road

P
W

Plantation
Woodland
Bridge
Marsh/swamp

Trail

D.A.L

Developed Ag.
Land
MFTIP Eligibility
Boundary
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3.1 MFTIP forest management plan
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Section 6.1 - 2008 Airphoto Compartment Map
Michael Hartley
6544, County Rd 10, Essa Twp
43 21 010 007 05000

Section 6 - Managed Forest Compartment Map
Michael Hartley
6544, County Rd 10, Essa Twp
43 21 010 007 05000

Compartment Summary:
P1 = 21.4 acres, P2 = 7 acres, W1 = 6.1 acres, W2 = 11.5 acres

Compartment Summary:
P1 = 21.4 acres
P2 = 7 acres
W1 = 6.1 acres
W2 = 11.5 acres

W1

W1
W2
W2

W2
W2

P2

P2

W2
P1

P1

W2
P1

P1

DAL
MFTIP
Ineligible
Area

DAL
MFTIP
Ineligible
Area

DAL

DAL
Scale = 1:4,000

Fence

Property boundary
Fence

NORTH

Seasonal stream
Permanent stream

P

Plantation

W

Woodland
Bridge
Marsh/swamp

Permanent stream

Trail

D.A.L

Plantation

Trail

Woodland

D.A.L

Bridge

Developed Ag.
Land
MFTIP Eligibility
Boundary

Marsh/swamp

Developed Ag.
Land
MFTIP Eligibility
Boundary
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Section 7:

Section 6.2 - 1954 Airphoto Map
Michael Hartley
6544, County Rd 10, Essa Twp
43 21 010 007 05000

P
W

Seasonal stream
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Road
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Utility line

Road
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7.1

Managed Forest Compartment Description

General Description – Compartment P1

Compartment area: 21.4 acres
Open area description: There are landings, access roads, and trail intersections that total 2
acres.

7.2

Compartment Site Characteristics

Soil type: Sandy loam.
Drainage: Well, with a small imperfect section near Cty Rd 10.
Topography: Mostly flat, with some rolling sections.
Water features: There is a small seasonal stream.
Access: There is a well defined series of roads, trails, and landings that are connected to Cty
Rd 10.

7.3

Compartment History

The compartment was planted by machine in 1979. There are no records of the planting, but it
was likely completed through the Woodlands Improvement Act (WIA). The planting consisted of
pure blocks of Red and White pine, White spruce, with 2 small section of Silver maple and Red
oak..

7.4

Compartment Inventory
Average
Diameter
at Breast
Height
(cm)

Tree species

Per cent
Composition

Tree
Age

Average
Tree Height
(m)

Red pine (Pr)

65% (14 acres)

33

16.9

White pine (Pw)

20% (4 acres)

33

14.1

20.6

10% (3 acres)

33

16.5

21.5

5%

32

14.8

19

White spruce
(Sw)
Red oak (Or),
Silver maple (Ms)

Compartment Information Summary Table
Species composition (%)
Average age (yrs)
Average height (m)
Basal Area (m2/ha)
Tree Density (stems/ha)
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Pr 65, Pw 20, Sw 10 (Or,Ms) 10
33
16.4
1,900

Page 8

20.2

7.1
7.5

Habitat feature

General Description – Compartment P2

Compartment area: 7 acres
Open area description: There are no open areas.

Wildlife and Habitat
Details/comments

Standing dead trees

None.

Cavity trees

None.

Supercanopy trees

None.

Mast trees

None.

Conifer thickets

None.

Stick nests

None.

Woody debris

None.

Dens or dug holes

None.

7.3

Pits and mounds

None.

Wildlife trails

None.

Deer wintering yard

None.

Other food sources

None.

Like P1 this compartment was planted in 1979. Because of the very wet nature of the site (it
was likely a wetland historically) the site was mounded and hand planted. The trenches from
the mounding can be seen on the aerial photography (Section 6.1). Part of the planting was
Scots pine, which subsequently experienced very high mortality. Cedar has since regenerated
on the mounds, and in some sections is starting to wind throw due to shallow rooting.

7.6

7.2

7.4

Specific Objectives

Compartment Site Characteristics

Soil type: Sandy loam and muck.
Drainage: Poor/imperfect.
Topography: Flat.
Water features: None.
Access: Could be accessed through P1 is a trail was cleared.

Compartment History

Compartment Inventory

Long term management objectives (what we want this compartment to be like in 20 years).
Tree species

Per cent
Composition

Tree
Age

White cedar (Cw)

30

33

We want to have a healthy plantation.
Short term management activities (what activities are planned over the next 1-10 years that
will help to reach the long term objectives).
The plantation should be thinned in the next 1-3 years in order to maximize stand potential.
A standard first thinning – complete removal of every 4th row, would be sufficient and relatively
simple to implement. The plantation has good access throughout for heavy equipment.

Average
Tree Height
(m)

Average
Diameter
at Breast
Height
(cm)

9.6

14

Silver maple (Ms)

30

31

25.3

28

Tamarack (La)

20

33

20.1

20

Scots pine (Ps),
Poplar (Po),
White birch (Bw)

10

30

16

18

Compartment Information Summary Table
Species composition (%)
Average age (yrs)
Average height (m)
Basal Area (m2/ha)
Tree Density (stems/ha)
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7.5

Page 10

Wildlife and Habitat

Habitat feature

7.1
Details/comments

Standing dead trees

None.

Cavity trees

None.

Supercanopy trees

None.

Mast trees

None.
Very dense cedar.

Conifer thickets
Stick nests
Woody debris

None.
Ample debris from wind thrown Cw and La.

Dens or dug holes

None.

Pits and mounds
Wildlife trails

General Description – Compartment W1

Compartment area: 6.1 acres.
Open area description: There are no open areas.

7.2

Compartment Site Characteristics

Soil type: Muck.
Drainage: Imperfect.
Topography: Flat.
Water features: None.
Access: None – there is no direct access to the compartment.

None.
Heavily used deer trails throughout.

Deer wintering yard

Likely.

Other food sources

None.

7.6

Cw 30, Ms 30, La 20 (Ps, Po, Bw) 10
33
20
2,200

7.3

7.4

Specific Objectives

Long term management objectives (what we want this compartment to be like in 20 years).

Compartment History

This compartment is one of the oldest forested stands on the property. It can be seen as treed
in Section 6.2. There was no sign of forest management.

Compartment Inventory

Per cent
Composition

Tree
Age

Average
Tree Height
(m)

White cedar (Cw)

Tree species

We want to have a healthy plantation.
Short term management activities (what activities are planned over the next 1-10 years that
will help to reach the long term objectives).
No activities are planned for this plan period. Site provides good wildlife cover, and extends the
forested wetland. Management efforts are to be focused on P1. A portion of P2 is also a locally
significant wetland, so the fees associated with permits and approvals would outweigh the
returns on harvesting.

Average
Diameter
at Breast
Height
(cm)

40

70

12

20

Poplar (Po)

40

60

20

35

Green Ash (Ag)

10

60

20

30

Balsam fir (Bf),
Tamarack (La),
Silver maple
(Ms), White birch
(Bw), White pine
(Pw)

10

50

15

20

Compartment Information Summary Table
Species composition (%)
Average age (yrs)
Average height (m)
Basal Area (m2/ha)
Tree Density (stems/ha)
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Cw 40, Po 40 Ag 10 (Bf, La, Ms, Bw, Pw) 10
60
15
24.2
1,100
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7.1
7.5

Wildlife and Habitat

Habitat feature

Details/comments

Standing dead trees

Scattered Po and Cw.

Cavity trees
Supercanopy trees

None.
There are several 26 – 30m tall white pine on the margins
of W1 and W2.

Mast trees

None.

Conifer thickets

Very dense cedar.

Stick nests
Woody debris

None.

7.2

Compartment Site Characteristics

Soil type: Sandy loam.
Drainage: Well drained.
Topography: Rolling with some steep sections.
Water features: None.
Access: Much of this compartment can be accessed via the same series of trails as P1.

There are patches of heavy wind throw of cedar.

Dens or dug holes

None.

Pits and mounds

None.

Wildlife trails

Heavily used deer trails throughout.

Deer wintering yard

Likely.

Other food sources

None.

7.3

Compartment History

Some sections can be seen as forested in section 6.2. Much of the compartment has
regenerated since then. Much of the compartment was grazed in the past. Cow paths can still
be seen on the steep slope.

7.4
7.6

General Description – Compartment W2

Compartment area: 11.5 acres.
Open area description: There are no open areas.

Compartment Inventory

Specific Objectives

Long term management objectives (what we want this compartment to be like in 20 years).
No objectives.
Short term management activities (what activities are planned over the next 1-10 years that
will help to reach the long term objectives).
No activities are planned in the current plan period.

Average
Diameter
at Breast
Height
(cm)

Per cent
Composition

Tree
Age

Average
Tree Height
(m)

Sugar maple (Mh)

40

50

17

Basswood (Bd)

20

50

17

Poplar (Po)

20

50

20

20

White pine (Pw)

10

30-100+

15-30

40

Red oak (Or),
Black cherry
(Cb), White ash
(Aw), white birch
(Bw)

10

50

15

20

Tree species

20
20

Compartment Information Summary Table
Species composition (%)
Average age (yrs)
Average height (m)
Basal Area (m2/ha)
Tree Density (stems/ha)
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7.5

Page 14

Wildlife and Habitat

Habitat feature

Section 8: Ten year activity summary
Details/comments

Standing dead trees

None.

Cavity trees
Supercanopy trees

None.

Compartment Objective

Activity

None.

Conifer thickets

None.

Stick nests

None.

Woody debris

P1

Forest Products

First thinning of
conifer plantation.

None.

Dens or dug holes

None.

Pits and mounds

In a few sections.

Wildlife trails

None.

Deer wintering yard

None.

Other food sources

None.

Specific Objectives

Long term management objectives (what we want this compartment to be like in 20 years).
We want to have a healthy, diverse forest.
Short term management activities (what activities are planned over the next 1-10 years that
will help to reach the long term objectives).
No activities planned. Compartment should be assessed for thinning in the next plan period.
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Quantity

There are several Pw that are 26-30m tall.

Mast trees

7.6

Mh 40, Bd 20, Po 20, Pw 10 (Or, Cb, Aw, Bw) 10
50
15
19.1
1,000

Page 16

21.4 acres

Year
Scheduled
2013-14.

Figure 3.2 Forest Plan Approver on MFTIP property

reminds us that what happens on the ground is often very
different from what laws and regulations dictate. In addition
Scott (1998) foregrounds the capacity of society to modify,
subvert and block the categories imposed upon it. While the
choice of a tax incentive policy tool encourages behavior
tied to the objectives set by the state, attention needs to be
given to the role of private actors implicated in this model
of environmental management, in the active translation
of these objectives to the landscape. This involves an
investigation of the informal relations that transform how
these requirements operate in practice (McCarthy, 2002).
This next section investigates how this system of incentivized
forest stewardship is being deployed, with particular attention
given to the roles and relationships between the Forest Plan
Approvers and private landowners in the MFTIP program.

Site Scale: Landowners and Local Knowledge
According to interviews with forest consultants, local
knowledge of the properties in MFTIP is essential, as
perceptions of good stewardship include the ability to read
the land and understand its hydrology and at-risk sites. This
includes identifying and protecting the critical areas that
Figure 3.3 Landowner managing forest property
might have sensitive plant species or significant ecological
value, such as headwater streams and wetlands. Also,
sometimes ‘good management’ entails adopting a hands-off approach. As one forest
consultant explained: “with the right information, I think that most landowners will try
to do the right thing. That’s being a steward. It’s just knowing what you have on your
property and how to manage that feature” (FPA 2, 2017). In interviews with Forest
Plan Approvers three main themes arose in regard to a landowner’s impact on these
landscapes. These include: (1) the level of knowledge of program participants, (2) the
underlying motivations and changing ideologies of a person’s social relation to nature, and
finally (3) the actual follow-through of landowners.
(1) Knowledge of Program Participants: There is a range of landowner knowledge of forest
stewardship in the MFTIP program, which often depends on how long landowners have
been in the area or on the property. Within the program it might be a participant’s first time
engaging in forest management, and they might have limited knowledge of their acreage
or the wider area in general. Conversely, there are landowners who have been on the
property for years, on land that has been passed down through generations, and in this
case participants can often recall detailed information concerning this land. When talking
to FPAs, some felt that the knowledge of landowners was increasing, some maintained
that it had stayed fairly consistent over their years in the program, whereas others felt that
it has decreased. This range of knowledge of landowners was consistently mentioned by
the FPAs interviewed. In addition, as a result of varied landowner experience with forest
stewardship, the educational function of MFTIP from forester to landowner was cited in
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interviews as one of the main purposes of the program.4
(2) Motivations and Management Priorities: The forest management objectives of
landowners in the program are shifting. FPAs interviewed reference a changing cultural
construction of nature, citing a difference between landowners who have grown up or who
have experience in more rural areas, in comparison to those who have recently relocated
to properties from the city. This has been mentioned as one factor that might be affecting
the objectives of participants in the program and the resulting landscape. Some cited an
increasingly hands-off, ‘nature can look after itself’ mentality with landowners. One FPA
theorized that this is a reflection of the fact that society has become more urbanized,
and sees landowners relocating from the city as influenced to view tree cutting as a bad
thing. “Landowners want to be part of the solution and protect the land by not cutting
anything down, which is not necessarily good forest management”(FPA 3, 2017). As
a result, some landowners are more concerned with enjoying the property or protecting
forest land than the active management requirements of the MFTIP program. “A lot of our
people would like to see no cutting in our county forests and I think that was happening
on the private lands as well as a lot of baby boomers sort of retire into this area and buy
properties. Cutting a tree is the last thing they wanted to do on their property even though
they just don’t understand that you can cut the trees and still have a sustainable forest
land” (FPA 4, 2017).
This changing ideology of forest stewardship thus begs the question of how resilient
forests in the MFTIP program are if the rhetoric of ‘leave it alone’ is growing, vs. a focus
on active sustainable forest management. Despite this, FPA’s do mention the role of the
program in changing this bias about what forest management entails. In this case, the
role of MFTIP in changing landowner perceptions of forest management was mentioned,
where landowners who originally just wanted a piece of ‘nature’ to protect and preserve
through the process of active management come to see and learn that it is beneficial to do
sustainable forest management and become forest stewards who engage in good forest
practices for the overall health of the stand.
Despite the program’s overall objective of active management, this requirement is actually
quite relaxed. As long as the landowner files a five year review and ten year plan –even
with minimal intervention– they are able to stay in the program. In most interviews,
FPAs felt that the tax break offered by the province for the active management of their
forested land was the number one reason that landowners participated in the program.
There are also a range of landowner types who participate in the program, those who
view the program as a great educational tool to learn about their property and about
forest management, but also those who are more interested in tax reduction than the
requirements of forest management. Despite the initial draw of the tax reduction, FPAs
mentioned that landowners, though they might get into the program initially due to the tax
savings, do in their experience, end up getting more involved in the active management
4

Of note, is that while many FPAs cited that the management plan required by the province could be a great

tool for disseminating knowledge, they felt that a lot of people were in the program primarily for the tax break.
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component through the process of acquiring a basic knowledge of their land and forest.
(3) Landowner Outcomes: Lastly, there is variability in the commitment and followthrough of landowners in the MFTIP program. This aspect was consistently mentioned
in interviews with FPAs, where landowners intend to manage their woodlot for particular
objectives. However, when their forest management plan comes up for renewal after
a 10 year period, many times these objectives have not been met. This was seen as
normal by FPAs, as the province’s program allows for flexibility in that landowners might
have changing goals or abilities –especially if they haven’t rated the economic return of
their property as high as their enjoyment of it for recreation. Overall FPAs expressed that
while the MFTIP program is leading to somewhat better management and education for
landowners, there are some circumstances where the landowner is more concerned with
the tax break and does very little if anything in the management of their property.
Forest Plan Approvers and the Construction of Regional Knowledge
Within the hierarchy of the program, Forest Plan Approvers appear to be the local
gatekeepers in terms of outlining the framework for active management. They have the
training in forest stewardship, they are able to read the context of the site and they are
in charge of mediating both landowner values with the provincial requirements of the
program. The presence of the FPA is a main difference that sets the MFTIP program
apart form its predecessors. Additionally, the requirements for FPA capabilities has been
managed to an extent by the province: in the 90s they started an examination process
for plan approvers. FPAs are thus the main educational instrument of the state, and are
monitored through grading sheets, where the province highlights specific objectives to be
passed on to landowners. As landowners have varying amounts of knowledge about their
property, and about forest management in general, FPAs are this missing link, identifying
elements of the woodlot that the landowner isn’t aware of, and recommending what forest
management should or could be carried out on the property. In this sense FPAs are likened
to the argument made by Rodriquez-Muniz (2017), that non-state actors play a role in the
orchestration and construction of state legibility.
The process of passing this knowledge on to the landowner is part of this process. In
conversation with FPAs, while preparing the management plan, consultants will meet
with the landowners and walk through the property; it becomes an important knowledge
exchange. This is especially pertinent with the management of invasive species, where
it is up to the approver to identify these, and refer the landowner to programs that can
be partnered with MFTIP to help with their removal. In addition the FPA is essential in
guiding and drawing up the plan for the landowner to follow, ensuring that the landowner
is setting realistic objectives, and that these align with what the landowners wants to, and
is able to, do. This transfer of knowledge between FPA and landowner continually came
up in interviews, as one of the main outcomes of this program –especially in shaping
preconceived landowner notions concerning good forest management. In conversation
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with FPAs about their role as educators, two themes came up in the deployment of the
MFTIP program: (1) the a variation of the quality of the plans from Forest Plan Approvers,
and (2) the impact of different professional backgrounds.
(1) Quality Forest Management Plan: The condition of plans drawn up by FPAs was
brought up by a number of consultants, especially those that had inherited plans or who
had encountered other plans during their time as a FPA. In some cases, the quality of
plans produced by FPAs was not up to the provincial standard, which would both impact
the kinds of active management taking place on these properties as well as educational
impact of this program for the landowner.
(2) FPA Experience: An additional impact on management planning was attributed in
interviews to the different professional backgrounds of forest consultants. Forest Plan
Approvers may be trained as arborists, foresters, lumberjack, or landscape architects.
This results in different values and ways of reading the land that are integrated into their
management plan for the landowner. This influence was mentioned by one interviewee
where “an arborist will say that a big tree is over-mature, a forester will say it’s great
timber, and ecologists will say its old growth. It’s the same tree- so that’s just a basic
bias among three different people looking at the same tree.” (FPA 5, 2017).
Sometimes this variability in experience can impact forest management, where
landowners might miss out on a particular perspective —for example from a registered
forest technician or a forester, who would be able to point to opportunities for long-term
economic and environmental planning. However, it was also recognized that a certain
inconsistency in FPA background is also a strength, as the introduction of variability to
the landscape ecologically has benefits for resilience and adaptation of these natural
systems. Additionally, having a more diverse group of FPAs adds value by bringing
different perspectives that play out at the local level; perhaps attracting a greater range of
landowners to the program and expanding this overall landowner knowledge base.
Environmental Restructuring and Climate Change Adaption
The health of forests are changing due to cascading local and global pressures. In
response, how have state environmental strategies responded? And how do incentive
programs such as MFTIP contribute? Parenti (2013) argues, that “as climate change
compels the state’s reform of resource governance, understanding how legibility acts
have been applied and managed can serve to promote better, more viable adaptation
policy” (p. 9). Since the latest version of the MFTIP program began in the mid-90s, the
ways in which this approach deals with environmental change have also evolved. There is
a greater recognition by both FPAs and landowners of the need to include climate change
planning into forest management plans. Additionally, in the last decade the presence of
invasive species and the spread of disease have gained traction in southwestern Ontario
and to a lesser extent in the central and eastern part of the province. This is changing
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the understory species composition of woodlands and perpetuating the loss of certain
species. MFTIP plans in this case have become an eye opener for landowners, where
working with forest consultants they gain the knowledge to recognize and manage these
invading species. This gives landowners an edge; it generally makes them aware of
the signs that their forest may be experiencing climate change pressures, for example
drought. It also makes landowners more familiar with the NGOs, government programs
and resources available to them, giving them the skills to monitor for emerging conditions
within this region such as emerald ash borer, butternut conquer, or birch bark disease.
In conversation with FPAs they cited a certain flexibility and adaptive nature of the MFTIP
program as one of its strengths. One approver mentioned that the study materials for
the FPA exam now include information on planning for climate change and for invasive
species, where this was previously not the case. In addition, the program has become
more flexible in its landscape requirements, and has loosened its conditions in regard to
the amount of allowable open area and for wetlands –recognizing the ecosystem benefits
of these features, which has allowed for previously ineligible properties to apply for the
program. Forest Plan Approvers reference this flexible character as key to allowing the
program to adapt in response to certain challenges. While, the adaptation to climate
change was never on the radar when the program was initially put together, those who
are managing forests today do so with the view of it being resilient to the changes that
are likely coming. The program has also shown the same adaptability with its response
to invasive species. There wasn’t an awareness of the impacts of invasive species at
the outset of the program in the mid-90s, however MFTIP is again flexible enough that
people have to take stock, they have to articulate their objectives and they have to make
a reasonable plan to get there. And so these plans and the landscape adapts as the
challenges change. Thus, while the province may not know exactly what the status is of
these environments, they have programmed the format of the program to enable flexibility
to respond to environmental changes. However this again relies on the agency of FPA and
landowners to build this into their plans.
Conclusion: Incentivized Forests and Possible Management Futures
Forest management in southern Ontario is a century-old dynamic experiment, involving
the co-production of the material environment as well as human behavior; tapping into
economic and instructional structures that aid in the orchestration of the continual
remaking of forests and labor. Incentive programs are part of the government’s toolbox
of governance, and MFTIP program is the latest in a series of efforts by the province to
ensure its forested landscape stock, where it is now private actors, rather than Ministry
employees, charged with sustainable forest management. In this case, incentive tools
are particularly attractive, as they balance the financial capabilities of public institutions
with the abilities of private consultants and individuals. However, the use of market
mechanisms also impact the ability of certain actors to participate, and influence the
uptake of these programs in certain places as opposed to others. The rise of incentivized
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management in Ontario has spawned a new management economy where private forest
management consultants fill the void once held by government, and landowners are
increasingly involved rather than ministry empoyees.
Climate change inserts itself into this narrative as it presents a challenge to territorial
planning and environmental governance due to its associated long time horizons and
unpredictable impacts (Chouinard, 2017). While literature recognizes that central
government will always have a role to play in planning due to the necessity of large scale
orchestration Parenti (2012), and their innate central capacity to deploy tools and policies
that influence individuals and other governments (Hestrata 2015), due to the specific
impacts of a changing climate, it is argued that more local scale government involvement
might be necessary (Keenan 2017). The neoliberalization of environmental planning is
resulting in increasing devolution of management to different institutional scales, or to
actors outside the government. Within these debates what is clear is that addressing
climate change involves more than a one-size or one-scale fits all solution. Framed as a
‘dynamic social-institutional’ problem, this is also a governance challenge that reconsiders
that way social-ecological systems are arranged (Klenk et al, 2017).
Using the concept of legibility within the context of incentivized forest conservation in
southern Ontario, metis becomes the learned tacit knowledge of landowners who interact
with their property over time –it is the ability to read the landscape over seasons and
anticipate future management work as the land changes. These knowledge and skills are
increasingly relevant in responding to climate change, which is creating more frequent
stints of drought, disease and invasive species, as well as in monitoring effects of
encroaching urban development or land use change on a property. Metis is also present

Figure 3.4 Educational trail walks with local community on MFTIP property
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in the work of forest consultants, where over years of experience they are able to walk the
land with a landowner and point out areas to watch as teaching moments. Here I argue
that forest consultants develop a regional metis, where over time, through visiting various
properties in the program they gain a larger perspective.
However, mixed in with this experiential understanding is techne –a more scientific
knowledge that infiltrates ways of seeing tied to scientific forestry practices. These are the
principles and theories of management that are taught in books, tested through exams,
and then applied in practice. In this chapter I argue that provincial incentive programs
and the rescaling of forest management from government to private actors has aided in
the proliferation of both metis and techne knowledge both at (1) the scale of the property
as well as (2) the regional scale covered by consultants. So while there has been a loss
of local knowledge from central government who were previously conducting forest
management on private property, this has been replaced by the increased ability (through
the training of landowners through the MFTIP program) to respond at the local level.
As a result, new geographies of incentivized forested landscapes in southern Ontario
have emerged. Materially, the MFTIP incentive program allows for the re-positioning of
economic value of the property to put it on equal footing with competing land uses in the
area; enabling landowners the ability to afford their forested property. The re-valuation
of forested land in relation to urban and agricultural pressures plays a role in balancing
land use change pressures in this urbanizing region. There is also a new geography of
knowledge emerging; where landowners, consultants and government are co-producing
new understandings and areas of capacity, and action in the field.
Where climate change planning often focuses on cities, I argue that urban peripheries
are also rich in their ability to provide support as they contain productive landscapes that
can play a role as both mitigation infrastructure and in furthering the adaptive capacity
of the region. In southern Ontario, locally there is the ability to build capacity through
landowners, at a regional scale, Forest Plan Approvers understand how and where active
management and stewardship-based strategies are being activated. At the provincial level,
the Ministry provides qualifying exams, and administration capacities, and facilitates the
property tax reduction.
Viewing the MFTIP program through the lens of landscape strategy, there is the possibility
of building greater ecological capacity to address changes through the coordination
of piecemeal efforts. Drawing from arguments that position landscapes as a form of
green infrastructure, managed forest landscapes are both materially able to contribute to
climate change mitigation, while the knowledge gained by labor play a role in this region’s
ability to adapt over time, as a more informed and active civil society. Here, the regional
landscape becomes operational through its cultivation, where this landscape takes on the
characteristics of an integrated field of action, one that has been, and continues to be,
produced.
In projecting the use of incentivized environmental management programs into possible
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planning futures to address impacts of climate change, Keenan (2017) points to the
fact that it will likely be the unknown and unanticipated incremental changes that offer
the greatest challenge to human and natural systems. In this case these incentivized
territories of active management might be best positioned to monitor and respond to
these changes, as these will be historically and contextually specific. On the other hand
it is important to recognize that not everyone in these programs has the same resources
and abilities, especially in regard to the MFTIP program where landowners tend to be
older adults. Of interest is to what extent are local abilities affecting these landscapes in
practice, and what this loss of knowledge at a provincial level might mean for future larger
scale coordination of urban development and territorial responses. What does it mean for
our ability to mitigate and for adaptation where this power lies within a certain sector of
civil society instead of with government agents? Are we losing democratic control? How
much responsibility and knowledge for future climate change are we willing as a society to
devolve to a local scale?
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Chapter 4

Chapter 4
Incentivized Private Landscapes:
Enclosures and Externalities
As we saw in Chapter 1, bending the aesthetic of the forest to the rational of fiscal forestry
plantations in the 18th and 19th century could not replicate the conditions necessary for a
healthy tree. The abstracted forest which arose through state simplifications (a narrowing
of vision) comprised of individual tree units dissociated from their wider environmental
context led to ecological collapse. However, in Chapter 2 we also saw how the uses of
monoculture plantations comprised of a single species were used by the state as an
ecological restoration strategy. One based on deploying a particular species of tree,
supported by forest science that integrated both a contextual and long-term vision. These
plantation forests still persist today in southern Ontario. This chapter looks again at the
abstracted forest shaped through the interaction of changing state regulation that has in
effect resulted in a re-territorialization of forested landscapes through the use of financial
tools.
I argue that within Ontario’s forested landscapes there has for some time been a reworking of property taking place. Environmental regulatory strategies are producing new
material and social landscapes at multiple scales through forms of financial enclosure. We
are in fact still in an era of fiscal forestry–however the means through which to deliver to
the market have changed. Rather than the actual harvesting of trees as physical resource,
now through the use of conservation, biodiversity and environmental services programs,
‘harvesting’ entails an extracted abstract value attributed to the forest’s ecological
capabilities. I argue that in the realm of incentivized forest management the divisions
inherent in James Scott’s conceptualization of the fiscal forest –the drawing of boundaries,
the division of forests into components, this narrowing of vision that neglected a wider
systems approach– is still taking place as part of a broader managerial landscape.
In this chapter I bring attention to how these boundaries are drawn and layered in regard to
who and what is included and excluded in these programs. These delineations effectively
carve up and attribute certain values to particular environmental arrangements within
the extended urban fabric, setting in motion particular dynamics within the urban-land
nexus. These lessons are pertinent to our current moment where ecosystems are ‘seen’
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through property rights, through bundling, stacking and ascribing financial value to certain
entities deemed valuable while ignoring others. This chapter brings attention to this
current fictionalization of nature, where abstracting the forest goes beyond the aesthetic
of identical trees in rigid rows, but rather, a more invisible processes of abstraction—one
that is enclosing the forest and labor through property law and financial tools. However
‘invisible’ these processes might be, they have real spatial impacts that individually,
and in combination with other regulatory frameworks, are influencing: broader land use
dynamics, the abilities of people to participate in these programs, and in the accumulation
of ecological assets. In exploring the morphologies of environmental incentive programs
this chapter raises some preliminary questions about how planners and designers might
intervene that are discussed further in the final chapter of this dissertation that investigates
the scope for the coordination of incentivized landscapes that cross thresholds of city and
non-city as well as of public and private responsibility.
Environmental Governance and Fiscal Forestry
In the 18th and 19th century in France and Germany, the state played a prominent role in
forest management, where forests were primarily seen as a resource, one managed for
the purposes of the public interest (Harrison, 1992). At the end of the 18th century timber
became the main focus of forest management, connected to an abstracted ideology of
economic utility, which singled out individual trees from their surroundings. In Germany,
scientific forestry established new methods of management that drew from ‘forest
mathematics’; mathematical charts that established an approach through which foresters
could predict the amount of timber in a stand and its growth rates. These projections were
used to established guidelines that informed optimal cutting timelines, all with the primary
objective of maximizing yield (Harrison, 1992).
Scott (1998) describes 18th century forestry practices as state ‘fiscal’ forestry, where
the elements of forest ecologies that did not generate revenue were omitted from the
state’s commercial and bureaucratic logic. Under this management model the forest
as a habitat disappeared and was replace by an abstracted tree, a standardized unit,
the ‘Normalbaum.’ The forest became generalized through its utility as a resource to be
managed where efficiency and profit were of primary concern. This narrowing of vision
by the state –termed ‘state simplifications’ by Scott had real spatial consequences for
forests. It led to the production of even-aged monocultures, serving as a means through
which to order and control nature (Scott, 1998).1 The proliferation of this ideology was
extended to both the rest of Europe and the United States which monopolized forest
management during this time (Harrison, 1992). The aesthetic of the resulting managed
forests translated these fiscal abstractions – the mathematics of forestry- into reality.
The fiscal legacy of forest management has endured. Jumping ahead, Harrison (1992)
brings us into the twentieth century with the rise of ecological movements, who
themselves have employed an empirical science of ecology in their goals of forest
Harrison (1992) also argues similarly, where the use of these scientific methods transformed these forested
lands rearranging their ecologies in terms of species mix, their spatial characteristics in terms of their planting
and management practices, as well as temporally with regards their harvesting and planting.
1
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preservation. He states: “In their efforts to preserve the forest sanctuaries, they must
remind science as well as governments that one day the abundant diversity of plant
species that exist nowhere else but in the forests will prove useful and beneficial for such
things as treating cancer or other diseases. They must contrive a thousand convincing or
unconvincing arguments in favor of the utility of forest conservation. For the moment this
is the only language that has the right to speak, for it speaks of the ‘rights,’ that is to say
economic interests, of humanity” (Harrison, 1992, p. 124).
A forest’s value continues to dominate discussions about conservation and management,
where there is concern for both timber yields as well as forest biodiversity (Harrison,
1992).2 Though social and ecological considerations have been integrated into
management practices, today forests continue to be seen through their utility to humans,
championed for their ecosystems services such as carbon capture, water filtration and
soil degradation. This turn to economic justification by ecologists and environmental
activists has been mobilized as an attempt to make the work that these environments
perform in some way legible and thus valuable to a broader audience (Dempsey, 2016).3
Within this commodification of nature, the strategy of ‘‘selling nature to save it’’ as McAfee
(2019) describes, neoliberal approaches working across scales have functioned to ‘shock’
systems into adherence (Klein 2007) while also instigating new property regimes to
further capital accumulation (McCarthy and Prudham; 2004, Mansfield 2009).
The Rise of Incentive-Based Tools
The governance of socio-natural systems has been reshaped through neoliberal forces
that have prioritized the empirical evaluation of land and resources, the use of markets,
with greater attention given to private property rights as a means through which to address
environmental issues (Kay, 2015). The environmental economists Robert Stavins and
Robert Hahn, writing in the early 1990s, captured this regulatory shift towards marketbased tools.4 Writing on conventional and alternative approaches in environmental
regulation at this time, they highlight the rise of market approaches, with particular
attention given to the use of incentive-based environmental management in the U.S. Their
research, points to a transition from a ‘command and control approach,’ a more fixed
set of technologies and standards, to a more ‘flexible’ market-based approach, through
the use of incentive-based mechanisms which firms could use to address environmental
concerns. Literature on the use of incentive-based programs bloomed in the 1990s
primarily targeting the activities of companies (Hahn and Stavins 1991; Hahn and Stavins,
1992; Hanley et al, 1997; Opschoor and Turner, 1994).
In the field of environmental economics since the early 90s, market-based and incentivized
approaches have been promoted by economists to address environmental conservation

Harrison argues that this narrative has been centered on the economic imperative and of the interests of
humanity, rather than being extended to other non-human entities in terms of their rights and concerns.
3
Despite this economic turn in environmentalism Dempsey’s work points to the fact that these valuation
methods cant get beyond the complexity of those ecosystems they are trying to protect. And that even at the
level of economic abstraction, these quantification of nature remains a messy business, one that has not taken
off (Dempsey, 2016).
2
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as a corrective means through which to control for negative externalities. For instance,
ecosystem services markets have become popular as a policy solution.5 In parallel,
private land conservation has been championed as a means through which to address
externalities such as biodiversity loss (Kamal, 2015), as well as issues associated with
climate change (Levitt, 2014). Furthermore, conservation easements have been used to
mediate urban development as a means through which to address issues of urban sprawl
and land turnover.6
Neoliberal conservation as defined by Igoe and Brockington (2007) refers to the “reregulation of nature through forms of commodification, territorialism, and new networks
of market-based ideology which has triggered the restructuring of labor” (2007, p. 432).
In providing a critique of the model, those in the fields of geography and political ecology
have brought a much needed voice to this rolling out of the market. For instance, the
increasing neoliberalization of the biophysical and socio-ecological environment through
different governance approaches has also led to the exclusion of local communities
(Ramírez-Cover, 2013; McCarthy, 2002) in both developed and developing countries.
In the commodification of nature, Castree (2003) outlines how this process involves
modes of privatization, individualization and abstraction. These abstract spaces become
a form for capital accumulation (Logan and Werkle, 2008, Kelly 2011) and have served
to exclude and forcefully remove people from their lands while also furthering practices of
environmental degradation (Huff and Brock, 2017).
In building the conceptual tools to go beyond hegemonic narratives, Peck and Tickell
(2002) highlight the importance of critical accounts of some of the more generic and
abstract features of neoliberalization. Within these shifting ideological, managerial and
labor practices, the role of regulatory mechanisms, in particular the use of incentives
that aim to coordinate environmental behavior, have been foregrounded as particularly
important in shaping production and connections to wider ecological systems (Redclift
and Woodgate, 2013). Here, the dynamics of taxation impact the spatial qualities of the
built and unbuilt environment, where law, space, nature, property are co-produced (Kay,
2015).
Since the 1970s environmental policy has been part of the regulatory toolbox, where early strategies
concentrated on addressing environmental impacts. Since the 80s environmental policy instruments have
shifted towards a concern with prevention (Opschoor and Turner, 1994). Han and Stavins (1992) in their paper
they argue that two main ideas started this support for environmental protection: (1) corrective taxes and (2)
transferrable property rights.
5
It is important to recognize that multiple conceptions of ecosystems services exist (Robertson 2014; Von
Hase, 2018). Tied to the concept of ecosystem services is the fact that these credits are calculated based
on the amount of value they are deemed worth due to their benefit to human, raises serious questions about
which environments – which biophysical entities, flora and fauna are valued on an anthropocentric register
and which are not. This issue of limited support for diversity within these systems is pointed out by Von Hase
(2018) who also brings attention to the limitation of our knowledge to account for these dynamics in the first
place.
6
Conservation easements are legal agreements in which landowners sign away their development rights and
other uses for a property to enable it to be permanently part of conservation land. This designation can come
with certain tax benefits.
7
Robertson’s research on conservation easements for wetland properties analyses the multiscalar spatial
4
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Within the realm of tax, and of direct relevance to our discussion of incentivized forests,
Kay’s research connects the dots between changing legal arrangements, neoliberal
governance, and nature-society relations. In particular she argues that it is “through
the interplay of nature and law that the spatialities of neoliberalism are produced and
bounded” (Kay 2015, p. 511). Her work on conservation easements, a form of tax
subsidy, on forested land in the US brings attention to the spatial expression of these
legal geographies, and their relationship to property law, which foregrounds the dynamics
of shifting program uptake tied to highest and best use valuation. These dynamics
have resulted in shifting public/ private responsibilities, and the rise of new spaces of
accumulation that have instigated additional forms of enclosure of forested lands that were
once considered open access to communities (Kay, 2015).
In connecting this discussion to the use of forest incentives in southern Ontario, I argue
that there is a need to understand the abstracted nature of these programs —how they
impact rights, access, and allocation. It is also essential to point out that forested lands in
Ontario have already been enclosed through the ongoing practices of settle colonialism.
Southern Ontario is the traditional territory of several First Nations communities including
the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and
the Wendat peoples. Within this context, incentive programs add an additional layer of
enclsure, one that overlaps and works within this imposed system of property rights and
power.
In critically assessing the spatial qualities of property tax incentives, the work of Álvaro
Sevilla-Buitrago has been particular insightful. He argues that scholarship on enclosure
which has focused on privatization and financialization often ignores its spatial dimension.
In his writings he positions enclosure as a spatial process: one that functions through
capital accumulation and through specific spatial forms at various scales from the
planetary to the person. While forms of enclosure have many appearances, they are
manifest through the same underlying logic of the spatial erosion of the commons. This
constitutes a constantly mutating process through which space is harnessed as a strategy
of dispossession in historically specific and contextual ways. Sevilla-Buitrago argues for
an analysis of enclosure’s morphologies: forms that change according to strategies of
accumulation, reproduction and regulation in relation to capitalist development. Within the
lens of neoliberal environmental governance, his work on enclosure connects examples
of its spatial mechanisms to particular regulatory regimes. He argues that “in order to
understand enclosure’s condition as a general spatial rationality we need to analyze its
distinctive, contextually specific modulation in particular scenarios” (2015, p.1001).
Here he insists that acts of legibility and the surveying of land have re-territorialized our
spatial fabric and labor practices, all the while re-working combinations of property and
regulation.
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Drawing from Sevilla-Buitrago’s seminal work on spatializing enclosure, this chapter
gives particular attention to the morphological characteristics of incentive regimes. When
assessing enclosure’s ‘morphological diversity,’ he highlights the need for attention to
be given to “the distribution and regulation of limits and codes that underpin state or
market-based normalizations of social space” (2015, p 1004). Using regulation and
codes as a starting point for this investigation I look at provincial incentive programs at
a more abstract level in terms of the property’s ‘bundle of rights,’ where I explore how
environmental incentives and policies are creating an invisible layer, an overlaid suprastructure which, to a certain extent, directs how these programs play out at the site,
but also the larger territorial scale. In visualizing the invisible implementation of rules of
governance, I look at how the legal elements of property give rise to a form of ecological
accounting that has real spatial impacts.
Ecological Accounting: Abstract Typologies of Property in Conservation
“The geographical concentration of conservation finance activity in North America is the result
of strong private property rights in the US and Canada, clear channels through which individual
property assets can be monetized and the wide array of public tax and grant programs for land
conservation that are readily available to firms” (Kay, 2017).

To conceptualize the abstract geographies of provincial incentive programs, their spatial
consequences, and how they relate to forest management, I build from critical scholarship
on the use of ecosystem services and conservation easements. The spatial and temporal
dynamics of environmental credits have been investigated by a number of scholars
including Robertson’s (2014) influential work on wetland banking7 and Kay’s (2015)
research on forest conservation easements. Scholarship on ecosystem services refers
to the ‘stacking’ or ‘bundling’ of these entities; terms that indicate how these programs
conceptualize and package property rights. This ‘packaging’ is related to the legalities
of property law which recognize property as composed of a variety of different rights
considered together. These representations have grounded implications for the landscape,
as they are employed in various ways to enable and release development or conservation
in some areas as opposed to others.8 See Figure 4.1 Bundeling and Stacking.

phenomenon of overlapping ecosystem service programs at the federal and state level in the U.S. that have
allowed for the same property to accrue multiple financial gains for its environmental benefits. For example,
a certain property might be enrolled in three mutually exclusive programs, one for wetlands, and another for
endangered species and lastly for certain stewardship practices.
8
Despite their appearance, the ways in which the legal rights of these properties are repackaged does not
add value, as Christophers (2010) has shown, these are fictitious representations. His paper has been quite
influential in theorizing how property has been treated in order to extract economic value through practices
of ‘voodoo economics’. In this paper he asks where ‘property’ sits in relation to value creation under
contemporary capitalism. He argues that certain schemes to extract value from property are in fact based on
representations (mystifications) that property can be separated to create additional value. This paper draws
inspiration from Harvey’s Limits to Capital whereby Harvey points to the increasing phenomenon of treating
land as a pure financial asset. Ultimately Christophers points to the fact that this supposed ‘value’ generated by
the unbundling of property into discrete elements is an illusion and subject to the contractions of capitalism.
11
This is antithetical to how ecosystems work – which has been a major criticism of this approach.
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This form of credit system provides an incentive for landowners to manage their land for
ecological value while also being compensated financially for conserving the land (Von
Hase, 2018).
The logics through which the legalities of property and the spatial dynamics of
Figurethrough
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the process. Within these valuation systems, the breaking apart of ecosystems into
natural units for market credit is known as ‘ecosystem unbundling’ (Roberton, 2014).11
The reverse of this process ‘credit bundling,’ refers to the compilation of different
arrangements of ecosystem services found in a particular area. Examples of bundling
in practice include programs such as conservation easements and wetland mitigation
banking, where a variety of ecosystem services are combined into one credit (Cooley
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Stacking refers to the situation when more than one payment from an
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Stacking
Stacking refers to the situation when more than one payment from an
ecosystem service market or payment program is accrued on a
single site. Stacking may be vertical, horizontal or temporal.

Bundling
Drawing from the way in which property law sees these landscapes
as collections of ‘bundled’ rights. Bundling in relation to ecosystems refers to the different services provided by a particular
ecosystem on the same plot of land that are seperated and then
combined to address particular conservation goals.

Figure 4.1 Bundling and Stacking
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In many cases, these credit programs are promoted as means through which to offset the
negative externalities of development, or through which to revalue certain landscapes for
conservation purposes where “in theory, payments for ecosystem service provision can
make standing trees more valuable than cut trees and farms more valuable than suburban
sprawl” (Cooley, 2011, p. 3) However, there are also issues. Ecosystem services credits
can be used to offset environmentally damaging behavior in one area, for conservation in
another; an ideology that continues to develop and destroy certain environments rather
than questioning the underling imperative of growth and development and potential for
misuse (Huff and Brock, 2016). In addition, there is the prevalent issue that ecosystems
are just that, systems. Current market measures stumble in their valuation of complex
environmental dynamics, preferring instead to tease them apart into discrete units of
analysis.14 Robertson and Hayden’s (2008) article on Wetland Banking in the US at the
watershed scale, is particularly insightful for pointing to three inherent tensions in the
ecosystem services model.15
In my own research I build from this critical scholarship to bring a greater focus on the
interplay between local site-specific contexts and the combinations of their implementation
across the urban fabric. Through my investigation, I hope to add to the foundational work
that is being conducted at the intersection of conservation finance and tax geographies.
The next section of this chapter takes a first step in outlining some of these spatial
dynamics; borrowing and building from those who have come before.
Incentives in Southern Ontario
Drawing from a review of grey literature as well as semi-structured interviews with
urban planners, conservation authorities, environmental consultants and landowners in
southern Ontario, this chapter outlines how different environmental incentive and grant
programs (for example those for wetlands, forests, park-lands and agricultural lands)
are combined and packaged in unique ways across the region. This chapter focuses on
two environmental incentive programs offered by the province: the Managed Forest Tax
Incentive Program (MFTIP) and the Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program (CLTIP).
The bundling of ecosystem services is analogous with US property law where property is considered as
a bundle of rights that are alienable (transferable) Robertson (2014). For more critical accounts of the ways
in which what counts as part of this ‘bundle’ are affecting human and non-human nature by changing social
values see Kay (2016).
13
Within these bundles vertical stacking is also known as, landowners can ‘double dipping’ which refers to
the multiple monetary benefits that can be derived from the same credit which are counted more than once
towards their mitigation potential.
14
For an overview of issues with this model which include the ambiguous nature of who owns and controls
the ecosystem services produced, as well as ‘additionality’ – a term that highlights the practice of where
monetary benefits are accrued by individuals for benefits that would have occurred without their intervention.
In addition there is the complexity of regulation, and the issues of accounting for ecological complexity that
are extremely difficult to quantify (Robertson, 2014). Also see Roberston and Hayen (2008) who identify
three main issues particular to wetland banking, these include their: (1) spatial consequences, (2) temporal
repercussions and (3) regulatory uncertainties.
15
These include: (1) their spatial consequences – where the compensation for destruction doesn’t necessary
address the unique features in those ecosystems that were lost, while also enabling more spatially distant
forms of compensation, (2) issues of temporality in the loss of certain ecosystems, where ecological
compensation in some case occurs after the disturbance has occurred, and (3) the actual engineering of the
regulations themselves to reduce risk for investors.
12
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The Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program is run by the Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) and supports private landowners in the active management of their forests to
accomplish various resource management goals consistent with sustainable forestry
principles (MFTIP, 2012). Landowners whose land is certified ‘Managed Forest’ benefit
from this program in that they pay 25% of the municipal tax rate set for residential policies.
They are required to submit a Forest Management Plan every 10 years, which outlines
the long and short term objectives for their property. Stewardship encompasses a variety
of options which allow landowners to manage their forest for habitat management, tree
planting, maintenance and commercial harvesting, recreation and educational purposes
(MFTIP, 2012).
The second incentive program promoted by the MNR for the management of forests in
Ontario is the Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program, which is a voluntary program
that encourages long-term private stewardship of land identified as provincially significant.
The program again uses tax relief as the primary driver for landowners who to agree to
protect the natural heritage value of their property. This incentive program differs from
MFTIP as it adopts a ‘hands off approach’ to stewardship with the primary goals of protect
‘significant landscapes’ from damage and the loss of environmental features. Landowners
that have a minimum of 0.2 hectares of eligible conservation lands are 100% municipal
property tax exempt.
It is important to highlight that while the provincial private land conservation incentive
programs are similar in many ways to conservation easements, they differ importantly
in their temporal and legal commitments. The MFTIP and CLTIP programs do not require
landowners to sign away their legal rights for development in perpetuity, only during their
time in the program. Landowners commit to 10 year increments and draw up management
plans that are subsequently updated and renewed if they want to stay in the program. This
is an important difference in that it effects both timescales and spatial impacts. Using
interview data and a review of program requirements, the next section renders these rules
into a set of morphologies that help to conceptualize the variety of ways in which these
programs can be deployed and their potential impact on forms of enclosure that set in
motion different combinations of land use and forest stewardship practices across the
territory.
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Figure 4.2 MFTIP Property

Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program (MFTIP)

Government: Provincial
Participants: Private Landowners, Conservation Authorities, Forest Consultants
Requirements: 4 hec forested land + 10 year Management Plan
Incentive: 25% of the municipal tax rate set for residential policies.
Statistics: approx 18,900 properties covering more than 1,854,000 acres (MNRF, 2020).
Pairings: CLTIP, Conservation Easement, DU Wetlands program, 50 Million Trees

Figure 4.3 CLTIP Property

Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program (CLTIP)

Government: Provincial
Regulator: Provincial
Participants: Private Landowners, Conservation Authorities, Forest Consultants
Requirements: min 0.2 hec eligible conservation land
Incentive: 100% municipal property tax exempt
Statistics: 21,500 properties, 257,500 hectares protected (MNRF, 2014).
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Environmental Incentive Morphologies
The thematic categories compiled below are not exhaustive, they outline the ways in
which private forest conservation is impacting sites both within and outside property
boundaries, while also providing insight on land use change dynamics influenced through
these valuation metrics. In the study of the abstract form of incentivized regulation seven
categories emerged. Each is described in more detail in the next pages.
In outlining these complex entanglements between property, regulation, and space what
is revealed are the multifarious strategies through which these landscapes are acquired,
the stratified nature of management responsibilities, as well as the slippage between
definitions and classification. In many cases the morphologies of provincial incentive
programs were similar with those outlined in the literature in terms of ‘stacking,’ however
in some cases new morphologies that are connected to the particular context of southern
Ontario and the MFTIP and CLTIP emerged such as ‘acquisition’ and ‘classification’
dynamics. One important note is that these programs differ in that they are not part of a
trade-off credit system that enables degradation on one area for conservation in another.
Due to the perceived need to make these incentive programs attractive for landowners
(and a key way in which they differ from conservation easements) is the fact that there
is no legally binding agreement, there is no permanent ‘unbundling’ and signing away of
particular property rights. In this instance, landowners can opt into the program and opt
out without severe financial penalties and without committing long-term certainty that they
will keep their lands forested.
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(1)Equating
The term ‘equating’ refers to the practice of making one area of forested land financially
commensurate to another despite different land use designations. From a private
landowner’s perspective, forests are put on equal financial footing in terms of being
compensated
for their
management efforts no matter whether your forest resides on
Figure 3: Incentive
Typologies
farmland or private forested land.

1. Equating
Refers to the practice of making one area of forested land commensurate to another financially despite different land use designations
which allow for eligibility in different incentive programs.

Figure 4.4 Incentivized Morphologies

Vertical Stacking
Incentive programs overlap
spatially on the same property.
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Horizontal Stacking
Incentive programs are both applied
to separate areas of a property without
overlap.

Figure 3: Incentive Typologies

(2) Stacking
Some programs can be layered to enable entry into an incentive program that requires
a certain amount of forested land to qualify. Stacking can also take place when
financial benefits are provided more than once for the same piece of land. This mode of
compensation is similar to what is discussed in the literature on conservation easements
and ecosystem services. Several different forms of stacking observed in the MFTIP and
CLTIP programs are detailed below:
(a) Horizontal Stacking: A version of this occurs when two incentive programs are
combined without overlap on the same property for example the use of MFTIP on part
of the property and CLTIP on another.
1. Equating
(b) Vertical Stacking: Several NGOs provide financial assistance for the augmentation
Refers to the practice of making one area of forested land commencertain
habitats
on designations
private property in the MFTIP program. For example: The 50
surate to another financiallyofdespite
different
land use
which allow for eligibility inMillion
differentTrees
incentive
programs.
program
(which provides discounted trees and planting services) can

be

combined with MFTIP to enable landowners to meet the required forested land area
eligibility. This provides double financial benefits in that the trees are subsidized and
the land that the trees are planted on also yields a property tax reduction.
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Horizontal Stacking
Incentive programs are both applied
to separate areas of a property without
overlap.

2. Stacking
Refers to the practice of making one area of forested land commensurate to another financially despite different land use designations
which allow for eligibility in different incentive programs.
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(3) Temporal
Temporal dynamics can refer to both the time before a certain incentive becomes
activated, as well as to the extent of time required for participation in the MFTIP and CLTIP
programs. Both MFTIP and CLTIP differ from conservation easements as landowners
don’t give up their legal bundle of rights. A landowner could decide several years into the
process to remove their forested land from the program, which would result in reimbursing
the government for the property tax reduction previously awarded. While being in the
program might signify a commitment to management and forest stewardship, this land is
not legally committed to this land cover or land use type in perpetuity. This is thus an issue
of representation that can have conservation planning consequences.

Contractual
Increments of benefit based
on Forest Management Plan of
10 years

3. Temporal
Refers to the practice of making one area of forested land commensurate to another financially despite different land use designations
which allow for eligibility in different incentive programs.
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4. Extended Benefits
The ecosystem services benefits of the property are considered to
benefit areas outside of the property boundary.
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10 years

(4) Extended
Contractual
3. Temporal
of benefit based
Interviews
forest
consultants
landowners
pointed to a recognition that the Increments
Refers to thewith
practice
of making
one area ofand
forested
land commenon Forest Management Plan of
surate to another
financially despite
different
use designations
dynamics
of ecological
benefits
fromland
forested
properties in the MFTIP and CLTIP 10 years
which
allow
for
eligibility
in
different
incentive
programs.
programs as extending beyond the boundary of the property. This occurs at the scale of
the individual lot as well as with larger tracts of managed forests where the aggregation
of forested lands under these programs have huge impacts on other ecosystems, for
example the headwaters for streams that flow into larger water bodies.
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Refers to the practice of making one area of forested land commensurate to another financially despite different land use designations
which allow for eligibility in different incentive programs.
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4. Extended Benefits
The ecosystem services benefits of the property are considered to
benefit areas outside of the property boundary.

(5) Management
Within a single site there can exist a layering of management responsibility. For example,
a new development that contains municipal woodlots might be gifted to a CA who
undertakes forest management ratherDeveloper
than the local authority who might not have the
4. Extended Benefits
capacity
in-house.
the possibility
for tocross-management. For instance, when
The ecosystem
servicesThere
benefitsisofalso
the property
are considered
Pathwayallow for the municipality to include certain
abenefit
CA takes
over aofforested
lotboundary.
they might
areas outside
the property
Municipality
facilities which are built by a developer such as the inclusion of a trail on the property. In
this case there is a ‘staking’ of management responsibility where a developer, as part of
Conservation
Authoritya trail, the municipality will coordinate
their site agreement with the municipality,
will install
its maintenance, and the CA will manage the surrounding forest.
Developer

5. Management
Within the same incentive program there is the
possibility for
Pathway
multiple agencies to have different responsibilities in terms of
stewardship and amenity maintenance.

Municipality

Conservation Authority

5. Management
Within the same incentive program there is the possibility for
multiple agencies to have different responsibilities in terms of
stewardship and amenity maintenance.
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(6) Acquisition
In some cases, a Conservation Authority might be strategic in targeting particular forests
for acquisition. This might include identifying certain tracts of land that fit into their overall
planning framework to enlarge or connect existing forest fragments. In some cases this
involves sending letters to landowners to see if they are interested in a direct purchase.
Some CAs might not be interested in taking on the management of isolated woodlots,
however others, depending on their goals and abilities, will take on these fragmented
parcels, even if it is outside their jurisdiction to secure their protection. This results in a
mosaic of management across the region.

Non-Contiguous
Forested land outside of one
jurisdiction can be acquired by
another.

Non-Contiguous
Forested land outside of one
jurisdiction
can be acquired by
Land
Acquisition
another.

6.
Acquiring land by Conservation Authorities can be either adjacent or
farther afield from existing properties. While contiguous parcels are
preferential for addressing habitat fragmentation, particular high
priority landscapes might be taken on by Conservation Authorities
outside their boundary if they are at risk of being lost.

Contiguous
Forested land adjacent to other forest lan
is acquired.

Contiguous
Forested land adjacent to other forest land
is acquired.

nservation Authorities can be either adjacent or
sting properties. While contiguous parcels are
sing habitat fragmentation, particular high
ght be taken on by Conservation Authorities
y if they are at risk of being lost.

Definitions
The amount of time before a
planted area is considered a
forest.

Definitions
The amount of time before a
planted area is considered a
forest.
Classification
The same parcel of land switches
its land use class once put in or
taken out of the program.
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Non-Contiguous
Forested land outside of one
jurisdiction can be acquired by
another.

Contiguous
Forested land adjacent to oth
is acquired.

(7) Classification
The MFTIP and CLTIP programs entail the conversion of one land use designation to
another (‘Managed Forest Land with Residence’, ‘Managed Forest’, or ‘Managed Forest
on Water’). In many cases this turns out to be a representational shift without a significant
6. Land Acquisition
shift.
If a landowner
steps
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7. Classification & Conversion
Representations of the properties in these programs as ‘forested
land’ or as ‘managed forest’ depend on the program regulations and
definitions of these landscapes.
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Forms of Enclosure
These abstract regulatory ‘enclosures’ have real impacts on the material landscape as
well as the social practices taking place in these spaces. The morphologies outlined
above outline the dynamics of taxation where the role of the property tax reduction (in
the case of MFTIP) or elimination (in the case of CLTIP) is providing a kind of abstracted
programmatic overlay that makes these forested lands legible to new markets. When
reading incentivized forest conservation through the lens of enclosure this framing offers
an analytical lens through which to make visible these processes, as well as to allow for
a critique of these representations and their grounded manifestations. In viewing these
morphologies as a form of enclosure, four points of critique emerge in regard to the
classifications outlined above.
(1) Capital Accumulation and the Urban-Forest Nexus16
How have environmental incentives become an instrument for capital accumulation?
Originally the territory of First Nations, this land has been appropriated through the
imposition of property rights which resulted in their displacement and forced removal.
There is thus on one level a continuing commodification of land at play, which directly
benefits the ongoing project of settler colonialism in this region. In terms of forwarding
capital accumulation, there is not only the monetary gains accrued from the actual
material qualities of these lands through timber harvesting, there is also the real estate
value, and the ecosystem services value ascribed to the ‘work’ that forests perform.
Incentive programs squeeze additional ecological capital out of these landscapes, where
landowners get an increased financial benefit from their ownership of forested lands
through the property tax reduction. The enclosure of lands through tax reductions locks
these forested lands into a certain land use designation “Managed Forest” for the duration
of their participation in the program which can in turn set in motion different land use
dynamics impacting the valuation of surrounding properties. For instance, in interviews it
was mentioned that there is a demand to live in close proximity to forested lands.
In regard to particular morphologies, the term ‘equating’ sets in motion a certain valuation
dynamic. For instance from a private landowner’s perspective, once in the incentive
program (MFTIP or CLTIP) their land is put on equal financial footing with forested land
in other environmental subsidy programs. For instance the Farm Tax Program which is
also offered in Ontario. However, as one interviewee pointed out, the incentive is not
commensurate to the payout a landowner could gain from land conversion, a problem that
The term ‘Urban-Forest Nexus’ is referenced in Jonah Susskind article in HDM (2018) where he uses the
term to refer to the processes of urbanization and forestry through Western forms of territorial colonization
in Detroit. I use the term here to refer to Scott and Roweis (1981) writing on the urban land nexus, a strand
in scholarship on the urban questions that brings attention to the impact of markets, land contiguity and of
differential locational advantage in driving valuation and land use change in capitalist societies (Scott and
Roweis, 1981).
17
Land Trusts are non-profit, charitable organizations which are engaged in the acquisition of land or support
conservation easements. Generally local in capacity, they serve several functions at provincial or national
levels. For example, the private, non-profit organization The Nature Conservancy of Canada has an Eco Gifts
16
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is being faced in southeastern Ontario. One interviewee states: “so obviously getting a
tax break, 75% tax break on your forested land doesn’t compare to clearing it and maybe
the profits that you might get from growing corn or something like that. But I think that
was the intent. That (MFTIP) would be a small incentive to retain your forested land.”
This brings into question possible long-term strategies of accumulation. The MFTIP and
CLTIP programs are only beholden to the rules and regulations for 10 years, at which point
the landowner is required to resubmit their plan. After this time, it is within the rights of
the landowner to clear the property of forest. This is an important difference from other
conservation programs - for example conservation easements, that take property out of
the market.
Some interviewees highlighted the possibility of ‘sitting’ on forested land, generating a
tax deduction until such a time as the land had accrued enough worth in relation to its
surroundings that it becomes profitable to convert to a different use. Thus, though not
commonplace, there is the possibility that these programs serve as both and current and
future accumulation strategy in terms of accruing current tax relief and taking advantage of
changing land use and real estate dynamics. Lastly, from a land use change perspective,
once in the program these properties are transferred from their previous land use
classification to the ‘Managed Forest Property Class.’ These formal classifications are
then reverted if landowners drop out of the program. Thus the wider forested habitat is
set within a matrix of forested lands that are coming in and out of their ‘managed forest’
status.
(2) Enclosure and the Commons
Are these programs contributing to the commons? While the commons generally refers to
public lands, how do these abstracted forms of regulatory enclosure interact with private
land, land that is subsidized with public funds? Originally, forested lands in southern
Ontario were part of the commons. It was through colonialization, surveying and the
imposition of land rights that led to the current status quo of private land ownership. On
one hand, in interviews it was mentioned that once in these incentive programs there
is the tendency for landowners to conserve this land in perpetuity. In this case, many
interviewees noted that these properties tend to make their way into public land trusts.
This essentially makes the managed forest classification of these sites permanent,
resulting in the removal of this parcel from market speculation.17 So in one sense,
provincial incentive programs have been a stepping stone to making these forests once
again part of the public domain.
At the level of ecosystem services (ie carbon sequestration or biodiversity management)
O’Connor (1998) points to the fact that these qualities do have a greater benefit to
society —one that extends beyond the boundaries of the site. Environmental incentives
are thus furthering capital’s goals while contributing to the global commons where “the
conditions for production that are created through environmental protection, through
the preservation of environmental services (carbon sequestration, biodiversity ect) are
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also maintaining the conditions for production in terms of the air we breathe and the
water we drink” (O’Connor, 1998, p. 151). Thus while private land within this programs is
exclusionary in terms of access by the public and in terms of financial benefit for private
landowners, they do contribute to larger atmospheric, water and soil commons that push
back at the notion of bounded benefits. However, this impact is difficult to quantify and is
also time sensitive in terms of how long these properties remain as managed forest.
(3) The Illusion of Bounded Socio-Natures
The rationalization of these landscapes to capital occurs through surveying and the
drawing-up of Forest Management Plans, plans that effectively delineate areas of land
to the domain of either MFTIP or CLTIP, or to other compatible programs that can be
overlaid. Within Forest Management Plans, lands are divided into compartments and
ascribe particular stewardship practices. The drawing of these boundaries from a forest
management perspective is a conceptual exercise; those working in the field know that
sectioning off these landscapes into units is not absolute. However at the same time this
act of delineation, the drawing of boundaries, sets into motion particular responses that
result in certain forms of labor occurring in some areas as opposed to others.
The combination of tax reduction programs should also be problematized when dealing
with ecological systems. Ecological systems, as mentioned previously, are systems that
resist being broken down into discrete bounded units. Becky Mansfield in her analysis
on property and nature-society relations, critiques the drawing of these boundaries as a
‘fictional notion of nature as a unique object that can be broken into bits and owned’ (p.
401). The illusion of ecological units is an abstraction that stems from the representation
of these spaces as calculable units in policy and as zones in management plans, whereas
their actual functioning as systems occurs both within and outside of the property
boundary.
(4) Scales of Enclosure
Some of these morphological categories exist primarily at the scale of the site where
others are playing out at a neighborhood or regional level. For instance certain actions
such as vertical and horizontal ‘stacking’ are occur at the property level, whereas the
recognition of the ‘extended benefits’ of forested lands, overlaps in ‘management’, and
practices of ‘acquisition’ are dynamics that take place beyond property boundaries
impacting neighboring properties or regional territories. Depending on the context of the
site, one might also see a hierarchy of enclosure through abstract regulation, whereby
at the site level a particular property might employ both horizontal and vertical stacking,
while at the same time overlaid by a ‘managerial’ layer by a Conservation Authority who
has taken responsibility for the management of a discreet aspect of the property such as a
trail as part of their larger landscape portfolio.
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In the analysis above, there is thus a tension that arises between the possible multi-scalar
attributes of such programs to coordinate collective action towards stewardship and
environmental sustainability with the inherent tendencies for increasing exclusion, capital
accumulation and ecological degradation precisely through the treatment of biotic and
abiotic entities as bounded units. In light of the combination of these subsidies in uneven
ways, it is important to understand how abstract regulation is structuring socio-natural
relationships.
In rendering visible the underlying logics of these regulatory structures, I argue that we
gain greater insight into the avenues through which we might bring about meaningful
change. At the same time, the heterogeneity of these landscapes—their grounded spatial
realities- also has a role to play. We can learn from these landscape from the humans
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and nonhuman relationships forged in these spaces through incentivized management.
Learning from the everyday practices of forest stewardship allows us insight into how
these abstract rules play out in practice and how they influencing change. Are they
successful in terms of following the objectives of government? Are they allowing for
those who already have the means to own property to gain additional benefits? Or are
they channeled in creative ways that might give insight into other possible application to a
larger commoning?
Conclusion
The dynamics of taxation have given rise to an exciting strand of literature that
interrogates the role of subsides in the (re)making of the built and unbuilt environment.
This chapter delved further into the spatial characteristics of forest incentive program to
represent different morphologies that are playing out across the landscape which raise
questions concerning: the enclosure of land, forms of capital accumulation, and the
spatial implications of these trends at different scales. Drawing from critical scholarship
on enclosure and ecosystem credits this gave insight into the spatial, temporal and
accounting implications for incentivized conservation. Here, the use of environmental
incentives as a tool to achieve conservation outcomes also brings up questions about
the limits of collective capacities, the non-neutrality of these relations, and how these
programs advance the entrenchment of neoliberal environmental management, where
incentivized management also has the potential to further inequalities, exclusion and forms
of capital accumulation.
Can the market be used to navigate ourselves out of this situation? Can land be more
equitably envisioned? How might regulations be harnessed as a means through which to
subvert or critique the system? A recent paper by Caroll (2014) outlines how indigenous
communities in the US are adopting the legal mechanism of environmental stewardship,
transforming notions of enclosure to regain access and control of their land. The creative
use of the policies and codes that construct our environment are taken up again in the
final chapter where I interrogate a variety of possible approaches along a spectrum
of subversion to explore how the design disciplines might help navigate away from
extractivist models of conservation towards more generative socio-ecological futures. Can
active stewardship help make this transition?
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Chapter 5
Conserving Forests and Preserving Affordability
This chapter explores and contributes to scholarship on the escalating related concerns
of environmental conservation and housing affordability.1 Situated within contemporary
approaches to environmental governance, I explore the use of forest management
incentives in southern Ontario to analyze their particular spatial intersection with socioeconomic variables and land use change dynamics, with a focus on the relationship
between conservation and housing affordability. Research on forest management incentive
programs in Canada and the United States has focused on participation and landholder
characteristics, but the spatial and development implications tied to changing land
valuation dynamics and the impact of environmental regulations has not been extensively
covered.2 Additionally, there is very little published about the ways in which property
tax incentive programs, aimed at conserving forest resources in urban, peri-urban and
rural residential areas are affected by changing land values and how these programs
might impact affordability for owner households. Thus, while the main initiative of these
environmental incentive programs has been on forest stewardship, this chapter explores
their knock-on effects in terms of their externalities. Within this context I addressed
three questions: (1) What is the impact of incentive programs on conserving forests—
particularly where are they being used and by whom, (2) the effect on housing affordability
for current owners—particularly those of modest means, and lastly, (3) what is the effect
on affordability for people of modest means who don’t currently own homes in the area—
either current renters or those looking to move to the region.
Using a mixed-methods approach that combines qualitative and quantitative analysis to
triangulate my results, this study brings together semi-structured interviews with statistical
and spatial analysis to illuminate the multi-scalar dynamics of these programs, combining
Recent research highlights concerns over environmental gentrification and the displacement of low-income
residents from neighborhoods undergoing environmental improvements and the inherent tendency of these
projects to further ingrain existing power relations and aggravate disparity (Pearsall and Anguelovski, 2016;
Checker, 2011).
2
For scholarship on private land conservation in Ontario see Drescher and Brenner (2018). Some excellent critical work on property tax and environmental conservation has been conducted in the US context by Kay (2015;
2016; 2017) whose research explores conservation finance, property tax regimes, access and enclosure.
1
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regional and site-specific data with the perspectives of urban planners, environmental
consultants and landowners.
My analysis focuses on Ontario’s Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program (MFTIP), one of
the most notable forest conservation programs offered in Canada (Cockwell, 2012). To
qualify for the program, landowners are required to have at least four hectares of eligible
forested land and must submit an approved forest management plan every ten years to
stay in the program. 3 Once in the program, landowners are taxed at 25 percent of the
municipal property tax rate set for residential properties, and the land is converted (for
the time it remains in the program) from its previous use to the managed forest property
class.4 While in the program, landowners participate in the active management of their
property through forest stewardship activities, which may include such things as: habitat
management, environmental protection and restoration, tree planting, maintenance and
commercial harvesting, and the development and preservation of trails (MNR, 2012). The
MFTIP program began in the mid-90s and at present has approximately 18,900 properties
enrolled covering a total area of 1,854,000 acres in southern Ontario (MNRF, 2020).
Within the Region of Peel there are approximately 352 participating parcels of land totaling
10,793 acres (See Figure 5.1).
Residential Land Excluded
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Figure 5.1 Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program Land Reclassification
The MFTIP program does not entail a permanent commitment to forest management and the reduction of
property taxes. Landowners are able to exit the program.
4
Property Tax in Ontario is calculated based on the municipal tax rate, education tax rate and property value
of the home. A landowner’s property value is determined by the Municipal Property Tax Corporation (MPAC)
which is an independent body. Property tax varies between municipalities. In terms of this study Mississauga
116 has the lowest property tax rate of 0.801% for 2019, followed by Caledon at 0.817% and Brampton with the
highest at 0.99% (Graham, 2018).
3

My interest in the possible overlap between forest conservation and housing began in
conversation with forest consultants, where the majority interviewed mentioned that
most properties in MFTIP contained a primary dwelling, with some used as second
homes, or as investment properties. While both landowners and forest consultants
mention the tax incentive as one of the main reasons for their participation, in many
cases, through their involvement in the program, landowners became increasingly
committed to forest stewardship and sustainable management. Thus, while the main
reason for joining the program might have initially been for the property tax savings,
in the end the stewardship of the land was quite important to the vast majority of
landowners interviewed. This pointed to an interesting overlap between the twin (and often
competing) goals of environmental conservation and housing. With rising property taxes
and increasing speculation from expanding urban development, and a recent increase
in the value of agricultural land, in some cases the MFTIP program was considered by
interviewees to help property owners continue to afford to stay on their property, or
at least make increasing property taxes more manageable. In talking with municipal
planning representatives, especially those working in and around large agglomerations
such as Toronto and its expanding suburbs, from a land use standpoint they point to

Land Reclassified to: Managed
Forest Property - Residence not
on water

*Once a property is admitted into the MFTIP the existing land use is
converted to a Managed Forest Land Use classification.
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the role of this incentive program in allowing for the retention of pockets of woodlands
within areas that otherwise would be developed. Emerging from these conversations I
became interested in the externalities of incentivized environmental management—where
the overlap of programs on the same piece of land have been used to accomplish a
variety of planning and management goals. Drawing from interviews with conservation
authorities, environmental consultants and landowners, my broader research agenda
investigates how incentives intended for the conservation of forests in southern Ontario,
are being combined in unique and often unforeseen ways. In the following study I explore
possible associations between incentivized forests in terms of land use change dynamics
as well as the program’s role in the preservation of housing affordability for current
property owners and those interested in getting into the market.5 A key consideration
in this research is who is benefiting from these programs. This includes questions of
affordability for future residents and/or homeownership opportunities for current residents
who are renters. Are certain areas of the region experiencing housing stress able to
leverage this subsidy, or are areas with wealthier homeowners with large tracts of land
disproportionately benefiting? Overall, the intent of this study is to add a layer of additional
complexity in considering the alternative effects of environmental incentive programs
set within a broader argument that issues of housing affordability and environmental
protection need to be considered together when developing policy.
Environmental Conservation and Housing
While those on the left are concerned with both environmental conservation as well
as housing affordability, in practice these dual goals have led to conflict in their
implementation. As stated by Sunding, “housing affordability has emerged as a major
national policy issue, and is seemingly in conflict with other mandates to protect and
enhance environmental quality” (2005, p. 1). For instance, environmental regulations
in a region that is experiencing development pressures can on one hand help to meet
environmental planing goals, such as the reduction of habitat fragmentation, the retention
of ecosystem services, and the maintenance of recreation areas for residents. On the
other hand, land, especially in areas experiencing growth pressure, is limited. In this case
environmental regulations and programs can have an adverse impact on housing prices,
as the scarcity of developable land can drive prices up and make the provision of housing
increasingly expensive.
A seminal study by Frieden (1979) on balancing environmental concerns with the
provision of housing in the United States highlights that these conflicts between often
competing values are not as balanced as one might presume, where environmental
regulation and elitism have been used to counter development proposals, in effect
increasing housing prices due to a lack of supply. Additional scholarship which reviews
In Canada the National Housing Strategy (2019) defines ‘affordable housing’ as a housing unit that can be
owned or rented by a household with shelter costs (rent or mortgage, utilities, etc.) that are less than 30 per
cent of its gross income. Whereas ‘community housing’ is defined as an umbrella term that typically refers
to either housing that is owned and operated by non-profit housing societies and housing co-operatives, or
housing owned by provincial, territorial or municipal governments (CMHC, 2019).
5
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the impact of environmental regulations on the US housing market has been conducted
by Kiel (2005) who argues that placing environmental restrictions on the use of land
can decrease its value, or limit its supply, thereby driving up housing prices. In addition,
there may be broader impacts of these environmental policies. For example, they can
influence the price of materials used for construction, as well as increase processing
times and costs of development. Of particular relevance to this dissertation is the impact
of environmental regulations on affordability, where they have the potential to accrue local
benefits for homeowners, while negatively affecting those households looking to get into
the market.
In the study that follows I should be clear that the scope of the research does not address
the impact of MFTIP on the provision of new affordable housing units (subsidized or
community housing), rather, I investigate the overlap between environmental regulation
and housing in the region in terms of the preservation of housing affordability for current
owners and for lower or moderate income households. I navigate three arguments: (1)
I begin by bringing a critical lens to highlight how environmental incentives based on
a property tax reduction can be considered a form of housing subsidy. (2) Secondly, I
investigate the overlap of forest incentives with a number of socio-economic variables
to explore associations between program uptake at the Dissemination Area scale with a
particular focus on the relationship between MFTIP, housing affordability and income in
the Region of Peel in southern Ontario. (3) Third, I discuss forest land-use dynamics, as
well as two distinct ways in which incentivized forests relate to housing. On one hand
these programs keep property taxes low, an added benefit for households of more modest
means. On the other hand, by reducing the supply of developable land (and making the
area more attractive), these programs have the potential to drive up land values and make
places less affordable, while potentially providing additional benefits for higher-income
homeowners. Using a mixed methods study that includes spatial, statistical and interview
data, I aim to shed light on the competing values of meeting both environmental and social
goals within the urbanizing region of southern Ontario.
Affordability: Broadening the Scope
Housing affordability has been generally premised on two indicator variables (1)
household expenses, and (2) household income. Thus if a household is spending
more than a certain amount of its income on housing, it is perceived as unaffordable
(Hulchanski, 1995; Knuty, 2005; Whitehead 2009; JCHS 2019). However, this definition
has also received much criticism both for its rigidness in addressing varying affordability
challenges and for its inability to acknowledge the socio-demographic characteristics and
the heterogeneity of groups in need of assistance (Arnold and Skaburskis, 1988; Herbert
et al, 2018). In response, scholars have investigated alternative approaches to housing
affordability that go beyond economics, where affordability encompasses a range of
contextual social and environmental considerations.6
Within literature that critiques a purely economic measure, scholarship has highlighted additional criteria such
as the consideration of issues of housing quality and supply (Mulliner et al 2013), poverty levels (Bunting et al
2008), as well as location and sustainability (Bogdon and Can, 1997).
6
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One study that has been particularly salient in providing a road map through which to
critique inherited definitions pertaining to housing is the research conducted by Wyly
and DeFilippis (2010). In their paper on public housing in New York City, they critique the
categorization of annual mortgage interest tax concessions to wealthy homeowners.7
Turning the definition of public housing on its head, the authors include these seemingly
‘invisible’ tax concessions in their spatial analysis of assisted housing in New York. The
act of complicating conceptualizations and showing how these concessions are actually
a form of public housing illuminates the hidden power that these constructed categories
can mask or reveal. In their paper they encourage us to reconsider our definitions of public
housing to ‘look at the many different kinds of housing subsidies—for poor, rich, and
middle-class urbanites.’ (Wyly and DeFilippis 2010, p. 73).
In this chapter I make a similar conceptual move, where I position the property tax
reduction to landowners in the MFTIP program as a form of housing subsidy, essentially
complicating conversations on what conservation entails by revealing the often invisible
link between environmental management and housing. In a Canadian context this form of
subsidy is known as a tax expenditure—a form of government spending through programs
such as tax exemptions, deductions and rebates that are used for public policy goals
(CPJ, 2015). In connecting tax expenditures to affordability, I use the definition employed
by Statistics Canada (which is also the source of socio-economic data that was used in
this research). Here, housing affordability is defined as those households that are paying
upwards of 30% of their income on shelter costs. ‘Shelter costs’ in this case refer to the
average monthly total of all shelter expenses paid by households that own or rent their
dwelling. For ow ner households, this can include mortgage payments, property taxes
and condominium fees, as well as the costs of electricity, heat, water and other municipal
services (Statistics Canada, 2016). By reducing the property tax on forested land through
their re-assessment as ‘Managed Forest Property Class’ I insist that these programs act
as a form of shelter cost subsidy, and are thus directly linked to affordability. Therefore,
one argument of this chapter is that environmental property tax incentives should be
recognized as a subsidy and included in discussions of affordability.8
Environmental Governance and Incentives: Equity and Uneven Development
Alongside a growing appreciation for natural heritage planning, governments are
embracing forms of program implementation that incorporate public, private, not for profit
and civil society in new ways. These mechanisms come with their own host of pros and
cons, which range from, on one hand, the perceived ability to navigate and respond to
local contexts more efficiency, to on the other, management challenges, equity issues and
market failures (Savas, 2000). In addition, planning policies are inherently spatial, with
their effects played out in variegated ways across the landscape; the impact of housing
policy is no different. In grappling with the connection between policy and space, Bunting
This is a US policy that doesn’t exist in Canada. In addition the most recent federal tax act put limits on these
deductions and also reduced their usefulness for moderate-income households due to the fact that the law
increased the so-called standard deduction.
8
In a Canadian context the use of tax exemptions has been problematized by the organization Citizens for Public Justice, which raise important questions concerning tax exemptions and their benefits. In their report they
highlight that not only is there a lack of literature on this topic, there is a lack of transparency in terms of who
120 is benefiting. In this regard they question whether in reality tax exemptions are really benefiting low-income
households and the most vulnerable (CPJ, 2015).
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et al (2008) points to the changing patterns of housing affordability problems in major
cities in Canada. Using spatial methods to counter ingrained ideologies of a Chicagoschool model of center-periphery analysis, the authors critique the prevalent ideology
of housing affordability as just an inner-city issue. In their analysis, they reveal a variety
of patterns of inner city, inner suburb as well as more dispersed patterns of affordability
outside of dense agglomerations.9
In positioning forest property tax incentives as a form of housing subsidy, I aim to
complicate their representation as tools for environmental conservation and sustainable
forest management, and ask: what might be revealed by placing them in a different light?
Within this expanded context, the following section of this chapter provides a policy
overview that grounds these discussions, using a case study approach focused on the
Region of Peel, Ontario. Key topics that are addressed in the following pages include:
affordable housing preservation, the current issues experienced in Peel Region, and finally
possible overlaps in policy and the politics of implementation.
Planning and Housing in Ontario
In Canada, the federal and provincial government fund housing initiatives and develop
housing frameworks which are adhered to by municipalities. In particular, it is provincial
legislation that governs municipalities who in turn are charged with its implementation
through the use of local planning and financial tools such as community improvement
plans, development charges and designation abilities to provide housing that is affordable
(AMO, 2019). Due to the increase in the cost of housing since the 1970s in Ontario,
escalating prices are impacting both low and moderate income households in the province
(Gladki, 2007). In this context, planning for affordability has entailed the recognition of the
diversity of households in a community and the provision of housing opportunities for a
range of incomes.10
Case Study: Region of Peel
Within southern Ontario the focus of this chapter is on the Region of Peel. This region
is comprised of three municipalities, Mississauga to the south, Brampton in the middle,
and the Town of Caledon to the north. Due to the varied topography within each of these
municipalities this transect was thought to provide a good overview of the variety of
conditions ranging from the impervious built-up areas in the south, to the more pervious
While, most research on housing affordability in Canada is primarily focused on cities and suburbs, research
on affordable housing in rural areas from the UK documents a range of housing situations, pointing to the lack
of low-cost housing for low-income individuals, families, elderly and individuals with special needs (Satsangi
and Dunmore, 2003). In their analysis of house prices for counties outside of Metropolitan Statistical Areas in
the US, Hermann (2017) points to the fact that non-metro house prices generally follow national patterns and
that rather than stagnating, home prices in these areas grew noticeably between 2000 and 2016. In addition
the JCHS annual State of the Nation’s Housing Report includes estimates of cost burden rates in rural areas as
well in the US (JCHS, 2019).
9

The recent publication by the Association of Municipalities Ontario (AMO, 2019) advocates for special attention to housing for both low income and for middle-income households. The term ‘the missing middle’ refers
to both middle income earners as well as mid-density housing tied to PPS 2020 legislation which directs
planning for complete communities. This includes a diversity of housing type, density and tenure (AMO, 2019;
MMAH, 2020).
10
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unbuilt areas in the north. Peel is governed by a regional municipality which coordinates
and sets strategic planning goals for the area as a whole. Within this structure, each
municipality has its own semi-autonomy to set their own objectives that abide by the
region’s strategic plan and provincial planning legislation. Just under 1.5 million residents
live in this area, and each municipality, due to their placement, navigates different forces in
relation to land use change and development pressures. The Region of Peel is experiencing
growth at a faster rate than other similar municipalities elsewhere within Ontario and the
number of households with affordability issues are increasing. While most of this recent
growth is situated in Brampton, population and household projection data indicate that
in the future this trend will extend north to the Town of Caledon as well (Region of Peel,
2018b).11 The town is projected to become the fastest growing municipality in the region
with an expected growth rate of 135.6% between 2016 and 2041 (Region of Peel, 2018b).
Between 2011 and 2016 only one third of private housing for low- and mid-income
households in Peel region were considered affordable to residents. Of those in lower
income brackets (those earning less than $59,156 per year), 70% of these households
were paying more than 30% of their income on shelter. Within the mid-income range 29%
of these households (earning $59,156-$106,002) are in housing that is unaffordable
(Region of Peel, 2018a). In addition, there is a significant gap between housing supply
and demand in the region, especially for low income households. In addressing these
disparities, the Region of Peel in their Housing and Homelessness Plan (2018) points to
the need to address ingrained power structures in the current system that enable some to
benefit at the expense of others, as well as for more flexibility in policy making to address
housing issues; one that reflects principles of planning for complete communities as well
as environmental impacts.
Housing Affordability: Town of Caledon
The Town of Caledon is the northernmost municipality in the Region of Peel and is
comprise of both built up and more rural communities (Figure 5.2). According to the
Region of Peel Housing Strategy (2018), the town has the highest average house price as
of 2017 within the region ($951,501), which has increased since 2005 by 144.6%. As of
2016, there were 66,606 people residing in Caledon which was an increase of 31.4% from
2001 (Town of Caledon, 2017). This growth is projected to continue with an expected
population increase of 62.4% over the next 15 years, as such Caledon is expected to grow
more rapidly in comparison to Brampton and Mississauga (Town of Caledon, 2017).
For 2017 Caledon had the highest estimated average household income which was
greater than both Mississauga and Brampton. This has been attributed as partly due
to the low rate of renter households and likelihood of high income household types in
the area (2018b). The Town also has an aging population with households typically
comprised of 2-4 people (Town of Caledon, 2017). Most houses are single detached,
and the majority of households are homeowners (91.9%), which is high in comparison
In Peel, housing policy is coordinated with regional initiatives including the Peel Housing Strategy (2019) and
the Peel Housing and Homelessness Plan (2018-2028).
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Town of Caledon

City of Brampton

City of Mississauga

Land Use
Built up areas pervious
Built up area impervious
Forest
Transportation
Extraction
Open cliff and talus
Swamp
Open water
Undifferentiated
Caledon boundry
1:250,000
Figure 5.2 Town of Caledon Land Use (SOLARIS, 2008)
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with the rest of Peel (Region of Peel, 2018b). As house prices increase, homeownership
is becoming unattainable to low and moderate incomes households and there are few
rental opportunities. In 2011, 21.3% of all households in Caledon were experiencing
housing stress in that they were spending upwards of 30% or more of their income on
housing costs, 9% of households were under severe stress (spending more than 50%).
These percentages are better than those experienced by the rest of the region –but the
municipality acknowledge that the issue of housing affordability in Caledon is increasing
(Town of Caledon, 2017). See Figure 5.3.

34.1%

31.0%

35.7%

45.1%

53.8%

37.9%

55.8%

47.4%

51.5%

60.0%

200,000

$101,260
$66,836

$75,058

$110,604

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

50,000
10.0%

0

0.0%
Peel Region

Brampton

Mississauga

Caledon
2000

2017

Toronto

York Region

Halton

Durham

% Change 2000-2017

Figure 5.3 Average Household Income Growth and Income Growth Rate: Peel Region. Local Municipalities and
Comparators 2000-2017 (Peel Region, 2018b, p. 54)
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Ontario

Growth Rate 2000-2017

$144,161

$126,705

$92,523

$69,125

$91,878

$106,294

$142,302
$98,040

$109,130

$102,293

$80,448

100,000

$78,063

$108,100

150,000

$80,613

Average Household Income

50.0%

Methods
Scholarship on housing affordability has pointed methodologically to the productive
capacities of pairing spatial analysis with non-spatial approaches (Ryan and Enderle,
2012; Pamuk 2006). This section uses a mixed-methods approach; combining interviews
with spatial and statistical analysis. The following three part analysis draws from data
collected from fieldwork in southern Ontario and integrates semi-structured interviews
with landowners, forest consultants, municipal and regional planners, and conservation
authorities. An effort was made to conduct in-person interviews, however in some
instances where this was not viable interviews took place over Zoom or telephone. The
names of all informants have been removed to respect confidentiality. The transcribed
interviews were coded in relation to key themes which were then synthesized in relation to
the research questions being investigated in this chapter. Spatial and socio-economic data
was obtained from the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC, 2018), as well
as from Statistics Canada (2016) respectively.
(1)Spatial Analysis
In their paper on housing assistance in New York City mentioned earlier, Wyly and
DeFilippis 2010 question inherited categories by asking for a re-consideration of the
geography of assisted housing beyond vouchers. In this chapter I consider the MFTIP
program as a form of subsidy and use the spatial analysis software GIS and GeoDa to
help identify patterns through an analysis of clustering and dispersion to give insight into
what variables are associated with the geographies of incentivized forests. In extending
our definition of affordable housing to include environmental tax incentives on private land,
what associations might we observe in relation to the spatial aggregation of properties and
indicators of wealth?
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Types of Properties
Using GIS the MFTIP properties were geocoded for the region and their classifications
spatialized. These properties fall into 3 categories: (1) Managed forest property residence,
(2) Managed forest property seasonal residence, and (3) Managed forest property vacant
land. By far, the vast majority of properties have a primary residence on them, and very
few are being used as secondary seasonal homes. When looking at Figure 5.4, the
majority of MFTIP properties are located in the northern area of Peel Region in the Town of
Caledon, in close proximity to forested land.
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Forested Land
Census tracts 2016

¯

1:250,000

Figure 5.4 MFTIP Property Classification (MPAC, 2018).
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Value of Properties
To get a sense of the distribution of current property values tied to MFTIP properties in
the Town of Caledon the data points were organized ranging from lowest ($131,000 to
highest value $5,734,000). Most properties in the program were valued under one million
Canadian dollars with a median value of $796,000. When looking at the histogram below
showing the value of these properties, the distribution is unimodal and positively skewed,
with by far the majority of properties residing in the lower value range (see Figure 5.5).
Min: 131,000
Frequency

Max: 5,734,000
Median: 796,000
Mean: 962,727

131,000

Property Value

5,734,000

Current Value
130,000 - 750,000
750,001 - 1,350,000
1,350,001 - 2,500,000
2,500,001 - 5,700,000
Forested Land
Peel Census Tract 2016

¯

Peel Municipal Boundary
1:250,000

Figure 5.5 MFTIP Property Valuation (MPAC, 2018).
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MFTIP Kernel Density
Are these properties clustering? From this
preliminary analysis, clustering seems to be
occurring in areas that have larger amounts
of forest cover, which was expected. In order
to explore the extent of the clustering several
tools from ArcGIS were used. One ArcMap tool
that gives a sense of locational clustering is the
Kernel Density tool which calculates the density
of features around each output raster cell. This
map depicts a concentration of MFTIP properties
at the central-northern extent of the municipality.
As well as a couple of areas with slightly less
concentrations of program uptake to the western
central and northern edge of the municipality.
Kernal Density

Drawing from this observation, the subsequent
section of this chapter focuses on the area
identified in the kernel density mapping above
as having the greater proportion of MFTIP
properties, the Town of Caledon.

Census tracts 2016

¯

1:250,000

Figure 5.6 MFTIP Kernal Density (MPAC, 2018).

MFTIP Dissemination Area Distribution
Due to the availability of data, the smallest unit
of analysis going forward is at the Dissemination
Area level.12 When we look at the distribution of
properties at this scales we can see that some
areas have higher rates of program uptake than
others. The highest rate of uptake at the DA level
is in the northern region of the town as opposed
to the southern area.
MFTIP per DA
0-3
4 - 13
14 - 28
29 - 42
Caledon Boundry
1:250,000

Figure 5.7 MFTIP Distribution per Dissemination Area (Statistics
Canada, 2016)

A Dissemination Area (DA): is the smallest standard geographic area for which all census data are made
available. Each DA is approx 25 km2 which is around 10 miles 2, with around 500 people per unit (Statistics
Canada, 2016).
12
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Housing Affordability
In exploring the association between MFTIP
and housing affordability I was interested in the
relationship between the location of these programs
and the Dissemination Areas where landowners are
paying 30% or more of their income on shelter.

More than 30%
6.10 - 13.50
13.50 - 19.50
19.51 - 25.8
25.81 - 33.30
33.31 - 45.90
1:250,000

The spatial distribution of the rates of those
spending 30% or more of income on shelter costs
can be seen in Figure 5.8, where it appears that
the highest rates are located along the southern
border of the municipality. However there are some
areas that seem quite high around the mid-northern
portion, and central portion of the municipality.

Figure 5.8 Town of Caledon Housing Affordability (Statistics
Canada, 2016)

Overlap of MFTIP Property + Affordability
What might happen when we look at affordability
and MFTIP together? When looking at the resulting
map, of interest is the area in the northern part of
the municipality where the MFTIP properties are
concentrated and where they overlap with lower
rates of affordable housing.

More than 30%
6.10 - 13.50
13.50 - 19.50
19.51 - 25.8
25.81 - 33.30
33.31 - 45.90
1:250,000

Figure 5.9 Town of Caledon Housing Affordability+
MFTIP Kernal Density (Statistics Canada, 2016)

The spatial distribution of the MFTIP program
overlaid with affordability data pointed to a possible
connection between housing affordability and
incentivized environmental stewardship. From the
results of this initial exploratory mapping, I became
further interested in the social, environmental or
economic factors that might impact the uptake of
the program.
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(2) Statistical Analysis
Building from the initial exploratory spatial analysis that
indicated clustering in certain areas of the town, the next
stage involved an analysis of socio-ecological variables
and their association with the number of MFTIP properties
at the Dissemination Area level. Here I investigated which
variables might help to explain the amount of properties per
DA and their distribution. The most important outcomes of the
statistical analysis included: (1) results from the correlation
matrix, as well as (2) those from the linear and spatial
regression models.

Dependent Variables

The independent variables employed in this model include the
Area of the Dissemination Area, Income, Population Density,
Minority Individuals, Age, the Amount of Forested Land as well
as Housing Affordability. The dependent variable in this case
is the logged count of the number of MFTIP properties per DA.
The unit of analysis is the Dissemination Area.

Population Density: (PopDen_m2) The count of the

A series of models were run to get a sense of how the number
of MFTIP properties per DA, conceptualized here as a form
of housing subsidy, might be concentrated spatially with
income and housing affordability, among other socio-economic
variables, that would explain the clustering seen in the previous
spatial analysis. As a form of tax easement, particular interest
was given to both income levels as well as those households
who are paying more than 30% of their shelter costs on
housing.

Number of MFTIP Properties (Join Count): The
number of MFTIP properties per Dissemination Area
(DA) in Caledon.
Logged Number of MFTIP Properties (Log_JC): Log
of the Join Count.13
Independent Variables
Area: (Area_m2) Area of DA
Income Before Tax (Income) Median total income in
2015 among recipients ($).14

number of people per DA divided by the area of the DA.
Minority: (Minority) Total visible minority population.
Age: (Age) The average of age of the population per
DA in Caledon.
Forested Land: (Percent Forested) The amount of
forested land per DA divided by the area of the DA

Correlation Matrix
A correlation matrix was used as a diagnostic tool for the later
regression analysis to assess how closely pairs of variables
are related to each other and the strength of their association.
The below correlation matrix shows the correlation coefficients
between logged Join Count and the socio-economic variables:
Area, Income Before Tax, Population Density, Minority, Age,
Due to the non-normal distribution of the variable join_count I took the log of these values (Log Join Count)
which follows a precedent set in other studies when dealing with non-normal distributed variables (MPAC,
2018).
14
Income statistics in 2015 for the population aged 15 years and over in private households - 100% data
(Statistics Canada, 2016).
15
Total - Owner and tenant households with household total income greater than zero, in non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings by shelter-cost-to-income ratio 25% sample data (Statistics Canada, 2016). In addition
the term ‘shelter costs’ as defined by Statistics Canada for “owner households include, where applicable,
mortgage payments, property taxes and condominium fees, along with the costs of electricity, heat, water and
other municipal services. For renter households, shelter costs include, where applicable, the rent and the costs
of electricity, heat, water and other municipal services” (Statistics Canada, 2016).
13
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Forested Land and Housing Affordability. The results of this calculation are summarized
below and indicate statistically significant associations between the number of MFTIP
properties per DA and the independent variables: Area of the DA, Population Density, Age
and the Percent Forested Land (see Figure 5.10).
In more substantive terms, for the variable Area, there is a strong positive association.
Thus DAs that have larger areas have higher counts of the MFTIP program. Population
Density has a negative moderate association, with areas that have lower population
densities having lower counts of the program. Age had a strong positive association,
where areas that have more older adults had more counts that those with younger
populations. Lastly, the association with Percent Forested Area was positive with DAs that
have more forested land also having more instances of the MFTIP program. Of particular
relevance is the fact that there does not seem to be a statistical connection between the
number of MFTIP properties and areas where households are spending more than 30%
of their income on shelter costs or with income. The implication of these findings points
to the fact that the program doesn’t provide the property tax relief that allows people to
stay in their homes. Looking at these results from a different angle, the correlation matrix
doesn’t point to a connection between more affluent DAs and the number of properties
in the MFTIP program. Thus those DAs with higher incomes are not significantly befitting
from these programs. Here, the original hypothesis that there might be an association
between Dissemination Areas with households experiencing affordability stress and an
increase of program uptake has been proven false.

Log_JC
Log_JC

1.0000

Area_m2

0.7535
0.0000

-0.4816
0.0000

Minority

Age

0.6132
0.0000

MT30_Rate

Percent Forested

0.2535
0.0153

Income

PopDen

Minority

Age

MT30_Rate

1.0000

-0.2532
0.0155

Income

PopDen

Area_m2

1.0000

1.0000

-0.6047
0.0000
0.2745
0.0085

-0.4329
0.0000

0.5160
0.0000

-0.2656
0.0109

0.3538
0.0006

-0.5419
0.0000
0.2683
0.0101

1.0000

1.0000

-0.6443
0.0000
0.4029
0.0001

1.0000

-0.2711
0.0093

Figure 5.10 Correlation Matrix (Statistics Canada, 2016)
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Regression Analysis
Generally a correlation matrix is used as an indicator for more advanced analysis. The
next stage of this study ran a series of regression analyses to obtain further insight into
how the dependent variable (Join_Count) might be associated with other socio-economic
and environmental variables that might hint to the reasons for spatial clustering in the
northern section of Caledon. Furthermore, this section aims to provide additional insight
on a possible association between the level of income and the rate of households who
are paying more than 30% of their shelter costs on housing. In terms of how well the
model fits the data, the variables included in the OLS regression explained about 40% of
the outcome variable. Most importantly for the research question being asked, the results
indicate that the count of MFTIP properties per Dissemination Area is not statistically
associated with the rate of households paying 30% or more of their income on shelter or
with income. There is however a statistically significant relationship between MFTIP and
the average age of people in the DA (p> 0.001). This indicates an association where DAs
with a greater number of older adults are most likely to have more properties within the
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Spatial Regression – Model Estimation

After running the first regression model which didn’t take into consideration the possible effects of auto-correlati
the following two models: (1) Spatial Error Model, and (2) Spatial Lag Model incorporate spatial effects which

Spatial Regression – Model Estimation
address the possible effect of clustering indicated through the exploratory analysis above.
After running the first regression model which didn’t take into consideration the possible
effects of auto-correlation the following two models: (1) Spatial Error Model, and (2)
(1) Spatial Error Model
Spatial Lag Model were run which incorporate spatial effects to address the possible
The spatial error model evaluates the extent to which the clustering of an outcome variable can be explained by th
impact of clustering indicated through the exploratory analysis above.
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the outcome variable and there is no change in the significance of the variables from the
OLS model. It’s worth noting that in both of these models, the results still indicate that the
logged Join_Count is not significantly associated with the rate of households paying 30%
or more of their income on shelter or income. Age remains the only statistically significant
variable.
To recap, thus far this chapter has combined descriptive statistics, linear and spatial
regression models, as well as a mapping analysis of MFTIP properties. Ultimately, within
the above statistical analysis, the correlation matrix was the most illuminating in pointing
to associations between the number of MFTIP properties and the socio-economic
variables of: Area of the DA, Age, Population Density, Percent Forested Area. When this
data was used in the OLS and Spatial Regressions, in the end only the independent
variable ‘Age’ was statistically significant. To present some possible explanations for
why this variable is most strongly associated with the number of MFTIP properties per
Dissemination Area the interviews below are intended to provide additional scope to
these dynamics both at a broader land use level and more specifically in considering the
relationship between MFTIP and housing.
(3) Interviews
This next section complements the spatial and statistical analysis above through the
use of semi-structured interviews which offer further depth on how provincial programs
interact with federal and local government policies, as well as the inherited geographies
of this region. This section incorporates interviews conducted with landowners, foresters,
and conservation authorities across southern Ontario, as well as conversations with
urban and environmental planners in Peel Region to give additional specificity to the case
study. Questions focused on approaches to environmental planning, the use of incentive
programs, and housing affordability in the region. In addressing the political geography
of these subsidies, several themes emerged that are outlined in more detail below.
These include: (1)The connection between forested lands, land use change and future
housing development, (2), the connection between environmental incentives and housing
affordability, and (3) the potential use and abuse of incentive programs.
(1) Land Use Change: Forest and Development Dynamics
From a land use change perspective one outcome of the MFTIP program is that it rewards
landowners for keeping their lands forested rather than selling them to be developed. In
this case many forest consultants interviewed saw MFTIP as a means through which to
encourage landowners, primarily in the southern half of the province to keep their property
in a forested state rather than sever the property, and develop it. The retention of forested
land was seen to be especially important in areas that are experiencing development
pressure (particularly around dense urban areas) as the reduction of woodlands will affect
water management capabilities due to an increase in impervious land cover. Other land
use pressures in the region as a whole that impact forested lands include their conversion
into farmland which can be economically beneficial to landowners, especially due to new
tile draining technology. This has been a particular issue in the eastern part of southern
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Ontario. In light of trends toward land conversion and fragmentation within the region,
many interviewees saw the program as compensating landowners for the wider ecological
benefits that their forested property had on the surrounding landscape.
The dynamics of forested land, municipal revenue and real estate development in
southern Ontario were mentioned by several interviewees where they pointed to the fact
that MFTIP can impact a municipality financially through the loss of tax revenue. Here,
property tax that would have original gone to municipal programming is lowered due to the
reclassification of land and reduced property tax payments to the local authority which can
impact their ability to provide services. However, while this concern was recognized as
a possible issue, along with the shift in tax burden from participants to non-participants,
in the end interviewees pointed to a valuation study showed the amount to be negligible
(Trim, 2013).
In regard to real estate dynamics, respondents pointed to the fact that home buyers are
often more interested in properties that are bordering forested lands, and are willing to pay
premiums for close proximity, where rural lands near to forest amenity areas are bringing
in higher value. Possible equity issues were flagged in terms of the distribution of urban
green space, however in regard to the connection to the affordability crises in the region
interviewees pointed to the increasing complexity of these issues as a multidimensional
planning concern. Lastly, due to future growth projections in Caledon, tensions between
expanding urban development and the retention of natural heritage in designated growth
areas was identified as a concern. In particular, one interviewee pointed to the increasing
prevalence of land speculation in future development areas in the town of Caledon which
will directly impact affordability.
(2) Incentives and Affordability
Building from these conversations concerning broader land use change dynamics in
southern Ontario this next section is concerned with associations between the use of
incentive programs, environmental planning, and development in the context of housing
affordability. In terms of affordability for homeowners, interviewees mentioned the tax
break as the number one reason for landowner involvement in the program. In addition,
one consultant mentioned that they could think of scenarios where younger people who
are looking to buy, and who would like to live outside the city but can’t afford the tax rate
on a larger property could benefit. When asked about the possible relationship between
the MFTIP program and housing one interviewees saw how they could contribute to
keeping taxes low. With the right property, they mentioned that the property tax reduction
certainly could have a positive impact for landowners in terms of the taxes owed.
At the same time, questions of who is participating in this program were also raised,
where in southern Ontario those landowners that have 4 hectares of land or more were
seen as “most likely doing ok.” However, there was also the recognition that this was
not always the case. A number of interviewees pointed to the fact that there are a variety
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of landowners who take part in the MFTIP program, especially those who have been on
their property for some time and in many cases are older adults who may be experiencing
financial stress. Larger forested properties, especially in central Ontario can get quite
expensive for landowners. While there is the perception that landowners who own these
lands are well off, in many cases they have come into these properties through other
means such as inheritance. In this case, many would not be able to afford these forested
lands without the property tax reduction.
In terms of the geography of property tax in the region, interviewees mentioned a general
trend where a greater tax benefit for program participants is linked to the location the
property. In particular, the farther south and closer to dense urban areas the greater
the property tax reduction for landowners. When talking with the forest consultants
concerning the MFTIP property tax reduction there was a mix of responses that pointed to
the program as being essential for some older adults, while others expressed that it had
allowed landowners the ability to retire in the country while maintaining a house in the city.
These conversations point toward the possible use and misuse of this incentive program
which is the topic of the next section. Ultimately, what these conversations reveal are the
variety of contexts in which conservation takes place and the means through which it is
managed. At the moment, the role for private land forest management is still nascent in its
connection to environmental planning in regard to its intersection with housing provision in
policy and practice in the region.
(3) Program Impacts
In navigating the intersection of environmental planning and conservation with housing,
it is vital to consider questions of who benefits. On one hand, the property tax reduction
for the MFTIP program compensates landowners for their management work. This exists
along a spectrum of involvement and involves time, labor and monetary costs. In areas
where there are rising property taxes in more southern areas of the province, might there
be a possible connection for people who are older and/or who are retired to benefit from
this program? Referring back to the spatial analysis and OLS model, age was found to
be the only statistically significant variable which points to an association between older
homeowners and their likelihood to participate in the MFTIP program. Might this program
benefit the retired community and build the capacities of this age group as environmental
stewards? On the opposite age spectrum, some interviewees raised provocative questions
concerning the cross-over between environmental incentive programs and housing, where
these tax incentives could also serve younger households who have been priced out of the
market elsewhere. Lastly, in many cases, landowners and forest consultants mentioned in
interviews the multi-generational and long-term future planning goals for these properties.
Here the program, through the development of landowners’ connection to their land, has
encouraged property owners to donate their property to conservation authorities or pass
on their property to future generations allowing for the perpetual conservation of these
forests, and effectively removing it from the market. 17
However, the spatial analysis and interview responses from this study also point to a
Of note is that landowner protection of their forested land in perpetuity was mentioned in interviews however
due to a lack of data availability this is outside the scope of this research.
17
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number of possible negative externalities. The reduction of property taxes impacts the
municipal tax base. In this case, while there is a gain in terms of natural capital where
maintaining forested lands play a role in soil health and water quality, there is also the
reduction of the financial resources for local municipalities, which can impact their ability
to provide other services for the community. Many forest consultants also mentioned that
the majority of people in the program are more interested in the tax break than in the active
management portion of the program. There is therefore the potential that households could
take advantage of this tax break to accumulate more property, sitting on these lands until
there is the opportunity to clear the land of forest and sell to developers, or in some cases
transition the property into farmland. However this was mentioned as a rare occurrence
by those interviewed. The location of forested land in the region and the availability of
properties that meet the 4 hectare minimum to qualify for this program also prohibits
access for many who do not have the financial resources or mobility to benefit from these
lands.
Conclusion
This study has placed the discussion of forest incentive programs within a broader context
concerning the intersection of environmental protection and housing affordability, and
the need to keep both issues in mind when developing policy. Using a mixed-methods
approach, the chapter has explored the broader social and environmental transformations
that are connected to more abstract policy directions from different levels of government,
while also grounding itself in the place-specific implementation of these policies. In the
end, what this analysis shows is that the MFTIP is conserving forested land, but while
it appears that older, long-time owners are more likely to make use of the program it’s
not clear that this means it’s helping people who might not otherwise be able to afford
property taxes on their holdings. In terms of my findings about the effects on costs
for potential new residents seeking housing in Caledon, this analysis suggests these
programs are not making a significant reduction in housing affordability overall. Ultimately
this underscores my broader point about the need to take both housing and environmental
planning goals into account in thinking about these policies.
This chapter is also an attempt to illustrate the possible synergies that exist between the
two sets of planning and policy goals, of environmental management and the conservation
of housing affordability in the region and investigated how incentives might be one of
many tools that planners and policy makers might mobilize to incorporate environmental
concerns with that of public and private sector housing. What might be the potential for
future ecological planning that attempts to reduce fragmentation while also addressing the
need for housing assistance? Thus perhaps rather than answer the questions posed at
the beginning, this chapter points to a set of intersecting factors that illustrate the diversity
of conditions that exist when considering overlap between the provision of housing
and that of environmental conservation. In this sense, what emerges is that there is no
clear division between winners and losers and this chapter makes clear that the kinds of
environmental and housing related issues experienced throughout the region and in the
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Town of Caledon in particular, vary considerably given the context and the landowners
involved. In the end, what this paper suggests is that the program has done a decent job
of preserving forested land (at least for awhile) but the data are, at best, inconclusive
about whether the program is addressing issues of affordability to current homeowners
of modest means; and it’s not clear how tax incentive programs will affect affordability
for future residents. What is apparent is that we are dealing with both a climate crisis
and a housing crisis. This chapter is an attempt to illustrate the synergies that exist
between these two sets of planning and policy goals, and investigate how incentives
might be one of a host of integrated tools that planners and policy makers might mobilize
that incorporate environmental concerns in the retention and development of additional
affordable housing options.
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Chapter 6
Constructing Ecologies: Agents of Design
in Southern Ontario’s Private Forests
Forests in incentivized forest management programs are designed environments, tied to
social, economic, and political histories of production and conservation. In this chapter
I examine the relationship between forest management and design to understand how
design and design processes are mediated through institutional and landholder values.
Within the MFTIP program landowners become agents of the state, whose labor power has
been activated through provincial stewardship programs. I argue that these various forms
of active management are in fact a form of design, which navigate provincial regulations
and landowner intentions; continuously shaped through both their interaction with the land
as well as with forest consultants.
In this section I build on Herbert Simon’s definition of “design,” which refers to the
act of changing an existing situation based on the values held by the design agent.1 In
the case of incentivized conservation, I argue that design includes the actions of those
policymakers, landowners, foresters, and planners involved in this program. However,
more can be said about the role of design in this particular context. Here, incentivized
landscapes and their management offer an unique vantage through which to complicate
both our understandings of what conservation as well as design entails. In the pages that
follow, I argue that those involved in these programs are playing a role in the remaking
of forest ecologies through a combination of processes that integrate sustainable forest
management principles, aesthetics, personal values, and legacies of previous management
activity. Here, design is present in the planning and everyday cultivation of these spaces
set within the larger management framework overseen by the province.
Despite the success and scale of the program, there is little public documentation of the
resulting species mix, the variety of implementation strategies, or the larger aggregate
effects within the region. This research is a first step in revealing the richness and
diversity of these forested landscapes, demonstrating how MFTIP’s policy objectives are

1

See, Simon, H. A. (2019). The Sciences of the Artificial. MIT press.
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variously met according to specific spatial and social conditions. Forest management
within this context leads to a particular construction of the forest that brings into relief the
layered management history of these lands, a history that is tied to social, political, and
environmental forces.
To understand the complex networks of policy, actors, and agents, this research involved
semi-structured interviews with landowners and foresters, as well as site visits to multiple
properties in the program. Overall I visited 15 properties in the MFTIP program, six are
highlighted in this chapter, which showcase a range of landowner approaches. Here, the
management plan differs for each site, reflecting the different physical conditions of the
forest, specific short- and long-term stewardship goals, and degrees of forester agency,
as well as landowners’ interests and abilities. This research asks: How is the relationship
between policy goals and program actors embedded in the design of these properties?
What are the aspects of environmental history, geography, planning, land economics, and
cultural values that have influenced these spaces?
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Figure 6.2 Glenelg, Grey County Property
144

Glenelg
Grey County

Using a philosophy of “leave it alone,” the current landowners’ primary goal is to maintain,
sustain, and enhance the forest. Other than offering a quiet place to live, the purpose of
the property is to help protect natural areas from development. The aesthetic that is of
paramount importance is the preservation of the natural habitat and the enjoyment of
being surrounded by it. While the appearance of the property is important, much more so
is the knowledge that this natural habitat is used by native species and that it contributes
to a larger functioning ecosystem protected as much as possible from human disturbance.
The resulting landscape is comprised of a variety of habitat types as a result of both
natural geography and a history of logging, crops, pasture, and inherited government pine
plantations from the mid-1980s. Management to restore and enhance the natural functions
of the property involves the encouragement of a hardwood bush through the removal
of edge trees from the softwood plantations to stimulate natural regeneration, active
monitoring for invasive species, removal of dead trees for firewood, harvesting of edibles
(such as fiddle heads) for personal use, and protection of certain areas from significant
human disturbance. In some cases, this involves opening clearings in the woods that are
repressing hardwood saplings and scattering local hardwood seeds to support a natural
mix within the landscape. Some pathways are kept for recreation, and invasive species
such as Scots pine, spotted knapweed and vinca are actively discouraged from growing.
Seedlings gathered from near the property are planted to boost the hardwood population,
but it’s often not necessary, as sugar maple, basswood, white and black ash, black
cherry, yellow birch, and American elm tend to seed themselves.
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Figure 6.3 New growth in an area that has been left to regenerate

“The change in the last 10 years is just amazing. We’ve been
on the property for 12 years now, and if we don’t do something,
over time the trees will just close in.”
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Figure 6.4 Maintained trails for recreational uses
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Figure 6.5 Remnant fence from prior owners and agricultural use
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Figure 6.6 Assessing the brush

Figure 6.7 Tree tagging

Figure 6.8 Cleared area of the forest
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Figure 6.9 Cleared area of the forest Piled rocks from previous agricultural use
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“Up here, leave it alone
is a great philosophy
that works very well.
As long as you have a
seed source —that’s
important too. Ours
are in the hedgerows,
because when cleared
the land they preserved
these trees by piling
stones. So because
of them we have seed
sources for hardwoods
on the property.”
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Figure 6.10 Plantation section of the property from previous government plantation management
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Figure 6.11 Cords cut from fallen logs from the forest

“We cut dead wood for firewood, and because the
house is highly insulated, we heat with wood only.
We only have to cut dead wood because the elms
die regularly and actually some of the tamaracks
are dying. We have built all of these wood sheds,
they’re full and yet there are more dead trees that
need to come down. Se it’s really sustainable
—we’re living off the land in that sense. We don’t
need outside energy for heat.”
154

Figure 6.12 Shelter for wood cords
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Figure 6.13 Beaver Valley Property 1
156

Beaver Valley
Grey County

The following two properties are owned by the same landowner, and are located in the
Niagara Escarpment. They are comprised of a variety of landscape types that range from
wetland to orchard, open field, river bank, and mature forest. The property’s ecological
diversity inspires management activities to enhance seasonal beauty, including the
creation of winding hiking trails, “sit-spots” with benches for nature appreciation and
contemplation, perennial food hubs within the orchard, cold tubs for bathing as well as
water retention for horticultural plantings. There is also a treehouse for viewing wildlife,
regular trail mowing for easy walking access to special places, and tent platforms for
family and friend camping activities —all in addition to other management and land
stewardship activities to enable people
“When the emerald ash
to experience and appreciate the land.
The historical use of the property was for
borer gets up here all of the
agriculture, and the vestiges of this can been
ash trees will go. A lot of ash
seen in the old hedgerows still found on the
site. A key management consideration is the
in the region will eventually
effect of invasives on species composition,
be impacted.”
as emerald ash borer is a concern in this
area.
The second property in this area is comprised of an old growth maple forest with an
adjacent meadow to the north that has been recently planted with tamarack, birch, black
cherry, white spruce, and white pine to increase biodiversity. While there is the potential to
cut some of the maple forest to the south of the property, which is reaching maturity for
timber, the landowner is content to manage the forest “for sustainability” – not to make a
profit. A recently dug pond supports frogs, ducks, iris, and marsh marigold, and adds to
the landowner’s appreciation of the property. The land is elevated on a ridge overlooking
the valley and the pond; the mature woodlot and meadow require little management
except trail clearing for recreational purposes to facilitate a safe, easy connection to the
landscape. Aesthetic qualities are very important to the landowner; these include distant
views from Beaver Valley to the north toward Georgian Bay, the mature hardwood bush,
and seasonal ground cover such as trilliums.
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Figure 6.14 Beaver Valley Property 2
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Figure 6.15 Stunted tree growth due to too much moisture in areas of the orchard

“If you look across the valley, it’s growing and the view
has really changed from when we bought it. You see
what’s over there? 90% hardwoods with a few super
canopy white pine, and underneath in the winter you can
see where the conifers are.”
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Figure 6.16 Marsh area of the property

Figure 6.17 Student education project

“There is not significant value in harvesting timber and I’m not
managing for income. There was an improvement cut, but I just
want to steward for sustainability.”
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Figure 6.18 Maple seedlings coming up in a predominantly Ash

Figure 6.19 Planted trees by the Conservation Authority

forest
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Figure 6.20 Planted forest area by Grey-Sauble Conservation
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Figure 6.21 Mature maple forest in upper portion of the escarpment
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Figure 6.22 Measuring the density of the maple stand
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Figure 6.23 Leaves dropping or disintegrate in the upper canopy due to lack of moisture
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Figure 6.24 Constructed wetland

Figure 6.25 Trees that were planted when the property was
bought 20 years ago

“So there have been two or three plantings up here – white pine,
spruce and cedar –very early on when I bought the property. The
things that I love about this property are the elderberry, high bush
cranberry, nanny berry and thickets dispersed through here.”
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Figure 6.26 Overgrown trail in planted field

Figure 6.27 Seedlings in a planted field
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Figure 6.28 Township of Scugog Property
170

Township of Scugog
Region of Durham

The Kawartha Conservation Authority is managing a donated pine plantation that it
acquired in 2006. This land used to be in CFTIP, but once the conservation authority
began the process of thinning it no longer qualified for the program, and was registered
in MFTIP instead, which allows for sustainable forestry practices. The stand is roughly
55-60 year old and has periodic thinning, where timber is sold to be re-invested in the land
for recreation purposes. The goal of the plantation is to produce high-quality hydro poles
that can be sold for a high value. Once the pine trees reach maturity and are harvested,
the Conservation Authority will let the stand regenerate into a more natural state of
mixed hardwood. In preparation for harvest, the conservation authority marks the trees
it would like to take down by spray painting the base. This enables them to check that
the harvesters have only taken the trees which were designated to be cut. Periodic cut
inspections once the harvest is underway are also done.

We inherited the land so we
maintain it a best we can, but
we’re not actively planting
anything. We don’t really do that.”

To thin the stand, the harvesting equipment
will clear one row of trees which opens up
the land to allow for larger machinery to
drive between the rows. Generally one of
every three or four rows is removed. Then
they pick. This involves ‘running’ up a row
and cutting trees on either side of the row
that have been marked –generally it’s every third tree in the row. The amount that the
harvesting companies make on the wood removed won’t be much at this point, as a lot of
the wood is smaller and there isn’t much use for it. However, once the trees mature in 25
years the bidding will increase on the stand, as it will be a good margin to make a profit on
the hydro poles. The Conservation Authority representative mentioned that conflict does
arise between the management for harvest goals and for the recreation function of the
property, as the plantation runs parallel to one of the main hiking trails.
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Figure 6.29 Main access to plantation and trails

“The stand is roughly 55-60 years old and has
periodic thinnings. It wasn’t managed as well
as it could have been. We got the property in
2006 so we’ve had some work to do.”
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Figure 6.30 Measuring the height of the trees using a laser range finder
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Figure 6.31 Planted pine plantation
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“These are going to be
wooden hydro poles, and
in order to make good
poles, you need them to
grow perfectly straight.
So they space them super
close together so the
only place that the light
hits them when they’re
growing is on the top.”
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Figure 6.32 Thinning of pine plantation. Some debris is left for animal habitat
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Figure 6.33 Plantation with new growth coming in

“There’s maple . . . and so it’s hardwood regeneration coming in, and
that’s what starts to come up as a secondary forest. You get trees that
like full sun and those are the trees that come up first. Then you get the
trees that like shade, which come up in the understory.”
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Figure 6.34 Tall straight pine for hydro poles
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Figure 6.35 Township of Essa Property
180

Township of Essa
Simcoe County

This property is comprised of forested wetlands, farm fields, plantations, and naturally
regenerated forest lands. A small portion of the land is used for keeping animals such
as chickens, rabbits, and pigs. Most of the work on the property, however, is directed to
the maintenance of the land for recreational purposes. The active maintenance of trails
involves removing encroaching and overhanging vegetation, as natural regeneration of
the forest quickly overgrows them. Management also includes removing wild grape,
dog-strangling vine, and vine rust, felling large leaning trees, and recognizing and checking
for invasive species. In addition, fallen hardwood trees are removed and used as firewood.
Certain elements on the land have acquired landmark status as wayfinding devices that
the family uses during hiking and exploring. The owners are overseeing the transition
of the pine plantation toward natural regeneration, which involves the periodic thinning
of the trees, with a small profit made on the sale of the timber.
“The vines just grow over
The property is in transition from a plantation to a more naturally
regenerated landscape, which involves thinning the forest to allow
and kill the tree. We go and
more light for hardwood saplings.

pull all that stuff up and
off, but it must grow 40
meters in 3 months. So it’s a
constant battle.”
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Figure 6.36 Maintained trails that go around the perimeter of the property

“We bought the whole property —basically my wife and I
fell in love with it. They already had the trail, it was a little
overgrown so they hadn’t maintained it as well as we do
now, but we’ve gone through and trimmed all that off and
now it’s a nice area. A beautiful walk.”
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Figure 6.37 Natural maple forest
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Figure 6.38 Trail through the maple forest
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Figure 6.39 Abutting farm field where non GMO crops are grown
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Figure 6.40 Old farm house, a vestige of previous owners and use of the land
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Figure 6.41 Huntsville Property
188

Huntsville
Muskoka Region

This managed forest has been part of the MFTIP program since the early 1980s. The
current landowners enjoy the property primarily for recreational use—for exercise and
spiritual value. The woodlot offers a quiet reprieve from the noise of everyday life and the
trails that wind through the property lead to different cherished places used for campfires,
meditation and maple syrup preparation. There is work to be done on trail maintenance
throughout the year, and if you don’t spend the time, the trees will quickly grow up and the
trails disappear. To maintain the trails the landowners walk the property in the fall and pick
up branches. In addition, throughout the year trees fall that need to be cleaned up.

“They like to hear that
you’re using the forest and
what you’re using it for. You
know, something other than
logging, so they’re quite
pleased to hear that we
make maple syrup, we use
the trails for skiing, snowshoeing, and we harvest
wild leeks. We have a little
maple syrup operation just
for our own use.”

The forest is predominantly maple trees and the property owners
have constructed a sugar shack to harvest the sap. They are also
involved in a household ash gathering program to improve the
maple stress caused by a lack of calcium in the soil. In the sugar
bush they take down dead trees and thin the stand to promote
a bigger crown. The bigger the crown on maples, the more sap.
Bigger trees will have many tap holes and a bucket method is
used for collecting the sap. Overall, the landowners tap between
70-80 trees. Sap collection begins around the 3rd week of March
and goes into the first or second week of April. The timing is a bit
more irregular than it use to be, and generally over the last couple
of years the landowners have noticed that the season has been
stretched over a longer period of time. There are a few wolves,
coyotes and bear on the property, and we see the remnants of bear
scratches on trees as we walk along the trails. Artwork can be
found in certain areas of the woodlot, styled after a First Nations
medicine circle and prayer wheel. The landowners have also built
a parkour course comprised of an overhead ladder and sit-up area,
a chin and dips area, and hill-running spot. There is also a rope to
help climb to a small cliff to access a meditation platform at the top
of the hill.
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Figure 6.42 Walking trails through a mixed maple forest
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Figure 6.43 Bug suites are necessary for protection
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Figure 6.44 Artwork in the landscape signify special areas and locations for activity
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Figure 6.45 Maple syrup harvesting

“One big difference is that our trees don’t grow nearly as
fast as they do in Southern Ontario, down around London
for example. Trees grow faster there. It’s warmer, better soil.
They’re all pretty thin, that’s the problem that happens here.”
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Figure 6.46 Constructed meditation and recreation lookout
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Figure 6.47 Landowner on his favorite hiking trail
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Figure 6.48 Loretto Property
196

Loretto

Adjala–Tosorontio

This property is a homestead from the 1830s. Back then, the family removed most of the
trees for farmland, but kept a section of forest to provide firewood and logs. Reforesting
the property was undertaken recently for tax purposes as well as for aesthetic reasons.
The landowners wanted their grandchildren to see what the land might have looked like
when their forefathers arrived. In addition, the use of the land for recreational purposes
was appealing, and the landowners manage a trail system on the property.

“It’s not really a productive
use of your financial assets
to be in trees. It’s for reasons
other, which for us is jut fine.
When we were 30 years old
we would have never thought
of doing this because we
wanted revenue from it.”

Subsidized by Ontario’s 50 Million Trees Program, the landowners forested large areas of their property, planting 47,000 trees
– a mixture of species that suit the local soil conditions – in
rows. While the landowners wanted a predominantly hardwood
maple forest, the forester in charge of their plan recommended
a mixture of both softwood and hardwood, as the hardwood
maples that were preferred by the landowner have a low success rate. Overall, planted seedlings on the property have had a
90 percent survival rate.
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Figure 6.49 Trees peeking up through the weeds
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Figure 6.50 Trees planted as part of the 50 million trees initiative

“On this particular piece of
property, it goes from sand
to loam to clay. It’s very
diverse and, of course, there
are certain species that
grow better in certain soils
and certain sides of the hill.”
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Figure 6.51 Walking the trail

Figure 6.52 Natural regeneration due to seed sources

“We wanted as much hardwood as we could get.
The forester was really very good about that
because, typically, they don’t plant a tremendous
proportion of hardwood –but he wouldn’t plant
maples. He said that they don’t catch. Even as
little seedlings, they don’t survive.”
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Figure 6.53 Observing the growth since last year

Figure 6.54 Walking towards the old forest part of the property
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Figure 6.55 Trees in rows where the weeds have been mowed

“I had to work with the forester’s constraints.
Ideally, all the trees would be irregular as opposed
to rows but you can’t do that because of the cost.
They’re going to plant 10 -12,000 trees in a day and
you can’t plant them randomly.”
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Making and Re-making
Privately owned forests in Southern Ontario are being redefined as conservation lands that
reconcile human settlement with more sustainable forms of urban regional development.
While the region experiences deforestation from urban pressures such as greater public
use, invasive species, encroaching development, or agricultural expansion, forests in other
areas in Southern Ontario are growing. Abandoned farmland that has started to regenerate
naturally, initiatives that subsidize tree planting costs, municipal bylaws and environmental
planning policy, as well as incentive programs such as MFTIP and CLTIP that retain forest
cover, are responsible for this growth.
The forces shaping this designed territory are diverse: individuals create a range of
landscapes that mediate among program guidelines, advice from forest management
consultants, and their own particular interests and goals for their property. Of the
case studies presented here, the properties differ in terms of their previous use and
environmental conditions. Some properties have remnants of earlier softwood plantations
and are managed for forest restoration, while other landowners have only recently
reforested their land. In all cases, the resulting landscape is a mediation of what has
come before, of the land’s physical geography such as geology, soils, and climate, and of
landowner preferences.
The role of private actors as agents of change in landscape conservation brings to light the
role that non-designers can play in landscape decisions as they combine the desire for an
aesthetically pleasing property and recreation opportunities with good forest management.
The design of these forested landscapes responds to differing ecological, economic, and
cultural values, which impact their spatial organization, mediate the agency of actors, and
connect the landscapes to the broader regenerative history of forested land in this region.
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Chapter 7
Interfaces of Forest Management, Planning and Design
While private land conservation instigated through financial means has been projected
as a tool to address the negative externalities of capitalist urbanization, there is little
scholarship that connects these incentivized geographies with those disciplines charged
with the planning and design of these regions. This last chapter addresses this gap and
interrogates the position of planning and design in relation to forested lands generally, and
more explicitly in regard to incentivized management. Within the urban Anthropocene what
is the agency of the designer? How does forest stewardship provide clues towards more
environmentally sane and equitable futures?
Forests have been remade into lists, charts, factories, systems, models or assets,
through the work of planning and design, where “new conceptions of forests demanded
organizational schemes of unprecedented scale, complexity and ambition. This is where
planning and design come in, defining artificial environments through site analysis,
infrastructural thinking, technological innovation, and spatial distribution schemes.
Forestry and design have exchanged knowledge in different moments, and the traces
of these transactions can be seen in both. It is possible to re-frame these connections
from a design perspective” (Handel, 2011, p. 2). Thus, whether it be the use of trees to
structure and set the conditions for future urban development, the planting, maintenance
and protection of wooded areas for recreational and environmental reasons, the
biophysical services trees provide, or their use as a building material, the influence of
planning and design in forested landscapes has set in motion future ecological conditions
that impact the trajectories of our built and unbuilt environment.
Connected to forests and forestry, design agency can take multiple forms ranging from the
discipline’s projective skills, design research approach, and analysis abilities that can set
in motion certain metabolic pathways within the broader context of capitalist urbanization.
While recent literature has certainly added to the scope of the connection between design
and forestry, there has been much less written from this vantage on the role of incentivized
forested lands. This is where this last chapter extends the frontier of knowledge on the
subject, bringing attention to the creative role of rules and regulations as tools of design
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as well as to who is involved in the planning of these landscapes beyond the ‘expert’.
Within this context I argue that the design disciplines are one of the few professions with
the skills to work across the built and unbuilt environment at multiple scales, complicating
boundaries of urban/rural and nature/culture that connect forests with processes of
urbanization through policy and practice.
Within this context, I engage with conceptualizations of management, the primacy of
economics, and state conservation narratives, to carve out several speculative proposals
that serve to destabilized and creatively re-work environmental management policy.
Here, I take on more explicitly the current neoliberal economic model that is driving
extractive processes, one that privileges fast turnovers, fixed infrastructural investment,
and unsustainable accumulation. I explore incentivized management as part of this
current managerial field, within which I aim to poke holes and expose contradictions.
Here the analytical tools of design such as mapping, diagramming and comparative
visualization across geographic scales has helped to reveal possible pathways of social
transformation. Mapping these pathways has involved both an understanding of the nature
of contemporary patterns which are fundamental to assessing the possibilities for action
(Harvey, 2000; Mayer et al (2009). Thus in this final chapter, the key goal is to outline
possible techniques through which to both increases our understanding of current market
logics and the possibility to design beyond these tendencies.
Connecting Forests, Planning and Design
There are multiple ways in which forests and their connection to the urban have been
incorporated into planning and design theory and practice. For instance, a critical
conservation and preservation perspective highlights the fact that planning has often been
complicit or part of processes that have negatively impacted the environment. In addition,
from an urban ecological vantage, there is an increasing appreciation and recognition
of the ecology of cities, and the different biological communities that take root in these
spaces (Kowarik, 2005; Forman, 2008; Brants and Dumpelmann 2011; Gandy, 2013;
Desimini 2015; Dümpelmann 2019).1 Urban forests have been recognized as essential
components of sustainable cities (Steenberg et al, 2015) and as vital contributors to green
infrastructure (Duinker et al, 2015). In addition, Forman argues for a broader big-picture
perspective: for the ecological dimension of planning at a regional scale (2008) and for the
integration of ecological principles into planning practice.
In light of the current climate crises, forests have figured prominently in scholarship
on climate change, resilience and adaptation from both a planning and design, as well
as forest management lens. Changes to the land, often through urban development,

Several frameworks which aim to understand the connections between the urban and ecological include
approaches such as: Ecological Urbanism (Mostafavi and Doherty, 2016; Spirn, 2014), Landscape Urbanism
(Corner and Waldheim, 2006), and Landscape Infrastructure (Belanger, 2009; 2013) and Urban Metabolism
(Ibanez and Katsikis, 2016; Moe 2019; Kaika and Erik Swyngedouw, 2012). Generally these framework are
interested in the study and design of cities in relation to the natural environment; bringing together an appreciation of landscape systems, and use an ecology lens through which to analyze and project urban futures.
1
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agriculture and deforestation practices, contribute to greenhouse gas emissions of carbon,
methane and nitrous oxide (Change, 2019). The IPCC Special Report (2019) highlights
the abilities of sustainable land management (which incorporates sustainable forest
management) as one amidst several approaches that can play a role in avoiding and
curtailing land degradation, aid in the maintenance of land productivity, and in some cases
reverse the negative impacts of climate change. Furthermore, they explicitly position
planning and design as playing a role through policy and action that contributes to the
rehabilitation of degraded lands.
Forests, their management and materiality have also made considerable in-roads in
current design and planning discourse. There have been a variety of recent multi-media
engagements and scholarly publications that have woven together understandings of
forests, planning and design, unearthing exciting overlaps of relevance to this chapter.
Research has approached the subject from a variety of methodological angles including
the use of aesthetics in the development of forest design tactics (VanderGoot, 2017), of
video and installation to compare and contrast scale, process and temporalities (Cambio
2020; Handel 2012), and through the use of science fiction as a means by which to grasp
alternative political imaginaries (Turpin, 2017). What becomes clear is that forests and
design are very much intertwined (see Figure 7.1).
What is it about the design professions that make them uniquely able to engage with
forests and forestry? In the following section, I highlight briefly what is to be gained by
applying a design lens.
(1) Forests, Representation and Analysis
Planners and designers have representation and analytical skills that allow for alternative
modes of research and practice in forestry. These draw on the discipline’s innate abilities
in assembling information, integrating multiple ways of seeing and in representing the
forest and its trees as form of ‘generative multi-nature’ Turpin (2017). For example
Formafantasma’s online platform outlines the role that design can play as an alternative
means through which to conduct research and envision environmental issues; highlighting
the designer’s ability to translate these approaches into collaborative responses that
foreground the politics of trees. Furthermore in interrogating, visualizing and affecting
change, design contributes to research and action through its analytical tools. Here,
Topalovic in her work on palm plantations asserts the role of design in revealing invisible
connections to understand how transnational and planetary processes are manifest
locally. She asserts that change through design first relies on our analytical skills to
understand these processes before we engage where “visibility is an ethics and an
aesthetic strategy that has the potential to mobilize a wider social commitment and will to
change” (Topalovic, 2019, p.118).
(2) Forests and Design Agency
Using approaches that combine research and intervention, designers are positioned
as actors that can activate future visions that impact who has agency through the
acknowledgment of different positions within larger urban ecological metabolic processes.
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Contemporary Scholarship
Forests and Design

First the Forests Exhibition
(Handel, 2011).

CCA Summer Research
The Forest

2012

The Word for World is Still Forest
(Springer and Turpin, 2017)

2017

Seeing trees: A History of St
Trees in New York City and B
(Dumpelmann, 2019).

2018

Architecture and the Forest
Aesthetic: A New Look at
Design and Resilient Urbanism
(VanderGoot, 2017).

Into the Woods (HDM, 2018).

Figure 7.1 Forest Scholarship Timeline
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treet
Berlin

Wood Urbanism: From the
Molecular to the Territorial
(Ibanez, et al, 2019).

2019

Studio Formafantasma http://
www.cambio.website/

Studio Formafantasma,
Cambio Exhibition,Serpentine
Galleries London, UK 4
March - 17 May 2020

2020

The Life of a Dead Tree Exhibition MOCA Toronto (Dion, 2019).
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This agency is foregrounded through the multiple means through which forests enter
design thinking and practice –as resource, as site, as material– with the goals of
engendering more ecological and holistic approaches (HDM, 2018). Here, the design
disciplines have the ability to work with predicted future conditions such a climate change,
dynamic socio-ecological systems, and threats to biodiversity. At the same time there
is the need for design to be introspective, to examine current modes of practice and be
critical of its abilities to set in motion alternative urban trajectories.
Bringing an introspective lens to planning and design is essential, especially as it
intersects with systemic exclusion and environmental and social justice. For instance
Rosetta Elkin’s work is clear on this front. She brings a critical lens to the complicity
of design within the forest resource economy. She exposes the design profession as
subservient to rounds of ecological fixes without a serious interrogation as to the use of
capital logics on the resulting planted ecosystem. Furthermore at a planetary scale, Jane
Hutton also foregrounds design’s agency to affect the flows of materials. She traces the
connection between how the materials that designers specify in their building projects filter
back to impact the composition of forests, as well as how the management of forests are
a form of design that impacts these ecological systems (Hutton, 2019).
(3) Design Beyond Experts
There is also the need to reflexively consider the profession’s limits, and that
understandings of design beyond the expert have real potential to contribute to the making
of alternative future worlds. Harvey (2000) outlines this when he argues that everyone
is in a sense their own ‘architect.’ By this he means that we have the abilities within the
human species to imagine futures, and to engage in a process of active play and creative
labor in order to achieve transformation. He states: “everyone who engages in any kind of
labor process is an architect of sorts. So if the future of humanity lies in cities and if the
qualities of urban living in the twenty-first century will define the qualities of civilization,
so all of us who labor will be architects of that future” (p. 61). Other scholars such as
Escobar (2011), White (2015) and Manzini (2015) have similar contentions, expanding
the remit of design outside of those trained in the profession to include the wider public.
Design thus becomes a more generalizable and accessible human practice.
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Redefining Stewardship in the Anthropocene: Three Propositions
This brings us back to the question I began with at the beginning of the dissertation. In
an era where we are constantly forced to grapple with our far-reaching impacts on the
environment, how can we imagine ourselves as a force for positive change? Within this
broader problematique, and in relation to incentivized landscapes, I argue that planning
and design are positioned to offer new insight into the grounded realities of place and
the connection of everyday stewardship practices across scales. In Chapter 4 through
the use of diagrams I showed how ‘invisible’ regulatory rules have been combined
that allowed for the comparison of material landscapes and labor across the region.
Here, the act of visualizing these invisible dynamics gives rise to several questions: Are
incentive programs creating new socio-ecological conditions that include opportunities
for enhanced ecological stewardship through collective praxis, or do they serve to exclude
certain groups and privileged others?2 How might planning and design make current
inequalities more visible, while pushing beyond a neoliberal framework?
In harnessing methodological tools such as critical cartography and media based practice,
combined with a reflective stance on the agency of design, this next section harnesses
the creativity of rules and of the grounded logics of their implementation to outline several
ways in which planners and design can work with the incentivized active management of
forests to envision more socially and environmentally just futures. In rallying to the call for
a ‘politically engaging urban ecological research and practice’ (Kaika, and Swyngedouw,
2012), this final chapter aligns with the call for new urban environmental imaginaries that
propose alternative visions of planning and design connected to more equitable urban
socio-natural configurations that take root in the forest.
Stewardship alone cannot solve the complex socio-ecological problems that we are
grappling with; however, it can serve as one aspect of an integrated and ongoing strategy.
One that learns from its own logics, reflects on its inherent biases, and acknowledges
past mistakes. I also wish to bring more explicit attention to an inherent tension running
throughout this dissertation –the focus on incentive programs that are set within the
financialization of nature. Here the use of markets to direct action in stewardship at the
local level becomes contradictory when one takes into account the broader context of
capitalist urbanization, where stewardship and various forms of forest conservation do
not address underlying causes of extractive logics and environmental issues. Here the
drivers of climate change, settler-colonial systems of exclusion, and consumption patterns
stand out, among others. This is a conundrum; on one level it illuminates how necessary a
multi-scalar approach is to addressing environmental stewardship that makes meaningful
change, while on the other it makes it difficult to think outside of a system in which we
are currently participating. In terms of moving beyond extractivist forms of property and
enclosure, what socio-spatial imaginaries might be useful in envisioning more democratic
collective approaches?
Varuzzo and Harvey (2017) point to the need for critical approach to urban environmental stewardship, one
that grapples with environmental inequality and justice considerations in regard to the urban forest. A main
assertion of this paper is their contention that little research has been done on the process that leads to and
sustains these outcomes.
2
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Within neoliberal governance regimes large scale environmental issues have been
increasingly reframed as the terrain of individual action rather than as collective political
mobilization (Redclift and Woodgate, 2013). In addition, the development of a market
friendly role of civil society tends to conceal the power of the powerful vested interests
of capital (Logan and Werkle, 2008). Thus there is the need to be wary of the ways in
which neoliberal discourse represents itself and the ways in which this stance, one that
gives power to the individual, dissolves the responsibilities from those answerable to
society as a whole. In this light, rather than leaving stewardship activities to uncoordinated
individual action, how might planning and design play a role in both activating civil society
towards certain goals while reflecting on the role of the discipline in the creation of these
issues in the first place. In this regard, serious reflexivity is required by planners and
designers to acknowledge their role in furthering current systems; of the reliance of our
built environment and lifestyles on fossil fuels, while also exploring our potential agency in
working with others and other non-human entities.
One way in which to rethink our current system is to seriously reconsider of the role of
economic mechanisms. Luckily, just such a question was recently posed in the special
issue of South America Quarterly, where its authors highlight the potential of economic
planning for the Left, its potentials, definitions and deployment. This involves, as the
editors argue, thinking beyond dualist extremes of market and state control, requiring
instead the acceptance that economies today are fundamentally mixed (Campell, 2020).
Recognizing that capitalism itself is an inherently planned system; Campbell argues that
destabilizing this structure cannot be achieved by simply replacing one set of planners
with another, but instead involves confronting the system, of interrogating different
meanings associated with understandings of work, and of success. How might economic
planning instead take on new forms? This is a question of “where economic planning
takes place, how economic planning is done, and who is included in the processes of
economic planning” (Cambell, 2020, p.7).
In this same issue, Brett Neilson’s article on reverse engineering is particularly salient. He
points to the potential inherent in markets and plans in their ability to set forth economic
and social conditions. He draws from examples that illustrate the possibility of using
capital’s techniques against itself, to design post-capitalist futures through alternative
modes of organization. He argues “the reverse of engineering is not a coherent political
program or a general model for a new practice of planning. Rather, it evaluates and
directs the workings of operations, generating modes of existence that can confront,
negotiate, and possibly break capital’s rule. These modes of existence can coexist
with or articulate to reverse engineering techniques, but such forms of articulation
must be politically constructed or organized. The reverse of engineering thus implies
modes of collective being and action that are open to contestation and composed of
heterogeneous tendencies” (Neilson, 2020, p. 88). Rather that presenting a solution, what
the next section of this chapter provides are several speculative suggestions that point to
how planning and design might confront economic logics across diverse contexts and
scales that render certain approaches suitable, while allowing us to recognize others as
maladaptive.
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When interrogating the scalar agency of design in relation to both territorial environmental
planning and individual plots of land, the outcomes of incentivized forestry in southern
Ontario extends this realm further –past the architect, landscape architect, urban
designer– to the everyday individual. In the act of re-framing individual landowners as
agents of design, this places the designer (as trained professional) in a context where
their expertise may be used to chart a new geography of individually managed landscapes
under certain policy requirements, and investigates what the possible aggregate potentials
of these sites might be. In re-framing incentivized forest landscapes as sites of design,
and in positioning these spaces within the expanded agency of the designer, I argue
for the role of planners and designers to work with policy, with communities, and with
individuals in a way that gives rise to alternative options to existing environmental planning
approaches. In my own experience as a planner and designer, what has often been most
inspiring are tools that are specific enough to direct application, but broad enough to be
applied in various contexts. What follows are three slices into what these conceptual and
analytical tools could entail.
(1) Working Within: Following, Bending and Breaking the Rules
This first proposition looks at how we might maneuver within the current system to add
greater visibility to its inherent inequalities. Can we hack these economic logics, setting
in motion programmatic alternatives? We have seen from Chapter 4 how the rules
pertaining to environmental regulation are spatial in nature, and how they enclose land
through legal mechanisms of private property and regulation. Incentivized management
has similar spatial rules, rules that also interface with those of planning and design. The
implicit thread that was introduced in the introduction of this dissertation is picked up
again here, where I more explicitly address the role of ‘urban rules’ in the creation of our
built and unbuilt environment. In foregrounding the connection of policy and design in
relation to incentive programs I draw from scholarship that outlines how regulation plays a
significant role in shaping our built and unbuilt environment. For example, Lehnerer (2009)
outlines the ways in which rules and regulations impact urban morphologies, positioning
them as ‘the operational tools in planning and design.’ He argues that “rules are helpful
instructions for structuring the work of design itself – they simultaneously constitute
guidelines for producing a design –as well as the criteria for evaluating it” (Lehnerer,
2009, p. 60).
Urban rules are fundamentally intertwined with planning and design through policy
guidance that function as legal documents.3 These broader frameworks filter down to
subsequent scales. Thus guidance from the province is subsequently adhered to when
planning at the regional, city, neighborhood and site level. Policy planners are responsible
for drafting these documents alongside direction from council. Subsequently, the abilities
of those engaged in urban design, landscape architecture and architecture are bound by
these rules; many regulations are in fact design decisions, where planning policy shapes
the built and unbuilt environment.

3

In Ontario the Planning Act is the legislative document that outlines the ‘ground rules’ for land use planning.
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The inclusion of incentives as tools in the planning process have been used to secure
public benefits from development such as payments for public art, streetscape
improvements, park allocations, brownfield infill, heritage conservation, and the building
and maintenance of eco-roofs. These programs impact the design process and creative
decision making. Rules open up certain possibilities, and set in motion certain processes
of change that act as a medium through which subsequent development responds. The
legal structure and policies associated with incentive programs are part of this framework:
a framework that influences decisions at both a regional and local level, and which are
involved in the production of nature at these scales.
How might we work within the rules of incentive programs and harness the invisible
programmatic overlays outlined in Chapter 4 to enable greater access to forested lands,
furthering stewardship practices that build relations between communities, and foster a
deeper connection between human and non-human nature? As we saw in Chapter 5 which
focused on the Region of Peel, the majority of properties in MFTIP were situated in less
populated areas to the north. However several sites were located in more built-up southern
areas. This spatial pattern hints at the possibility of this program’s application in other
inner city areas. How might we bend the rules in ways that make these systems visible to
planning, while also serving communities that are most at risk, least likely to have access
to forested lands, and are the most financially in need of property tax assistance, while
furthering the ability to engage community-making through stewardship practice?
Moving beyond visualization, we can begin to extend incentive program logics in different
ways. For instance, using the qualifying four hectare requirement for the MFTIP program,
eligible lands in more central locations could be identified. Of these properties, which are
currently forested? Which are suitable for afforestation? In areas located in city centers,
where property taxes are most often highest, planning and design could explore the
creative use of these program to aid in the development of more affordable housing to
reduce impacts of gentrification. However, one potential issue is the very real possibility
that four hectare parcels in areas where communities are experiencing housing pressures
or where there is a lack of access to greenspace don’t exist. In this case, might there be
the potential to collectively pool land to qualify for this program? Much like a housing
co-op where certain individuals take on particular jobs in maintaining a building, a
managed forest co-op would ask members to take on the responsibilities of active forest
management. How might using the rules of MFTIP in this case impact those properties
outside of the site boundary?
(2) Activating the Urban Fabric Towards Climate Adaptation
How might incentivized forests, a form of fixed infrastructure, and the practices of active
stewardship inform planning for climate change? The 2015 United Nations Climate
Change Conference in Paris pointed to the importance of cities to climate action supported
by recent initiatives such as the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, 100 Resilient Cities
initiative, and the World Mayor’s Council on Climate Change. While cities are certainly
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important, this research brings attention to their connection to larger territorial systems.
In adopting a multi-scalar approach, and by positioning forests as part of an extended
urban fabric, this second proposal investigates the potential of incentivized forests both
proximate and distant to cities to serve as part of a coordinated climate change strategy.
Climate change, the modification of our atmosphere through the confluence of natural
and anthropogenic means, involves complex assemblages of the natural environmental
alongside changing social and political conditions (Bennett, 2016; Samules 2016). Of
particular relevance, is the possible contribution of sustainable land management as
a strategy. Here, the IPCC special report on climate change (2019) suggests the use
of green infrastructure to reduce climate risks alongside socioeconomic elements to
contribute to adaptation and mitigation strategies (IPCC, 2019). In addition in a Canadian
context a recent federal government report on climate change points the site specific
impacts of these forces will differ depending on the social, political and material context
of a site. Alongside ocean and sea level rise, these changes will include fluctuations in
temperature, rain and snowfall, increasing climate extremes, snow and ice conditions, and
freshwater availability (Government of Canada, Changing Climate Report, 2019).4
In southern Ontario, planning and design practice has seen an increase in municipal
resilience and climate change strategic plans, which foreground the stewardship of
natural heritage as essential to their goal of sustainable development. This is not just a
city-based initiative —smaller towns and rural regions are also taking part, and see the
opportunity for their forested lands to contribute (Caldwell, 2015).5 Of interest is how
these rules intersect. How might guidelines from environmental management and planning
practice converge with the spatial and stewardship dynamics of incentivized landscapes?
In addition, what public and private interests are reflected in their implementation? What
are the possibilities of building greater ecological capacity to address changes through
the coordination of piecemeal efforts. When planning for climate change beyond cities
it’s worth considering again Keenan’s (2017) argument concerning the incremental and
hard to perceive changes that accumulate over time. In this case how might incentivized
territories of active forest management in Ontario respond to these contextually specific
impacts?
In this speculative proposal, the individual unit –that of the tree, the site and the
landowner– are put in conversation with wider socio-ecological networks as a strategy
through which to probe the extent of how incentivized forest management on private lands
might contribute to climate change planning. In this regard, how might environmental
stewardship contribute to these context-specific local impacts? The concept of ‘civic
ecology’ highlights how community environmental stewardship practices can connect
with broader urban governance systems that foster connections between people and
Cascading changes will affect the intertwined biophysical and social elements of our environment – a greater
recognition of these intertwined futures are necessary in policymaking and in multidisciplinary collaboration
(Samules, 2016).
5
From a socio-cultural perspective, rural areas experience different stresses than cities (Caldwell, 2015). For
Ontario and climate change planning see https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-parks-and-protected-areas.
4
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their environment (Kransy 2015). These are practices that are able to respond to cycles
of disturbance, integrate into planning practice, and build partnerships amongst multiple
institutions while serving to bring communities together among shared goals. Ogden et
al (2013), extend these ideas globally arguing that forms of environmental governance
represent powerful forces of socio-ecological change. Using the term ‘earth stewardship’
these authors argue that questions of scale are essential in conceptualizing how local
practices articular with and are transformed by climate change, global economic systems,
and environmental governance.
From a sequestration standpoint, generally we can think of mitigation as applying
to source and sink strategies.6 As an integrative strategy, mitigation can reduce
anthropogenic carbon through: (1) sequestration through biomass and soils (Plieninger,
2011; von Haaren 2012) and (2) in tackling source emissions through the use of
alternative energy sources to fossil fuels such as wind and solar, as well as bio-fuel (Millar
et al, 2007).7 Thus on one level, incentive programs keep forested land forested and
retain woody biomass. In addition, through forms of stewardship that afforest or reforest
these properties there is also a contribution made to secure carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere.
When projecting into the future, how might these socio-ecological landscapes absorb
stress and maintain function within a changing climate? This has already been discussed
in Chapter 3. Where in terms of changing climatic zones and their impact on plant
migrations, trees move much slower than other plants and animals. Positioning climate
resilience as an active socio-ecological process, Adger 2006 states that “in the context of
social ecological systems, resilience refers to the magnitude of disturbance that can be
absorbed before a system changes to a radically different state, as well as the capacity
to self-organize and the capacity for adaptation to emerging circumstances.” In addition,
from a design standpoint, Fleming brings attention to the fact that adaptation includes
both an attention to form as well as process (2016). In his research he argues that the
notion of resilience has superseded sustainable development in urban planning, policy and
design, where the complexity of dynamic adaptive systems has been mobilized as tactical
approaches through small interventions that aggregate to reduce impacts. Of particular
interest here is this process-based aspect where the social characteristics of these
landscapes play a role, where adaptation is achieved through building capacity and the
integration of the diverse abilities of individuals, groups and organizations to take action
Adger (2004). How might incremental aggregate actions of landowners address the longterm negative impacts of a changing climate, and in so doing also reduce the vulnerability
these systems?
The IPCC defines mitigation as “a human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases” (IPCC, 2014: 1769).
7
In sequestering carbon however, we must keep in mind the limits of this approach in terms of the temporal
ability of certain land cover to act as sinks as the amount of carbon held by different vegetation differs (Daves,
2011). In addition, the lifecycle of carbon through woody biomass is uneven, with younger trees absorbing
carbon more readily than older trees (Sayer, 2010, Millar et al 2007). Other landscape types have the ability to
store carbon for longer timeframes, for example peatlands have a longer storage lifecycle, holding carbon for
hundreds of years. (IPCC, 2019; B1.4).
6
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Drawing from Chapter 3 on state legibility this analysis acknowledged that an adaptive
capacity-building is already occurring. At the site level landowners are tracking changes:
of the growing presence of invasive species, adverse weather patterns, and of how they
can respond through stewardship activities. This has included the planting of species that
are drought tolerant or fall within the predicted climate migration zones, in addition to the
removal of species such as dog strangling vine, knot-weed, and wild mustard. Through
landowner interaction with Forest Plan Approvers, this consultant group also gains a
regional perspective of changes to forest health. Thus, through incentive programs that
require an active management component, there is the ability to build capacity in both the
species composition of forests (form) and through the practices of stewardship that can
be tailored to specific sites (process). The site specific orchestration of these processes
can already be as seen in Chapter 6.
In learning from and pushing these dynamics further, a greater directive role for the
province in southern Ontario could open opportunities for targeting landscapes that are
particularly suitable as carbon sinks, or those experiencing climate stress from drought
or invasive species that require additional care. The targeting of forested lands as part of
a more centrally directed regional management strategy is in fact already occurring in an
ad-hoc manner through the acquisition practices of Conservation Authorities and the role
of NGOs such as Forests Ontario or the Ontario Woodlots association who run provincewide programs. For instance, as described in Chapter 4, Conservation Authorities will
sometimes reach out to landowners to acquire forests that are significant in regard to
the wider functioning of the forest. For instance particular effort is given to gain forests
contiguous with those already owned. However, the goals and public funding of these
organizations can impact their abilities to take on additional land.
While more direct targeting, say from the province, could contribute to mitigation
measures, there is also the possibility that these actions, that of targeting certain
landscapes for additional tax relief, could disproportionately benefit some landowners at
the expense of others, setting in motion a chain of events in which those who already have
the financial means to own these lands could reap even greater benefits. This is where
the integration of these programs with planning and design could be of use, where these
professions have the ability to work between scales and along longer timelines. Through
mapping, design analysis and community consultation, planners can incorporate lessons
learned from individual sites and from forest consultants working across properties, while
also being able to project into the future to envision their possible aggregation over time
that further align with the mitigation, resilience and adaptation-building capacities of these
landscapes along more just trajectories.
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3) Beyond Neoliberalism: Mobilizing Stewardship’s Collective Capacities
Within the two examples outlined above there exists the underlying tension of working
within a system that is responsible for many of the aspects we are interested in changing.
How does one work towards more just and equitable futures when you’re reliant on cheap
fossil fuels and ongoing practices of settler colonialism? In reflecting on this question,
Martin Arboleda points to the possibilities to un-think the tools of economic planning
and to re-think conceptualizations of value (Interview, 2020). In terms of moving beyond
extractivist forms of property and the enclosure of space what socio-spatial imaginaries
might be useful?
In going beyond capitalism, this does not just require the reverse of our current situation,
it involves “learning to mobilize progressive forces and impulses for change around an
alternative vision or urban futures” (Harvey, 2000, p. 17). Harvey argues that capitalist
urbanization has not been concerned with its wider bio-regions or ecology in its pursuit of
accumulation. In mobilizing alternative measures, he highlights the connection between
planning, architecture, urban design and the role that these professions play in actualizing
these futures. One way in which to instantiate change, he argues, is precisely through
processes of urbanization. In this sense “the question of urbanization in the twenty-first
century similarly becomes one of defining how space-time, environment and place will
be produced within what social processes and with what effects. Continuous capital
accumulation, for example, will produce a quite different set of urban forms from those
achieved under some regime seeking an emancipatory, egalitarian and ecologically
sensitive politics” (Harvey, 2000, p. 31).
Concentrating on the agency of socio-spatial processes thus offers particular tools
through which everyday practice can instigate change. In recognizing the ‘seeds’ of
change as already present in our everyday environment Harvey argues for “the production
of different spatio-temporal orderings and structures as active moments within the
social process, the appreciation of which will better reveal how what we conventionally
understand by urbanization and urban forms might be redefined and factored in as
moments of transformation and consequently possible points of intervention in anticapitalist struggles” (2000, p. 49). Here labor resurfaces as an active binding agent
within the production of nature (as described in Chapter 1). Through our labor, the human
species creates specific forms, while also remaking ourselves.
Our collective labor thus becomes the fulcrum through which to rethink urbanization.
Where the “labor process has very special dialectical qualities. In changing the world we
change ourselves. That dialectic is fundamental to understanding both the history of and
the prospects for urban futures. As we collectively produce our cities, so we collectively
produce ourselves. Projects concerning what we want our cities to be are, therefore,
projects concerning who we want, or perhaps even more pertinently, who we do not
want to become. Every single one of us has something to think, say, and do about that.
How our individual and collective imagination works is, therefore, crucial to defining the
labor of urbanization” (Harvey, 2000 p. 61). Thus, as outlined in Chapter 1, as managed
forests are part of our extended urban fabric, the labor involved in forest stewardship has
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Figure 7.2 Landowner stewardship
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the potential to set forth new collective processes that can change our current socioecological system.
Stewardship has a role to play in this transformation as a form of experimentation
through which to understand the many different potentials available to us – as a means
through which to explore emancipatory strategies. In this regard we can learn from
what we are already doing on the ground, by paying attention to the labor involved in
active management practices. In extending design beyond experts, landowners are
forest architects, or perhaps gardeners might be a more appropriate metaphor. We are
embedded, as Harvey (2000) outlines, in a continuous processes of living impacted by
our individual and collective actions. We in fact already have the tools by which to affect
change, we just need to recognize them.
Landowners are everyday engaging with experimentation with non-human nature tied to
a myriad of values –those of the province and FPAs that foreground active management
tied to sustainable forestry and ecological science, and their own history and goals for
the land. While many landowners arrive initially in the MFTIP program due to the property
tax reduction, over time their values tend to broaden. While perhaps the fiscal rewards
of stewardship are the driving force initially, most landowners interviewed described a
growing appreciation for the forest. This included aesthetic considerations, the knowledge
of contributing to a broader ecological system, and empathy for the anthropogenic
pressures experienced by these landscapes.
When viewed from the perspective of exchange value we gain insight into broader
valuation metrics tied to property values (Chapter 5). From this angle we see the
distribution of these programs, who is benefiting and who is excluded. Alternatively, when
we tackle this topic from a use value perspective the creative praxis of stewardship is
highlighted (Chapter 6). Landowners are building relationships with non-human nature
in various ways that allow insight into other ways of living with and in forests. This might
include an active experimentation with different restoration techniques. For instance
one landowner has been tracking drought tolerance in saplings and mixing compost for
nutrient content. Another landowner has been integrating solar panels into their forests,
while others open their property to conduct guided tours and host summer camps for new
Canadians. Participation in community organized walking groups brings people together
to learn about the land. Other landowners have built parkour trails and meditation spots for
personal contemplation.
Conclusion
It is apparent that forests are not outside of the design disciplines or the urban. Various
forms of design and planning have been part of their make up for thousands of years.
What has changed is our method of intervention. Thus planning and design are presented
as primary vectors through which to mediate ecological as well as human-centric values
as well as shape the spaces of our engagement with forested environments as part of an
expanded urban fabric. The way in which we choose to live, and the metabolic pathways
caught up in these decisions; the local, regional, global spatial patterns of our built and
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unbuilt environment- extend across the globe. As planners and designers we play a
fundamental role in influencing future urban trajectories; in setting future projections
and visioning goals, directing growth and curbing externalities through our associated
disciplinary tools across scales. These tools of analysis and engagement have the ability
to reveal certain ‘invisible’ processes and put forward regulation that alters our sociospatial environments.
While very little has been written on about incentivized forest landscapes from the vantage
of the design disciplines, what is apparent from this overview is that there is a large role
for design and planning in relation to these forested landscapes. Planners and designers
bring with them a particular tools set for analysis, critical design research and future
visioning that is markedly different from other approaches from human and physical
geography, political economy and ecology and from a forestry lens. Incentivized private
landscapes bring another layer into the mix, problematizing conservation narratives, where
suddenly traditional roles ascribed to particular disciplines and professional practice
become blurry. From this vantage this chapter sought to carve out some possible ways
in which environmental stewardship alongside planning and design reach and practice
might follow, bend and break the rule regimes in which we currently reside to critique
capitalist dynamics and move beyond this system. In learning from current logics of labor
practice three proposals were outlined through which to envision new socio-ecological
assemblages. These include what an incentivized forest might look like in an inner urban
context, and how land could aggregate to support goals of affordability, ecosystem health
and collective praxis.
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Conclusion

Conclusion
Using the forest as a lens, the dissertation has followed the trajectory of forested land and
urbanization in southern Ontario, highlighting the ways deforestation, reforestation and
afforestation are tied to development pressures, institutional conditions, civic involvement,
and sustainable ideologies. Within a shifting terrain of forest management that sees an
increasing role for non-state actors and the mobilization of civil society in the stewardship
of forested lands this dissertation has focused on the state management legacies, as
well as path-dependent logics behind the restructuring of these landscapes to reveal
the way the state is crafting new relationships with nature through an engagement with
several intersecting aspects of environmental management. Throughout the dissertation
I navigate various incentivized geographies of maintenance and repair – their history in
influencing patterns and processes of urbanization as well as the current mechanisms
(policy and knowledge) that inform these practices. This has included the history, material
context and the labor practices (human and non-human) involved. By illuminating new
actor assemblages tied to neoliberal governance practices, this dissertation investigates
the spatial consequences and potential futures implicated in the management of private
forests.
The organizational logics of the dissertation bring together several interconnected mixedmethods inquiries that are situated within a broader theoretical and policy context that
illuminate the variegated built and unbuilt terrains of implementation at various spatial and
temporal scales. Connecting these particular geographies to discourse in environmental
planning and ecological design, the role of incentivized landscapes in regard to their
possible contribution to land use dynamics, climate change adaptation and resiliency
planning was investigated. Within this framing, the dissertation foregrounds the necessity
of studying the abstract geographies of incentivized environmental management in
association with their grounded spatial realities, with the goal of providing an insertion
point through which to critically analyze the potential of future planning and design
interventions in policy and spatial practice in this context.
Each chapter tackles a somewhat different aspect of the broader promlematique of forest
management. The overall goal of this approach is to provide a multi-scalar, temporal and
situated reading of the phenomenon of stewardship: one that provides a lens through
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which to integrate tools of top down environmental governance with the bottom up logics
and design actions of civil society and non-human agents. Forests and their management
is addressed in Chapter 1 through theoretical framings of the production of nature, the
changing role of the state, and the connection of these landscapes to an expanded urban
realm. Here, plot, neighborhood and regional dynamics are set within wider resource
territories that bring forests in direct relation to the urban in various ways. In Chapter
2 the histories of forest management in the province of Ontario gave context to current
neoliberal programs when viewed in relation to the life-cycle of a tree and the changing
political geography of the region —a transitional landscape moving between stages of
forest clearing and cultivation. Settler-colonial harvesting practices that clear cut the
vast majority of primary forests in the region were followed by state directed plantations
programs to compensate for this loss, the legacy of which are now found in many a stand.
The different assemblages of state and non-state actors in relation to changing modes
of state legibility were addressed in Chapter 3. This chapter followed the role of civil
society implicated in this model, with particular attention given to how state objectives are
translated within the actual landscapes of implementation and the resulting unevenness in
their application. Chapter 4 addressed a gap in knowledge in terms of the abstract spatial
patterns of environmental incentive programs, forms of enclosure, and the integration
of incentive programs within the urban-forest nexus. These land use dynamics were
investigated in finer detail in Chapter 5, where the aggregate patterns of incentivized
forest management of the MFTIP program were explored in relation to affordability.
Using mapping and quantitative analysis the association between managed forests with
demographic and biophysical characteristics revealed the complexity of the relationship
between development and conservation interests – their synergies and trade-offs.
Chapter 6 connected the study of managed forests to design more explicitly and argued
for the recognition of the role of landowners in shaping these spaces in various ways
tied to their local knowledge, values, and aesthetic inclinations. The final chapter of the
dissertation, Chapter 7, drew from the conclusions of previous sections to navigate
speculative proposals for incentivized forest management to provide alternative ways of
thinking about stewardship within the realm of planning and design along a spectrum. The
first of these propositions engages with stewardship from within the existing capitalist
system both as a representational critique to make invisible processes visible, but also
as a potential design tactic that has the ability to achieve greater access to forested land,
ecological knowledge and engagement. The second proposition grapples more seriously
with planning and design and tackled issues related to mitigation, adaptation and resilience
within the realm of forest stewardship and looked at the potential for scalability. The final
proposal, aimed to break more significantly with neoliberal governance approaches and
looked at how stewardship aligns with those proposing options for just transitions that
take on more socialized forms of governance while moving towards low-carbon living.
In its contribution to scholarship this dissertation engages in a critique that
interrogates existing formulations of neoliberal environmental governance to reveal
their path-dependent origins, but also highlights latent possibilities through a variety of
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methodological vantages that open up radical new potentials for design and planning.
Here incentivized landscapes and their management complicate both our understandings
of what conservation as well as design entail. Here, active management, becomes a
form of designed interaction, one that differs for each site and comes into being through
the commitment of landowners acting within the layered policy framework of the state.
Throughout this research interactions with landowners and landscapes has given rise
to a more nuanced understanding of what design entails in the context, where design is
leveraged as a means through which to explore the implementation of these programs,
offering alternative ways through which to see these practices and resulting forest
ecologies. In turn, this engagement with incentivized landscape offers a means through
which to reflect back on design in terms of their intersection with research and practice on
environmental stewardship, state legibility and planning for climate change.
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